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INTELLI 2014
Foreword
The Third International Conference on Intelligent Systems and Applications (INTELLI
2014), held between June 22-26, 2014 - Seville, Spain, was an inaugural event on advances
towards fundamental, as well as practical and experimental aspects of intelligent and
applications.
The information surrounding us is not only overwhelming but also subject to limitations
of systems and applications, including specialized devices. The diversity of systems and the
spectrum of situations make it almost impossible for an end-user to handle the complexity of
the challenges. Embedding intelligence in systems and applications seems to be a reasonable
way to move some complex tasks form user duty. However, this approach requires
fundamental changes in designing the systems and applications, in designing their interfaces
and requires using specific cognitive and collaborative mechanisms. Intelligence became a key
paradigm and its specific use takes various forms according to the technology or the domain a
system or an application belongs to.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the INTELLI 2014
Technical Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a high
quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also
kindly thank all the authors who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to
INTELLI 2014. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program
consisted of top quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the INTELLI 2014 organizing
committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional
meeting a success.
We hope that INTELLI 2014 was a successful international forum for the exchange of
ideas and results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the field
of intelligent systems and applications.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very
open. We also hope the attendees enjoyed the charm of Seville, Spain.
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A Simulation Model for Transport in a Grid-based Manufacturing System

Leo van Moergestel, Erik Puik, Daniël Telgen,
Mathijs Kuijl, Bas Alblas and Jaap Koelewijn
Department of Computer science
HU Utrecht University of Applied Sciences
Utrecht, the Netherlands
Email: leo.vanmoergestel@hu.nl

Abstract—Standard mass-production is a well-known manufacturing concept. To make small quantities or even single items of
a product according to user specifications at an affordable price,
alternative agile production paradigms should be investigated and
developed. The system presented in this paper is based on a
grid of cheap reconfigurable production units, called equiplets.
A grid of these equiplets is capable to produce a variety
of different products in parallel at an affordable price. The
underlying agent-based software for this system is responsible
for the agile manufacturing. An important aspect of this type
of manufacturing is the transport of the products along the
available equiplets. This transport of the products from equiplet
to equiplet is quite different from standard production. Every
product can have its own unique path along the equiplets. In this
paper several topologies are discussed and investigated. Also, the
planning and scheduling in relation to the transport constraints is
subject of this study. Some possibilities of realization are discussed
and simulations are used to generate results with the focus on
efficiency and usability for different topologies and layouts of the
grid and its internal transport system.
Keywords-Multiagent-based manufacturing; Flexible transport.

John-Jules Meyer
Intelligent systems group
Utrecht University
Utrecht, the Netherlands
Email: J.J.C.Meyer@uu.nl

interconnection possibilities to the average production path and
to see how the grid behaves under load.
The work in this paper is based on our previous work. The
design and implementation of the production platforms and
the idea to build a production grid can be found in Puik [1].
In Moergestel [2] the idea of using agent technology as a
software infrastructure is presented. Two types of agents play
a major role in the production: a product agent, responsible
for production of a product and an agent responsible for
performing certain production steps on a production machine.
Another publication by Moergestel [3] is dedicated the production scheduling for the grid production system.
In the next section of this paper related work will be
discussed. Next, grid manufacturing will be explained in more
detail, followed by a section about transport in the grid. After
introducing the software tools built, the results are presented
and discussed. Finally a conclusion where the results are
summarized, will end the paper.
II.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

In standard batch processing the movement of products is
mostly based on a pipeline. Though batch processing is a very
good solution for high volume production, it is not apt for
agile manufacturing when different products at small quantities
are to be produced by the production equipment. This paper
describes an agile and flexible production system, where the
production machines are placed in a grid. Products are not
following a single path, but different paths can be used in
parallel, leading to parallel production of different products.
The grid arrangement of production machines reduces the
average path when products move along their own possibly
unique paths within the grid during the production. To move
the products around during production, the ways the production
machines are interconnected should be investigated to find an
affordable and good solution. An important aspect will also be
the amount of products in the grid during production, because
too many products will result in failures in the scheduling
of the production. The investigation about transport and the
amount of products in the grid are the motivation and purpose
of this paper. The goal is to investigate the effect of different

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2014.
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R ELATED WORK

Using agent technology in industrial production is not
new though still not widely accepted. Important work in
this field has already been done. Paolucci and Sacile [4]
give an extensive overview of what has been done in this
field. Their work focuses on simulation as well as production
scheduling and control [5]. The main purpose to use agents
in [4] is agile production and making complex production
tasks possible by using a multi-agent system. Agents are also
introduced to deliver a flexible and scalable alternative for
manufacturing execution systems (MES) for small production
companies. The roles of the agents in this overview are quite
diverse. In simulations agents play the role of active entities
in the production. In production scheduling and control agents
support or replace human operators. Agent technology is used
in parts or subsystems of the manufacturing process. We on the
contrary based the manufacturing process as a whole on agent
technology. In our case a co-design of hardware and software
was the basis.
Bussmann and Jennings [6][7] used an approach that compares to our approach. The system they describe introduced
three types of agents, a workpiece agent, a machine agent and
a switch agent. Some characteristics of their solutions are:

1
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•

The production system is a production line that is
built for a certain product. This design is based
on redundant production machinery and focuses on
production availability and a minimum of downtime
in the production process. Our system is a grid and is
capable to produce many different products in parallel;

•

The roles of the agents in this approach are different
from our approach. The workpiece agent sends an
invitation to bid for its current task to all machine
agents. The machine agents issue bids to the workpiece agent. The workpiece agent chooses the best
bid or tries again. In our system the negotiating is
between the product agents, thus not disrupting the
machine agents;

•

They use a special infrastructure for the logistic subsystem, controlled by so called switch agents. Even
though the practical implementation is akin to their
solution, in our solution the service offered by the
logistic subsystems can be considered as production
steps offered by an equiplet and should be based on a
more flexible transport mechanism.

So there are however important differences to our approach.
The solution presented by Bussmann and Jenning has the
characteristics of a production pipeline and is very useful as
such, however it is not meant to be an agile multi-parallel
production system as presented here.
Other authors focus on using agent technology as a solution
to a specific problem in a production environment. The work
of Xiang and Lee [8] presents a scheduling multiagent-based
solution using swarm intelligence. This work uses negotiating
between job-agents and machine-agents for equal distribution
of tasks among machines. The implementation and a simulation of the performance is discussed. In our approach the
negotiating is between product agents and load balancing is
possible by encouraging product agents to use equiplets with a
low load. We did not focus on a specific part of the production
but we developed a complete production paradigm based on
agent technology in combination with a production grid. This
model is based on two types of agents and focuses on agile
multiparallel production. There is a much stronger role of the
product agent and a product log is produced per product. This
product agent can also play an important role in the life-cycle
of the product.
III.

G RID MANUFACTURING

In grid production, manufacturing machines are placed in a
grid topology. Every manufacturing machine offers one or
more production steps and by combining a certain set of
production steps, a product can be made. This means that
when a product requires a given set of production steps and
the grid has these steps available, the product can be made [1].
The software infrastructure that has been used in our grid, is
agent-based. Agent technology opens the possibilities to let
this grid operate and manufacture different kinds of products
in parallel, provided that the required production steps are
available [2]. The manufacturing machines that have been
built in our research group are cheap and versatile. These
machines are called equiplets and consist of a standardized
frame and subsystem on which several different front-ends can
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be attached. The type of front-end specifies what production
steps a certain equiplet can provide. This way every equiplet
acts as a reconfigurable manufacturing system (RMS) [9]. An
example of an equiplet front-end is a delta-robot. With this
front-end, the equiplet is capable of pick and place actions. A
computer vision system is part of the frontend. This way the
equiplet can localise parts and check the final position they
are put in. For a product to be made a sequence of production
steps has to be done. More complex products need a tree of
sequences, where every sequence ends in a half-product or
part, needed for the end product. The equiplet is represented in
software by a so-called equiplet agent. This agent advertises its
capabilities as production steps to a blackboard that is available
in a multiagent system where also so-called product agents
live. A product agent is responsible for the manufacturing of
a single product and knows what to do, the equiplet agents
knows how to do it. A product agent selects a set of equiplets
based on the production steps it needs and tries to match these
steps with the steps advertised by the equiplets. The planning
and scheduling of a product is an atomic action, done by the
product agent in cooperation with the equiplet agent and takes
seven steps [3]. Let us first assume that a single sequence of
steps is needed.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

7)

From the list of production steps, build a set of
equiplets offering these steps;
Ask equiplets about the feasibility and duration of the
steps;
Indicate situations where consecutive steps on the
same equiplet are possible;
Generate at most four paths along equiplets;
Calculate the paths along these equiplets;
Schedule the shortest product path using first-fit (take
the first opportunity in time for a production step) and
a scheduling scheme known as earliest deadline first
(EDF) [3];
If the schedule fails, try the next shortest path;

For more complex products, consisting of a tree of sequences,
the product agent spawns child agents, that are each responsible for a sequence. The parent agent is in control of its
children and acts as a supervisor. It is also responsible for the
last single sequence of the product. In Figure 1, the first two
halfproducts are made using stepsequences < σ1 , σ2 > and
< σ3 , σ4 >. These sequences are taken care of by child agents,
while the parent agent will complete the product by performing
the step sequence < σ4 , σ7 , σ2 , σ1 >. Every product agent is
1

2

3

4

4

7

2

1

Figure 1: Manufacturing of a product consisting of two half-products

responsible for only one product to be made. The requests
for products arrive at random. In the implementation we have
made, a webinterface helps the end-user to design his specific
product. At the moment all features are selected a product
agent will be created. During manufacturing a product is
guided by the product agent from equiplet to equiplet. This
will in general be a random walk along the equiplets. This
random walk is more efficient when the equiplets are in a
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Manufacturing Grid

grid arrangement against a line arrangement as used in batch
processing.
IV.

Part-supply Line

T RANSPORT IN THE GRID
Half-product Supply Line

In the production grid, there is at least the stream of products to be made. Another stream might be the stream of raw
material, components or half-products used as components.
We will refer to this stream as the stream of components.
These components could be stored inside the equiplets, but
in that case there is still a stream of supply needed in case the
locally stored components run short. This increases the logistic
complexity of the grid model. In the next subsections, models
will be introduced that alleviate the complexity by combining
the stream of products with the stream of components.

Figure 3: Production system with loops

Manufacturing Grid

Test Nodes

Part-supply Line
reject

A. Buiding box model

accept
+ exit

Half-product Supply Line

In the building box model, a tray is loaded with all the
components to create the product. To maintain agility, this
set of components can be different for every single product.
Before entering the grid, the tray is filled by passing through a
pipeline with devices providing the components. In this phase
a building box is created that will be used by the grid to
assemble the product. The equiplets in the grid are only used
for assembling purposes. Figure 2 shows the setup.

accept
supply

Figure 4: Production system with loops

switch A

Belt R

Manufacturing Grid

Belt L
switch B

Part-supply Line

Figure 5: Bidirectional conveyor belt with switches

B. Conveyor belt-based systems
Figure 2: Production system with supply pipeline

A problem with the previous setup is the fact that more
complex products should be built by combining subparts that
should be constructed first. In the previously presented setup
all parts needed for the construction of the subparts should
be collected in the building box, making the assembling
process more complicated. Another disadvantage of putting
all components for all subparts together in a building box is
that this slows down the production time, because normally
subparts can be made in parallel. A solution is shown in the
setup of Figure 3. Subparts can be made in parallel and are
input to the supply-line that eventually could be combined with
the original supply-line. The next refinement of the system is
presented in Figure 4. Here a set of special testnodes has been
added to the system. These nodes are actually also equiplets,
but these equiplets have a front-end that makes them suited
for testing and inspecting final products as well as subparts
that should be used for more complicated products. A test can
also result in a reject and this will also inform the product
agent about the failure. If the product agent is a child agent
constructing a subpart, it should consult the parent agent if a
retry should be done. In case it is the product agent for the
final product, it should ask its maker what to do.
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A conveyor belt is a common device to transport material.
Several types are in use in the industry. Without going into
detail, some kind of classification will be presented here:
•

belts for continuous transport in one direction;

•

belts with stepwise transport from station to station.
These types of belts can be used in batch environments, where every step takes the same amount of time
and the object should be at rest when a production step
is executed;

•

belts with transport is two directions. This can also be
realised by using two one direction belts, working in
opposite direction.

In Bussmann [6], an agent-based production system is built using transport belts in two directions where a switch mechanism
can move a product from one belt to another. A special switchagent is controlling the switches and thus controlling the flow
of a product along the production machines. In Figure 5
this solution is shown. Switch A is activated and will shift
products from belt R to the belt L that will move it to the left.
This concept fits well in the system developed by Bussmann,
because that system is actually a batch-oriented system. In a
grid the use of conveyor belts might be considered, but for agile
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transport several problems arise, giving rise to complicated
solutions:
•
•

•

should the direction in the grid consist of one-way
paths or should be chosen for bidirectional transport?
a product should be removed from the moving belt
during the execution of a production step. A stepwise
transport is inadequate, because of the fact that production steps can have different execution times in
our agile model. This removal could be done by a
switch mechanism as used by Bussmann, but every
equiplet should also have it own switch-unit to move
the product back to the belt.
because the grid does not have a line structure for
reasons explained in the first part of this chapter, a lot
of crossings should be implemented. These crossings
can also be realised with conveyor belt techniques, but
it will make the transport system as a whole expensive
and perhaps more error-prone.

C. Autonomous transport

putting wires in the path the AGV can sense and
follow;

•

using magnetic tape to guide the AGV;

•

using coloured paths, by using adhesive tape on the
path to direct the AGV;

•

using transponders, so the AGV can localise itself.

The second type of AGV does not require a specially prepared
path. In that case navigation is done by using:
•

laser range-finders

•

ultrasonic distance sensors

•

vision systems

Though it might look as if the decision for using AGVs has
already been made, further research should be done to see what
the efficiency will be for several implementations. This will be
the subject of the next two sections.
V.

An alternative for conveyor belts is the use of automatic
guided vehicles (AGV). An AGV is a mobile robot that follows
certain given routes on the floor or uses vision, ultrasonic
sonar or lasers to navigate. These AGVs are already used in
industry mostly for transport, but they are also used as moving
assembly platforms. This last application is just what is needed
in the agile manufacturing grid. The AGV solution used to be
expensive compared to conveyor belts but some remarks should
be made about that:
•

•

These AGV offer a very flexible way for transport that
fits better in non-pipeline situations;

•

Low cost AGV platforms are now available;

•

From the product agent view, an AGV is like an
equiplet, offering the possibility to move from A to
B.

•

A conveyor-belt solution that fits the requirements
needed in grid productions will turn out to be a complicated and expensive system due to the requirements
for flexible transport.

S OFTWARE TOOLS

Two simulation software packages have been built. A
simulation of the scheduling for production and a simulation
for the path planning. The path planning tool will be used to
calculate the efficiency for different transport interconnections.
The scheduling tool will be used to calculate the number
of active product agents within the grid. This number is
important, because it will tell how many products should be
temporally stored, waiting for the next production step to be
executed.
A. Path planning simulation software
A path planning tool has been built, to calculate a path a
certain product has to follow along the equiplets. The Dijkstra
path algorithm has been used [10]. The tool can work on
different grid transport patterns. This tool will be used to study
several possible grid topologies. A screen-shot of the graphical
user interface of the tool is shown in Figure 6. Several different
topologies and interconnections can be chosen by clicking the
appropriate fields in the GUI. The average transport path for
all nodes is one of the results of this simulation.

In the grid a set of these AGVs will transport the product
between equiplets and will be directed to the next destination
by product agents.
1) AGV system components: An AGV itself is a driverless
mobile robot platform or vehicle. This AGV is mostly a
battery-powered system. To use an AGV, a travel path should
be available. When more then one AGV is used on the travel
path. A control system should manage the traffic and prevent
collisions between the AGVs or prevent deadlock situations.
The control system can be centralised or decentralised.
2) AGV navigation: There are plenty ways in which navigation of AGVs has been implemented. The first division in
techniques can be made, based on whether the travel path itself
is specially prepared to be used by AGVs. This can be done
by:
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Figure 6: Path planning GUI
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B. Scheduling simulation software
The software for the scheduling simulations consists of two
parts. One part is a command-line tool that is driven by a
production scenario of a collection of product agents, each
having their own release time, deadline and set of production
steps. This production scenario is a human readable XML-file.
The second part is a GUI for visualisation of the scheduling
system. In Figure 7 a screen shot of this visualisation tool is
shown.
Figure 8: Standard fully connected grid

Figure 7: GUI of the scheduling simulator

VI.

R ESULTS

To calculate the average pathlength in the grid for different
paths, several structures have been investigated. Some of these
structures were chosen to fit conveyor belt solutions of some
type. All structures will also fit within the AGV-based solution.
•

A fully connected grid. where all paths are bidirectional paths as in Figure 8.

•

A grid where all paths are bidirectional, but this
design has removed the crossings as in Figure 9. This
structure could be implemented by conveyor belts in
combination with switches;

•

A structure with five unidirectional paths and two
bidirectional paths as in Figure 10. This structure is
also a possible implementation with conveyor belts;

•

A structure with bidirectional paths combined in a
single backbone as in Figure 11;

•

A structure with five bidirectional paths and two
unidirectional paths as in Figure 12;

•

A fully connected grid, but now with half of the paths
unidirectional as in Figure 13.

For all these structures the average path is the result from a
simulation of 1000 product agents, all having a random walk
within the grid. Each product agent has an also random set
of equiplets it has to visit ranging from 2 to 50 equiplets per
product agent. Every path or hop between adjacent nodes is
considered to be one unit length. If the paths have no crossings,
a conveyor belt might be used, because crossing belts will
result in a more complex system. All structures can also be
implemented with AGVs. For some structures the average path
can also easily be calculated and the results of these exact
calculations are within 1% of the simulation results.
The results of the simulation are given in a table and
also plotted as a histogram in Figure14. In Table I, a second
outcome from the simulation is also shown. This is the
percentage of agents that could find an alternative path of the
same length. This result is of interest when in a traffic control
implementation, alternative paths become important.
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Figure 9: grid with bidirectional lanes and bidirectiona backbone lanes

Figure 10: Grid with unidirectional lanes and bidirectional backbone lanes

Figure 11: E-shaped connection, with bidirectional lanes

As could be expected, the best result is achieved in the fully
connected grid with bidirectional paths. Changing the grid to
an almost identical structure of Figure 13 with unidirectional
paths, results in only a small penalty. This structure could also
be useful in an AGV-based transport system, reducing collision
problems because of the one-way paths used. Both structures
also offer a relative high percentage of alternative paths, that
could also be useful in an AGV-based system. The structures
that fit a conveyor belt solution show a path length that is
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Figure 12: Bidirectional lanes with unidirectional backbones
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Figure 15: Simulation Results for different sizes op product sets
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TABLE I: Results of the simulatiom
Structure
Average path
% Alternatives

1
3.2
60

2
3.9
16.7

3
6.4
8.4

4
5.1
0

5
6.0
0

6
3.6
27
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Figure 16: Simulation Results for different sizes op product sets
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Figure 14: Simulation results for different structures

considerably higher.
The next results were generated using the scheduling tool.
This tool was used in earlier research [3] to discover the
scheduling approach to be used. Earliest deadline first (EDF)
turned out to be a good choice. In Figure 15 the average
number of product agents in a manufacturing grid consisting
of 10 equiplets is shown for different sizes of test sets. Every
product agent has a random number of equiplets to visit
ranging from 1 to 20. Also, the time window between release
time and deadline is random between 1 to 20 times the total
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production time of a product. The number of timesteps is
10000 and the duration of a production step is 1 timestep.
For a set with 10000 product agents, the grid is actually
overloaded as can be seen in Figure 16, where the number
of scheduling failures is over 1000. Another simulation shows
the same effect. This simulation is based on one scenario with
a linear increasing amount of product agents in time as shown
in Figure 17. In this graph, a product is considered active in
the grid between its release time and its deadline. The actual
number of products in the grid is shown in Figure 18. When
we look at the actual number of active products in the grid, the
resulting graph shows an remarkable shape. In the beginning,
the actual number is even less than the number plotted in the
graph of Figure 17. This is due to the fact that in a grid that
is only used by a small amount of products, every product
will be finished far before its deadline. A finished product
is not considered active in the grid any more. However, at a
certain point there is a steep increase in the number of products
and the graph saturates at the same level of 70 products as
shown in Figure 15 for a test set of 10000. The number of
rejected products due to a failing scheduling will increase.
This also means that overloading the grid will generate many
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250

an equiplet. The product agent can instruct the AGV
agent to bring it to the next equiplet in the same
way as it can instruct an equiplet agent to perform
a production step;

number of product-agents in grid

number of products

200

•

An AGV can bring the production platform exact to
the right position for the equiplet and can even add
extra movement in the X-Y plane or make a rotation
around the Z-axis;

•

If an AGV fails during production the problem can be
isolated and other AGVs can continue to work. In a
conveyor belt system a failing conveyor might block
the whole production process.
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There are also some disadvantages:
•

There should be a provision for charging the battery
of the AGV;

•

Simulations show that the amount of agents in the grid
shows a strong increase in a grid that is loaded over
80%. This will result in a lot of AGVs in the grid
leading to traffic jam;

•

Only products that fit within the building box manufacturing model can be made.

Figure 17: Increasing number of active products in the grid
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Agent-based grid manufacturing is a feasible solution for
agile manufacturing. Some important aspects of this manufacturing paradigm have been discussed here. Transport can be
AGV-based provided that the load of the grid should be kept
under 80% to overcome the temporary storage requirements.
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Abstract— Solar-powered vehicle activated signs (VAS)
are speed warning signs powered by batteries that are
recharged by solar panels. These signs are more desirable than
other active warning signs due to the low cost of installation
and the minimal maintenance requirements. However, one
problem that can affect a solar-powered VAS is the limited
power capacity available to keep the sign operational. In order
to be able to operate the sign more efficiently, it is proposed
that the sign be appropriately triggered by taking into account
the prevalent conditions. Triggering the sign depends on many
factors such as the prevailing speed limit, road geometry,
traffic behaviour, the weather and the number of hours of
daylight. The main goal of this paper is therefore to develop an
intelligent algorithm that would help optimize the trigger point
to achieve the best compromise between speed reduction and
power consumption. Data have been systematically collected
whereby vehicle speed data were gathered whilst varying the
value of the trigger speed threshold. A two stage algorithm is
then utilized to extract the trigger speed value. Initially the
algorithm employs a Self-Organising Map (SOM), to
effectively visualize and explore the properties of the data that
is then clustered in the second stage using K-means clustering
method. Preliminary results achieved in the study indicate that
using a SOM in conjunction with K-means method is found to
perform well as opposed to direct clustering of the data by Kmeans alone. Using a SOM in the current case helped the
algorithm determine the number of clusters in the data set,
which is a frequent problem in data clustering.
Keywords: Solar-powered vehicle activated signs; Self
Organising Maps; K-means clustering; Trigger speed

I.

INTRODUCTION

An excessive or inappropriate speed is often a reason for
traffic fatalities. Therefore an important consideration for
traffic municipalities is to reduce speeding by either
modifying the roadway infrastructure or introducing
additional and more effective signage. Modifying road
infrastructure is more costly than deploying additional signs.
Therefore, a range of road safety signs has been developed
and deployed to encourage drivers to adapt to the speed limit
or to warn drivers when they are approaching a hazard. Solar
vehicle activated signs (VAS) are one type of signs that are
widely used on roadways. Typically, solar VAS are speed
warning sign powered by batteries that are recharged by
solar panels. These signs are more desirable than other
simple battery driven VAS due to their low cost of
installation. A main source of the reduction in cost is due to
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the fact that no external power supply is needed. These signs
usually consist of radar that is mounted inside the sign in
order to detect vehicles and measure their speed. The sign
displays a message when vehicle speed exceeds a pre-set
threshold, which is called the trigger speed. The trigger
speed is usually set to a constant value, which is often equal,
or relative, to the speed limit on a particular segment of
road. Earlier studies reviewing the effectiveness of variable
message signs or vehicle activated signs have been reported
by [1]. Such studies have reviewed relevant work published
between 2000 and 2005 and have mainly investigated the
influence of VMS on human behaviour. This study is an
update to the earlier studies in that this study includes data
from 2006-2009 [2]. The prior studies showed that these
signs have a significant impact on driver behaviour, traffic
safety and traffic efficiency. In most cases, the signs have
yielded reductions in the mean speed and in speed variation
as well as in longer headway. However, most of the
experiments were performed with the signs set to a certain
static configuration under specific conditions. Since some of
the aforementioned factors are dynamic in nature, it is felt
that the earlier researchers did not consider the aspects of
sign configuration carefully enough. The previous studies
lack a clear statement describing the relationship between
the trigger value and its consequences under different
conditions [3]. Efficiently setting up the radar speed
threshold helps prevent the battery from running out of
power. Previous authors have reported different strategies
for calculating the appropriate trigger speed. In one reported
experiment the trigger speed was set at 10% over the speed
limit plus an additional 2mph, i.e., in a 30mph speed limit
the trigger speed would be set at 35mph) [4]. The trigger
speed was set at the 50th percentile of the speed that was
detected prior to the installation of the VAS. This was
intended to target half of the drivers. In other previous
studies, the trigger speeds were set at between the 75th and
81th percentile speeds [5]. In Mattox et al., the
predetermined trigger speed was set to the posted speed limit
with a 3- mph buffer [6]. The method that is used
predominantly in the United Kingdom is one in which the
trigger speed is set to the 85th percentile of the average
speed that is measured before installation.
However, solar VAS are often challenged by a limitation
is the capacity of the power supply that is required for the
sign to remain operational. In order to be able to operate the
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sign more efficiently, it is proposed that the sign trigger
should take into account the prevalent conditions. Triggering
the sign depends on many factors such as the prevailing
speed limit, road geometry, traffic behaviour and number of
hours of daylight (more daylight implies more solar power
available, but on the other hand the sign needs to shine
brighter during daylight, which implies higher power
consumption). As a consequence of the lack of power
capacity, the sign may be triggered with a high value but it
should preserve the impact of the sign on vehicle speed
reduction. To determine the optimal trigger speed in order to
minimize power consumption while simultaneously
maximizing vehicle speed reduction is a nontrivial problem.
Thus, the optimal trigger speed will be accomplished by first
collecting traffic data using various trigger speeds, preprocess the data and extract the trigger speeds that reveal the
information and relationship hidden in these data for
example, the relationship between the time of day and the
traffic conditions. The objective of this paper is to therefore
develop an intelligent algorithm that searches for the optimal
trigger speed, which yields the best compromise between
reducing both vehicle speeds and the power consumption of
the sign. The algorithm is mainly done by combining two
clustering techniques, Self-Organising Map (SOM) and Kmeans. In this algorithm, traffic data will be first clustered
by a SOM in order to effectively visualize, explore the
properties of the data and determine the preliminary number
of clusters as well as determine the centre of each cluster.
After using the SOM, the clusters are refined by using Kmeans. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 details the experimental design and discusses data
acquisition. Section 3 presents issues relevant to solar power
consumption for the sign. The developed algorithm and its
trigger speed are described extensively in sections 4 and 5.
The results and discussion are reported in section 6. Lastly
concluding remarks will be presented.
II.

SOLAR POWER CONSUMPTION

Solar powered signs are allow for signs to be easily
installed in locations that are far away from the power grid.
They are designed to run all year round, particularly running
more in the winter when there is less light. The radar is
always on and this draws somewhere in the region of 4050mA. However, the only other power draw is the controller
and 3 LEDs on the rear of the sign, which require about
20mA in total. The total current from the 12V battery is then
around 70mA. When the sign faced is active and at full
brightness, the current consumption is 1.8A. This reduces in
steps as the ambient light reduces right down to under 0.5A.
The modem that is fitted to this unit is also drawing current
all of the time this is in the region of 50mA and has an
impact on battery life. The current taken by the unit depends
on the quality of the network signal that is available at the
site and the amount of data that is being moved, so it is not
an easy sum to calculate. Therefore there is a need to
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consume the energy efficiently in order to ensure that the
VAS has an adequate amount of power. The established
sign runs on 40W solar panels with 35 Ah batteries. In this
study, the energy consumption is calculated as follows. If
the vehicle speeds exceed the proposed threshold speed
then:
- Calculate the length of flash f for each vehicle
speed
- Sum all flashes
- Calculate energy consumption at full brightness in
Ah
III.

EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND DATA ACQUISITION

Solar Traffic agencies have a specific policy for the use
of interactive signs such as VAS. These policies stipulate
where the sign can be placed and the possible roadways for
which they are suitable. Such signs are mostly placed at or
near speed limit changes or at sites where a high collision
rate exists. Sites near junctions and pedestrian crossings are
normally avoided, as vehicle speeds are generally reduced in
these areas [7]. In this study, two test sites were selected in
Borlänge, Sweden. The first site is referred to as the
Korsgård test site. The Korsgård test site is located between
the Tuna and Hugo Hedström roadways. The second site is
referred to as the Mjälga test site. Note that traffic flows in
both directions and the posted speed limit at the test sites is
40 km/hr. Furthermore both sites are located in rural area
and are notorious for speeding. At both sites, two radars
(radar 1 and radar 2) were used in order to study the
reduction of vehicle speed before and after triggering the
sign. Radar 1 was positioned 100 meters before the VAS
and radar 2 was positioned in line with the VAS. The VAS
is triggered at 100 m in distance before the location of the
sign. The sign used in the current study is a typical solar
powered vehicle activated sign (VAS). The sign displays
two warning messages in succession. The first is a reminder
of the posted speed limit, which is 40km/hr, which is
followed by a “SÄNK FARTEN” (reduce speed) message.
Typically the messages are displayed only when the vehicle
speed exceeds the trigger speed. The sign is equipped with
radar and a data logger to detect and record vehicle speed.
The sign is also equipped with a general packet radio
service (GPRS) modem to facilitate communication to the
radar and for authorized users to download and upload data.
Note that it has been possible to alter the radar settings
remotely. Such a setup has facilitated alteration of the
trigger speed, thereby permitting the study to investigate the
effect of different trigger speeds on various driving speeds.
Upon request the data stored in the collection module is
uploaded to a web server for the user to download.
At both sites, the data were collected 24-hours a day. At
the Korsgård test site, data collection were done from 1
September 2012 through 31 December 2012 and at the
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Mjälga test site, data collection were established between
from 1 May 2013 and 1 August 2013. The data collected
consists of records about vehicle speed, the direction the
vehicle is traveling, the length of vehicle, a time stamp and a
time gap and the date. Only the vehicle speed, direction and
the time of day were used in this study.
IV.

A TWO STAGE CLUSTERING APPROACH USING SELFORGANISING MAP WITH K-MEANS CLUSTERING

Clustering is an unsupervised classification of
observations, data items, or objects into different groups or
clusters so that the data in each cluster share the same
properties [8]. Grouping is usually done on the basis of
similarities or distances without any assumptions
concerning the number of groups that should be pertained to
the data. There are various methods that are used for cluster
analysis. Self-Organising Maps (SOM) and K-means are
two methods that are commonly applied in several fields
such as marketing, pattern recognition and traffic analysis.
However, the performance of these methods can differ
depending of the characteristics of the data, for example the
size of the data, the number of clusters, and the type of data.
Nevertheless, none of these methods outperforms the others
in all data conditions. For instance, SOM is sensitive to the
size of the data set; its speed of convergence is slower than
K-means [9]. K-means is a simple and fast algorithm but it
is very sensitive to the selection of the initial number of
clusters [10]. In this paper, a Self-Organizing Map (SOM)
was initially used to visualize, and understand data
properties such as the number of prevalent clusters.
Preliminary identification of the number of clusters is
deemed useful because it enables the researcher to decide
the number of clusters (K) while implementing the K-means
algorithm [11].
A.

Khohonen self-organising maps

The Self-organising map (SOM) is an artificial neural
network that learns the properties of data via an
unsupervised learning algorithm [12]. It consists of two
layers of artificial neurons; an input layer and an output
layer. Every input neuron is connected to every output
neuron by a weighting value. The Euclidian distance is
calculated between the input vector and the incoming
weighted vector for each output. The output neuron with the
smallest distance is declared as the winner and its weights
modified to be closer to the input vector. In fact SOM is an
iterative process where the connections’ weights are
modified according to the following equations (1) and (2)
[13, 14].
(

)

()
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Where w(t) is the connection weight at time t,
x(t) is the input vector
h(t) is the neighbourhood function,
α is the learning rate,
d is the Euclidian distance between the winning unit and the
current unit,
σ is the neighbourhood width parameter
B.

K-means clustering

The k-means clustering is an optimization clustering
algorithm where clusters are formed by optimizing some
measure of cluster goodness. The centre of the cluster k is
the mean of the data items within the cluster. The K-means
algorithm proceeds by first randomly selecting k of the
items where each selection is done by partitioning data
items into k initial clusters. Each item is assigned to the
cluster to which it is the most similar, based on the distance
between the item and the cluster mean. It then computes the
new mean for each cluster and assigns the new mean as the
new cluster centre. This process iterates until a stopping
condition is reached.
In this paper a two stage clustering algorithm is applied
as follows:
a) Data pre-processing: The data is initially preprocessed by simple filtering. In this case the
filtering consists based on the direction the vehicles
are traveling. Vehicles traveling in the same
direction are filtered into the same group. Later, the
data is grouped into two classes: cars and trucks.
Motorcycles and long trucks are excluded from this
study by assuming that their speed is low.
b) Feature extraction: The main features considered in
this study are: time mean speed , traffic flow q
and the standard deviation of speed . Assuming
that all of the vehicles are moving with v km/hr.
The number of vehicles counted at a certain point
in one hour is the traffic flow q. Time mean speed
is the average of spot speed
or simply the
average of n vehicles passing a point during a
certain period of time [15]. Time mean speed is
given by equation (3):
⁄ ∑

(3)

Speed standard deviation is approximately the
square root of the sum of the squares for the
difference between each vehicle speed
and the
mean speed [16].
Speed standard deviation is given by equation (4):
(4)
)
√ ⁄ ∑ (
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c)

The SOM clustering stage: Obtain the initial
number of clusters by SOM. The input vectors
assigned to the SOM input neurons consist of 3
dimensions; time mean speed, traffic flow and
standard deviation. In this experiment, a 24 by 3
layer of neurons is used to classify the input into 3
clusters. This means a layer of 72 neurons spread
out in a 24 by 3 grid. After training the network
with 100 iterations, the map is well distributed with
regard to the input space.
d) The K-means clustering stage: Refine the cluster
centroid by K-means. The number of clusters and
the cluster centres obtained from SOM can be used
as the initial input of the K-means algorithm.
e) Trigger speed setting: According to the clustering
results obtained from the K-means, the trigger
speed is considered as the median speed of the
cluster.
V.

median speed for the three clusters at the Korsgård test site
and at the Mjälga test site, respectively. The central mark in
this box plot is the median, the edges of the box are the 25th
and 75th percentiles and outliers are plotted individually.
The whiskers in Cluster 2 at the Korsgård site and in cluster
3 at the Mjälga site are more extended than other clusters
due to a larger deviation between median speeds. In fact
when the traffic flow is high at the Korsgård test site, the
median speed is high (cluster 2) but when the traffic is low
at the Mjälga site, the median speed is high (cluster 3). Bear
in mind, that both test sites have a speed limit of 40 km/hr.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The two-stage clustering algorithm was applied to the
experimental data obtained from both test sites; Korsgård
and Mjälga. A choice of K=3 is based on the initial
clustering done by SOM. Figure 1 (a) and (b) show how the
K-means partitioned the traffic flow into 3 clusters at both
the Korsgård and Mjälga test sites, respectively. This means
grouping the time of day into three clusters that correspond
to the number of vehicles passing the sign. At the Korsgård
test site, the traffic flow is low in cluster 1, average in
cluster 3, high in cluster 2, however at the Mjälga test site
the traffic flow is low in cluster 3, average in cluster 2, and
high in cluster 1. In fact, the partition of the time of day for
the traffic flow is not the same in both sites.

Figure 2. Box plot of median speed for the three clusters; (a) at the
Korsgård test site; (b) at the Mjälga test site

For the purpose for this study, the 24 hours of the day
were grouped into three time period clusters. The time
periods obtained from the clustering algorithm ensured that
the trigger speed is applied to the entire clusters, rather to
the individual hours. The trigger speeds are considered as
the centroid median speeds for the clusters obtained from
the experiment. Tables 1 and 2 present the centroid median
speed and the corresponding standard deviation of all of the
clusters from the mean speed at the Korsgård and Mjälga
test sites, respectively.
TABLE 1. THE TIME PERIOD RANGE, THE CENTROID’S MEDIAN SPEED AND
THE CENTROID STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH CLUSTER AT THE
KORSGÅRD TEST SITE

Clusters
number
(K)
1
2
3

Cluster’s time period range

{07,09,10,11,12,19,20,21}
{00,01,02,03,04,05,06,22,23}
{08,13,14,15,16,17,18}

Centroid
median
speed
49
51
49

Centroid
Standard
deviation
09
13
08

Figure 1. Clustering traffic flow respective to time; (a) at the Korsgård test
site; (b) at the Mjälga test site

The main idea in using K-means clustering is to retrieve
the median speed centroid, which is the expected trigger
speed threshold. Fig. 2 (a) and (b) shows a box plot of the
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TABLE 2. THE TIME PERIOD RANGE, THE CENTROID’S MEDIAN SPEED AND
THE CENTROID STANDARD DEVIATION FOR EACH CLUSTER AT THE MJÄLGA
TEST SITE
Clusters
number
(K)
1
2
3

Cluster’s time period range

{00,01,02,03,04,05,06,22,23}
{07,09,10,20,21}
{08,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19}

Centroid
median
speed
51
49
48

Centroid
standard
deviation
13
10
09

The effect of the sign is done by calculating:
- The variation in the mean speed of a vehicle
travelling before triggering the sign as well as after
triggering the sign.
- Energy consumption
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the energy consumed on the
clustering model is actually near the 50th percentile and
larger than the 85th percentile at both test sites.

Both sites provide nearly identical results for the centroid
median speed and the centroid standard deviation. However,
the partitioning of the day is not the same in all clusters. The
partitions are the same at night-time but it differs during the
daytime.
VI.

VALIDATION AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Validating the data is not a straightforward process.
There are several cluster validation techniques. One of these
techniques which were initially proposed by Hauser and
Schere, is to break down the data into subsets and then try to
reach the same clusters from the original data [17]. In this
study, the validation is done by comparing the effect of the
sign that was triggered with the clustering model to the
effect of the sign that was triggered with other static trigger
speeds. The static trigger speeds are obtained from the 15th,
50th and 85th percentiles of the vehicle speeds. The 15th
percentile speed is the speed up to which 15% of vehicles
travel. For example if the 15th percentile speed was 100
km/hr then 15% of the traffic would travel at 100 km/hr or
lower. The same definition applies to the 50th and 85th
percentile speeds respectively. Bear in mind that 15th, 50th
and 85th percentiles are reflecting a vehicle’s speed at the
specific test sites (as measured before the experiment
began). To limit the effect to only weekdays, the evaluations
were based only on the data that were collected on three
Mondays. Table 3 shows the various trigger speeds applied
at both test sites.

Figure 3. Energy consumption in Ah for the clustering model compared to
the models based on the 15th , 50th and 85th percentiles at Korsgård test
site

Figure 4. Energy consumption in Ah for the clustering model compared to
the models based on the 15th , 50th and 85th percentiles at Mjälga test site

Fig. 5 and fig. 6 shows the effect of the clustering model on
speed reduction compared to 15th, 50th and 85th
percentiles. The speed reduction was based on the speed
variation 100 meters before and 100 meters after triggering
the sign. As seen in the figure, over the cause of one day,
data were entered into three clusters according to the
clustering algorithm.

TABLE 3. THE VARIOUS TRIGGER SPEED (KM/H) AT THE TEST SITES
Korsgård test
site
Trigger speed
basis

15th percentile
50th percentile
85th percentile
Clustering
model

Mjälga test site
Trigger speed
(TS)

42
47
52
52-47
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Trigger speed
(TS)

15th percentile
50th percentile
85th percentile
Clustering
model
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46
49
50
52-49
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The clustering model performed better at the Mjälga test
site than at the Korsgård test site. At Korsgård, the greatest
reduction in speed was in cluster one (nighttime) that had a
trigger speed in the 15th percentile. At Mjälga, the greatest
reduction that occurred at night was with a trigger speed that
was in the 85th percentile.

Figure 5. Speed reduction for the clustering model compared to the models
based on 15th, 50th and 85th percentiles at korsgård test site

consumption and speed reduction between the algorithm and
other models shows that the algorithm is able maintain a
reasonable level of energy consumption while also
positively affecting driver behaviour. The algorithm was
applied to the data set using traffic flow, median speed and
standard deviation as the main features to categorize the
time of day. To better assess the usefulness of this
algorithm, the data set can be extended with more features.
The data were collected by varying the trigger speed
threshold value at each site. This data can be also extended
by altering both the trigger speed threshold and the trigger
distance threshold. Thus, it is beneficial to configure the
sign in a way that reflects the actual traffic situation and
provides optimal energy consumption.
Future research should also include a comparison between
the effectiveness of the VAS during the day and at night as
well as a comparison of the effectiveness of the VAS during
the week and on the weekend. Meanwhile, the traffic data
shall further be integrated with weather data sources. The
results differ between the test sites. This means that the
location of the sign can have an impact on the study.
Obviously in order to optimise the effect of the trigger speed
on a driver’s speed, the VAS should be further adapted to a
greater diversity of traffic and road conditions. In the long
term the goal is to develop an “intelligent” VAS which selfadapts to traffic conditions on site in order to automatically
operate at the optimum trigger speed.
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Abstract-Analytical network process (ANP) is usually used for
solving the complex multifactor problems when search for the
rational decisions is made in stationary operating conditions
with a large resource of time. In this paper, we propose the
idea of development the ANP as applied to operational
dispatching. The developed method is based on reducing the
amount of information that is introduced into the decision
support system via man-machine dialogue in the real time.
Much of the data on the state of infrastructure and its
adjustments comes from neighboring information systems.
These data are used to specify the weights of the links between
the elements presented in the ANP-model of the object. This
algorithm simplifies the process of filling the estimated
supermatrix and saves a lot of time. Also, simplified variants of
interface are proposed to serve the operative data entering
through the dialogue of operator with the DSS. The paper
provides an example of applying the modified ANP in solving
the problem of railway traffic dispatching.

dispatching problems. Their properties make it possible to
obtain a compromise solution when there is a conflict
among managers of the control center [2].
Section 2 of this paper provides an overview of the wellknown publications on the problem of expert analysis,
which allows solving complex multifactor problems.
Section 3 considers the emerging problems of railway
dispatching. Section 4 offers a modified ANP method in
application to the task of operative dispatching. It also
presents the idea of forming such an interface which would
significantly simplify the process of estimating the factors in
the phase of information input into the Decision Support
System (DSS). Section 5 sets out the conclusions and
directions for further research.

Keywords-Intelligent
transport
system;
real-time
management; railway dispatching; decision making; analytical
network process (ANP)

At present there are a number of methods in decision
theory, which make it possible to analyze the multifactorial
problems. Based on these methods, the algorithms produce
decomposition of the object into its elements through the
pairwise comparisons; next, a calculation of the matrix
which includes the weights of these elements. Most of the
works that develop these expert methods consider only the
algorithm for calculating the priority vector [3]. Other works
improve the technique for handling the input (primary) data
while retaining the scaling mechanism [4]. Most of the
publications are devoted to the use of classical techniques
AHP / ANP in solving practical problems [5][6]. These
techniques are also implemented in the decision support
systems: Technique of Order Preference by Similarity to
Ideal Solution (TOPSIS), Cognitive Hierarchy Process
(CHP), Fuzzy Cognitive Hierarchy Process (FCHP) [7]-[9],
and others. We are not aware of familiar with any studies,
which would formulate and solve the problem of sharing
algorithms that improve the data entry and processing in the
expert determination of the optimal solutions.
Many researchers work at the real-time technical conﬂict
resolution problem in a railway [10]. Most of them use
determinate modeling of the railway traffic. This approach
allows accurate predicting the future evolution of the traffic
on the basis of the actual train positions and speeds, as well
as the signaling and safety system constraints. Assessing the
possibility of using the algorithm of expert evaluations in

I. INTRODUCTION
Decision making to overcome the complicated
nonstandard situation is interrelated with processing a large
amount of information. The expert analysis of an object or a
process in its development is usually carried out over rather
a long period of time. A lot of documentary sources and
opinions of various experts are referred to, when analyzing
the object. There are a number of effective methods to solve
the specified problems, which are based on the use of
special evaluating scales or the pairwise comparisons. The
Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) and the Analytical
Network Process (ANP) are the most often used expert
methods [1].
In many operational cases there is a problem of solving a
difficult situation when little time is allocated to find a
rational solution. Many problems of operational
management of such large systems as railways or power
system relate to the tasks of this kind. Nonstandard
situations regularly arise in these systems and there are no
ready-made algorithms to find a way out. In these cases a
large effect is obtained by using methods of expert
assessments mentioned above. The expert analysis methods
can be effectively applied in solving the railway traffic
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the process of object management in real time, Kabir et al.
[4] have the opinion that it is impossible to solve the
multifactor problem in a few short steps, as this will result
in unacceptable inaccuracy. In our present paper we attempt
to overcome this difficulty by means of using a priori
information which comes through auxiliary channels.
Besides, we try to create a rational construction of
exchanging data between the operator and the DSS. Our
goal is to create the DSS that allows dispatcher to get the
intellectual and quick help in difficult cases of the railway
traffic control, i.e., to obtain the solution of multifactor
problem as soon as possible (within a few minutes).
III. ANP-MODEL FOR THE RAILWAY DISPATCHING
Selection of the decision on trains flow management is a
typical problem of the railway dispatching. This is often a
difficult task since we must take the priorities of the trains,
the wagons, the work time of locomotive crews and a lot of
other factors into account. Such difficult tasks are the
typical multifactor scheduling problems.
Technical, commercial and organizational factors are
taken into account in the decision-making process for the
rational traffic management of trains. In addition, issues of
providing the train traffic safety are constantly in sight of
the manager. There are deviations from the normal
operation that regularly occur on the railroad. These
deviations often have a unique character because every time
their reason is a peculiar combination of different factors. In
many cases, simulation model is a poor description of the
work of the railway section, as the relevant information
about the process may be absent or tardy. In this case,
operating decisions are made by the dispatcher. Intelligent
DSS gives the opportunity to build an integrated dynamic
model of the process by combining the actual data, which
come on-line from the rail section, and the information that
is entered by the operator. It is possible to use an efficient
algorithm to determine the adjustments' priorities vector,
based on the expert ANP-analysis.
ANP-model contains a number of technical clusters that
correspond to the work of the stations, the train locomotives
and the service divisions: power, signaling, communications
and others. The separate cluster reflects the commercial
weights of trains. The chief dispatcher of a railway line
estimates the size of arcs which are directed to elements of
this segment. Duty managers, who control the sets of
locomotives, cars and other equipment, determine the
intensity of the links between other specialized elements of
the model. The common work of managers and the DSS is
made in a dialogue mode that gives synergistic effect when
determining the management decisions.
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IV. MODIFIED ANP-MODEL AND RATIONAL MAN-MACHINE
INTERFACE

ANP-model is created by decomposition of the goals,
the function conditions of the system and the results of the
process execution. The elements of a decomposed problem
are grouped into the clusters, each of which reflects one of
the components of the large structural elements of the object
under analysis. The elements are connected by the links, and
movement along the links leads, ultimately, to the final
alternative solutions (see Figure 1). Each dispatcher assesses
the elements which relate to his duties.

Element 11

Cluster 2

Element 12

Element 21

Element 31
Train
dispatcher

Cluster 1

Element 22

Element 32 Cluster 3
Rail line
manager

Power
dispatcher

Figure 1. Fragment of network model

The corresponding weight of each of the final decision is
formed on the basis of transition matrix, which is called the
supermatrix in the ANP-approach. Controller of the certain
object (we call him the rail line manager) introduces the
values of DSS components, i.e., intensity of the links, which
reflect the assessment of the importance of each of the
factors. Herewith, he is using a certain estimating scale,
mostly - from 1 to 9.
The process of scaling becomes very consuming in the
case of multifactor model and the presence of cross-links
between the elements. The expert makes his judgments and
enters the relevant data into the DSS by using a technique of
pairwise comparisons. When solving the multifactor
problem, this process becomes very time-consuming and
laborious. Similar problems can go quickly in the work of
the manager, one after another, which leads to a significant
increase of the facts and paired comparisons together with
psychological strain. In the present research we propose to
reduce the number of operations that are performed by the
dispatcher in the estimation process in on-line mode. These
reductions are made in the following way.
At the first stage, the dispatcher selects the type and
location of the scenario which is considered in determining
a specific decision, e.g., appointing the locality and time of
the implementation of the adjustment and its type. This
selection is reflected in the fact that the process model is
simplified. Simplification is due to the fact that some of the
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elements are excluded by the dispatcher from the model as
well as their respective links. These excluded elements have
little influence on the result of the adjustment in this
particular situation.
The second stage is represented by two sub-stages. In
one of them part of the data, relating to commercial
priorities, is entered by the rail line manager, who is
responsible for this range of issues. Information that reflects
the state of the infrastructure is introduced by the
dispatchers of the relevant services: locomotives, power
supply and others (fatty links). Considering the fragment of
the model it is evident that the number of links (dotted
links) that require estimation by the dispatcher is
significantly reduced (see Figure 2).

Sy1

S y2

Sy3

Sx1
Sy4
Sx2

Sx3
Sx4
Figure 3. Existence domain of particular solution
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The intensity value of the corresponding connection
between a pair of elements is plotted on each axis. When the
rail line manager compares the elements, he marks the point
with these coordinates, which corresponds to his intuitive
understanding of the features intensity. The second way is
that a bar graph should be displayed on the screen for the
use by the manager. A specific zone in the diagram is given
for the each link (Figure 4).
Impact
value
max

Figure 2. ANP network with some a priori and a posteriori cluster links

The volume of work that is performed in this second
sub-step, is significantly reduced. This will ensure the
achievement of the goal, namely, relieving the rail line
manager from the large volume of non profile work. This
allows him to focus on finding the most rational solution,
which leads to conflict prevention or mitigation of its
consequences.
The numerical estimation of intensity in each of the
factors is used in the classical scheme of expert analysis.
Furthermore, the operator has difficulty in establishing the
consistency between different acts of pairwise comparisons.
In the on-line method, which is proposed in this paper, nonstandard ways of presenting the operator’s judgments are
used.
One way assumes that operator selects a point in the area
which is bounded by the axes of intensity relationships
between elements using an interactive pen (see Figure 3).
This example shows the pairwise comparison of elements
from the estimation position based by two criteria. Intensity
axes are the criteria for comparing the elements (e.g.,
technical and economic criteria). Curved lines show the
mutually beneficial nature of the interaction of the criteria
by which the operator compares elements.
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Figure 4. Mechanism of interlocking ratings

When making judgments on the intensity of features, the
dispatcher makes mark in the certain areas corresponding to
each connection between elements. This enables the
manager to clearly see the ratio of their intensities, which
speeds up the process of the data entering. Using these
methods allows a person who makes the judgments, to
connect the image thinking and, thus, simplify and
accelerate the dialogue with the DSS.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The article describes the ANP-model which is designed
for the determination of rational solutions in terms of lack of
time. The decision making process is accelerated due to
obtaining estimates from adjacent experts and their use in a
single supermatrix. Furthermore, the volume of the
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processed information is reduced due to the fact that the
dispatcher indicates the type of scenario and other
information that reduces the dimensionality of the model.
The paper also offers a convenient interface that simplifies
the process of making dispatcher judgments.
In the future, we are planning to show how to solve the
particular problems of railroad dispatching using the new
ANP model. Development of the ideas in this work is
expected in the direction of collective decision-making in
conditions that require a compromise.
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Abstract—Developing control systems for swarm robotics
require advanced techniques that can ensure adaptive,
autonomous, self-aware and intelligent behavior.
An
engineering response to such demands is an ensemble based
approach that structures a complex control system into
dynamic ensembles of relatively simple system elements, called
service components. The dynamism and autonomous behavior
of the system elements are modeled by the knowledge- and
predicate-based communication principle that allows for late
(at run-time) evaluation of communication and connection
rules among the system elements. The approach is illustrated
on a concrete multi-robot scenario.
Keywords--swarm robotic; autonomous systems; development life
cycle, ensemble-based system.

I.
MOTIVATION
Constructing a multi-robot system requires multidisciplinary
approach that calls for advanced techniques from the
domains of software engineering, parallel and distributed
system, agent systems and artificial intelligence. Each of the
target disciplines poses grand challenges in its own field
[1][2]. To respond to changing demands over a long
operational time, adaptive and autonomous behavior at both
individual and collective level [3] as well as energy
awareness [4][5] need to be ensured.
The solution offered here responds to all these
challenges. The approach decomposes a complex system
into high number of service components – functionally
simple building blocks enriched with knowledge attributes
[6]. The knowledge of a component controls autonomic
behavior at a local level. To ensure meaningful grouping
and autonomy at higher levels (collective autonomy),
system components are grouped into ensembles according to
predicates over the components’ attributes (which represents
the major novelty of the approach). These predicates are
actually implicit rules for communication bindings and
represent global knowledge of the ensemble.
In order to guarantee correct and timely behavior in such
demanding circumstances, this approach relies on formal
methods. The system design and development phases are
strictly defined leading to step-wise process of modelling,
development, verification and validation.
The emphasis of this paper is on major engineering
phases of the ensemble development lifecycle. A strongly
pragmatic approach is illustrated by the concrete multi-robot
scenario.
The paper is structured into six sections describing
motivation (section one), engineering approach (section
two), problem description (section three), system modelling
using the SCEL language and JRESP framework (section
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four) and the deployment (section five). The conclusion
(section 6) summarizes the achievements and indicates
further directions for the work to come.
II.
ENGINEERING APPROACH
Autonomous systems introduce a number of requests which
are not present in other less dynamic systems. Constant
changes both in the controlled environment and in the
system per se require an appropriate methodology. The
development process needs to be continuous, allowing for
re-consideration and refinement both during the system
development and during the system execution time. The
approach described here proposes a persistent process for
ensemble construction that consists of two major
development circles, each having three phases:
 Design circle consists of:
1. Requirement analysis,
2. Modelling and programming, and
3. Validation and verification phases.
 Runtime circle contains of
1. Monitoring,
2. Awareness, and
3. Self-adaptation phases.
Two transitions, namely deployment and feedback ensure
the correlation among the two circles.
 Deployment is a step-wise transition that is the
result of modeling and programming phases. It
begins with the first release and later continues
whenever system modification occurs (redeployment).
 Feedback is a transition that represents reengineering, i.e., a system modification caused by
problems discovered within the monitoring,
awareness or self-adaptation run-time phases.
To ensure rigorous development of complex distributed
autonomous systems, a number of tools and methods have
been developed to support each of the phases and transitions
within the development life cycle [7]. This paper focuses on
tools and methods for modelling and the deployment,
namely the SCEL (Service Component Ensemble
Language) [8], and the jRESP (Java Runtime Environment
for SCEL Programs) [9] and ARGoS[10] frameworks.
III.
PROBLEM SPECIFICATION
Swarm robotics deals with creation of multi-robot systems
that through interaction among participating robots and their
environment can accomplish a common goal, which would
be impossible to achieve by a single robot. To illustrate the
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application from the swarm robotics domain a search and
rescue scenario is presented.

robots that explore the environment and find objects and b robots with a gripper, which can carry objects.

a) Foraging robot

b) Robot with a gripper
Figure 2, Swarm robots

Figure 1. Scenario

A. Swarm Robotics Scenario
The basic idea behind the scenario is to organize and control
a rescue operation in an emergency situation. Figure 1
illustrates the scenario where “an explo-sion happens in a
nuclear plant causing the radiation, spill and collapse of a
part of the building where a number of victims is trapped.
To prevent further harm to human lives, a team
of
robots is deployed in the endangered area. The robots must
explore the area, search for victims, and coordinate to save
the victims as fast as possible. Besides removing victims,
robots have to neutralize the radiation source by building
blocks around it”.
In the above scenario, a swarm of robots is distributed in
a so called deployment area. The robots must reach the zone
according to the scenario goal (finding victims and radiation
source, carrying blocks, etc). Robots are not informed about
the position of the targets. To discover their location they
perform random walk combined with coordinated
exploration. As soon as a robot reaches a radiation zone or a
victim, it ‘publishes’ its location within the local knowledge
repository. In this way, robots with the same task can be
informed about the location of the corresponding target.
Informed robots can then move directly towards the target
thus saving time and energy.
Robots possess limited battery lifetime. To behave in an
energy-aware manner, the robots must monitor the battery
charge over the course of the experiment. If the battery
charge drops too low, self-healing actions are required, e.g.,
reaching a charging station or sending a distress signal.
There are two types of robots in a multi-robot system
needed to solve the “search and rescue” problem, as
specified in the given scenario (see Figure 1): a - foraging
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B. Generic System Properties
To further explore the control system requirements, the
given scenario is closely examined and the major system
characteristics are extracted (formulated in a generic form in
order to keep them applicable in other application
scenarios):
1.

Individual goals

2.

Coordination and distribution

3.

Sharing and collectiveness (global goals)

4.

Awareness and knowledge

5.

Energy awareness and optimization

Each robot from the swarm has an individual goal (ie.
simple task it can do). To solve a collective assignment,
robots dynamically gather in a swarm, which further
requires coordinated and distributed behavior. Knowledge
of own capabilities and conditions as well as of those from
the environment, bring awareness at both local and global
level. Throughout its operational time, each robot from a
swarm needs to observe its battery state and to adapt its
functioning appropriately.
In a summary, a typical swarm robotics control system is
highly collective, constructed of numerous independent
entities that share common goals. Its elements are both
autonomous and cooperative featuring a high level of selfawareness, self-expressiveness.
C. Specific Scenario Properties
In order to accomplish the rescue mission from the given
scenario the robots need to perform the following
operations: (i) efficient operation as robot energy depletes,
and (ii) reaching consensus on the order in which the
victims must be saved.
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A. Modeling Language SCEL
The basic entity of SCEL - Software Component Ensemble
Language is the notion of autonomic component
that consists of the following elements:






Figure 3. Robot behaviour graph

To solve the rescue scenario, a specific robot behavior
called distributed exploration, is further specified. Robots
are divided in two groups: workers and landmarks. Workers
are robots that perform the actual rescuing task, transporting
the victims to the deployment area. Landmark robots
explore and mark important locations in the environment.
Landmark robots are deployed first. They exit the
deployment area one by one, moving straightforward until
they encounter either a branching or an important location
(e.g., a victim), or they are about to lose connectivity with
the previous robots. Landmark robots form a network that is
used by next approaching landmark robots.
Figure 3 shows a behavior graph of the “landmark”
robot from a swarm. Based on the graph, the robot behavior
is further specified, modeled, simulated and finally deployed
on real robots.
IV.
MODELING AND PROGRAMMING
Valid modeling and programming techniques ensure later
correct behavior. The ensemble development lifecycle
(EDLC) [7] uses a rigorous modeling/programming
approach that allows for both formal reasoning on system
properties and semi-automatic programming and validation.
A control system is decomposed into simpler
hierarchical elements [9] called service components (SC) representing simple functional entities with clearly defined
individual goals, and service component ensembles (SCE) representing a collection of service components with clearly
defined collective goals.
Both components and ensembles have local knowledge
used to express their goals. Knowledge is represented in
terms of system properties and the goals are attributes over
these properties.
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An interface
given in a form of attributes –
visible to other components.
Knowledge repository
containing information
about component interface, requirements, major
state attributes etc. Managing such knowledge
allows for self-aware behavior and dynamic
interlinking with other system components.
A set of policies
that manage the internal and
external interaction.
A set of processes
defines component
functionality specific to both the application and
the internal management of knowledge, polices and
communication.

For specification of processes, SCEL features a process
algebra, which is extended by knowledge manipulation
actions: get – taking a knowledge field out of the knowledge
repository (blocks if not present), qry – getting a value of
knowledge field while keeping the field in the knowledge
repository (blocks if not present), put – inserting a
knowledge field into the knowledge repository. The
knowledge manipulation actions may use direct addressing
(including a special target self) as well as addressing using
a predicate, in which case, the action is performed on the
knowledge of all components that matches the predicate
(implicitly, creating an ensemble). A fully detailed
presentation of SCEL syntax and semantics can be found in
[7][8].
B. Modeling the Robot Scenario in SCEL
Qualitatively, the behavior of a single robot could be modeled with
the following SCEL fragment, where each component
(
) has the following description:

Furthermore, a foraging robot (TargetSeaker) is described
as:
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Figure 4. JRESP Architecture

The autonomic behavior of each robot is realized by means
of an autonomic manager (AM) controlling the execution of
a managed element (ME). The autonomic manager monitors
in a self-aware fashion the state of charge of a robot’s
battery and verifies whether the target area has been reached
or not. Self-adaptation can be naturally expressed in SCEL
by exploiting its higher-order features, namely the capability
to store/retrieve (the code of) processes in/from the
knowledge repositories and to dynamically trigger execution
of new processes. The autonomic manager can replace the
control step code from the knowledge repository, thus
implementing the adaptation logic and changing the
managed element’s behavior. For example, when a robot
becomes informed, it self-adapts (i.e., self-configures)
through its autonomic manager in order to move directly
towards the target area.
C.

Simulation and Validation in jRESP
The jRESP [9] framework is a runtime environment that
provides Java programmers with ability to develop
autonomic and adaptive systems based on the SCEL
concepts. SCEL identifies the linguistic constructs for
modeling the control of computation, the interaction among
possibly heterogeneous components, and the architecture of
systems and ensembles. jRESP provides an API that permits
using the SCEL paradigm in Java programs.
The architecture of a generic jRESP node is shown in
Figure 4. Each node is executed over a virtual machine or a
physical device that provides the access to input/output
devices and to network connections. Each node aggregates a
knowledge repository, a set of running processes/threads,
and a set of policies. Structural and behavioral information
about a node can be collected into an interface via a set of
attribute collectors. Nodes interact through ports supporting
both point-to-point and group-oriented communications.
The robot scenario modeled in SCEL (as described in
the previous section) is programmed in jRESP in the
following way. The process ME (managed element) is
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rendered as an agent that continuously executes the control
steps retrieved from the local knowledge repository:

The autonomic manager is modeled by the following three
classes that provide a Java implementation for processes PbatteryManager and P-dataSeeker and P-targetSeeker,
respectively:
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A screen dump of a jRESP simulation of the robotic
scenario is shown on Figure 5a, illustrating the movements
of the foraging robots with a landmark searching algorithm.
Formal modelling of the multi-robot scenario also
contributes to the validation phase of the software
development lifecycle. As shown on figure 5b, the jRESP
simulation can be used to calculate the probability of finding
victim in the given scenario (for the given algorithm, the
probability of success is directly proportional to the number
of landmarks used in a search). The verification of the
search algorithm is shown on the figure 5c, insuring that the
algorithm will always converge. The simulation, validation
and verification tools all refer to the problem described in
the scenario shown on the Figure 1.

a) Simulation with foraging and the
landmark robots

V.
DEPLOYMENT
The deployment transition of the ensemble development life
cycle involves the implementation of the robot behaviors on
real robots. This step is the most critical in robotics because
it is usually the most expensive, time-consuming, and risky.
For this reason, deployment is usually performed in two
distinct phases. The first phase consists of testing the robot
behaviors in accurate physics-based simulations. These
simulations must include as many details as possible, so as
to minimize costly issues in the next phase. The next
deployment phase consists of testing the behaviors on the
real platform with robots.
For the deployment purposes the ARGoS (discrete-time
simulator for multi-robot systems ) [11] platform is used as
it provides both an efficient simulation framework and a
straightforward deployment with real robots. The same
control system is firstly tested on a simulated environment
and then is transferred to the real platform, substituting
simulated robots with the real ones..
ARGoS is a physics-based multi-robot simulator. It aims
to simulate complex experiments involving large swarms of
robots of different types in the shortest possible time. It is
designed around two main and often contradictory
requirements: efficiency - achieving high performance with
large swarms, and flexibility - allowing the user to
customize the simulator for specific experiments.
To bridge the efficiency and flexibility gap, ARGoS
system deploys a number of novel design choices. First, in
ARGoS, it is possible to partition the simulated space into
multiple sub-spaces, managed by different physics engines
running in parallel. Second, ARGoS’ architecture is multithreaded, thus designed to optimize the usage of modern
multi-core CPUs. Finally, the architecture of ARGoS is
highly modular. It is designed to allow the user to easily add

b) System validation

c) System verification

Figure 5. Screen dumps from the simulation, validation and verification tools
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custom features (enhancing flexibility) and to allocate
computational resources where needed (thus decreasing runtime and enhancing efficiency).
The final deployment phase in a real robot setting is still
being developed. In preparation for the final deployment,
simultaneously with ARGoS simulation, the two types of
robots have been further refined (Figure 2).
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Abstract—As longer lifespans become the norm and modern
healthcare allows individuals to live more functional lives despite
physical disabilities, there is an increasing need for personal
assistance robots. One of the barriers to this shift in healthcare
technology is the ability of the human operator to communicate
his/her intent to the robot. In this paper, a method of
interpreting eye gaze data using fuzzy logic for robot control is
presented. Simulation results indicate that the fuzzy logic
controller can successfully infer operator intent, modulate speed
and direction accordingly, and avoid obstacles in a target
following task relevant to personal assistance robots.
Keywords—gaze tracking; fuzzy logic; autonomous robot;
obstacle avoidance; personal assistance robot

I.

INTRODUCTION

With lifespans increasing worldwide due to advancements
in healthcare and related technologies, the importance of care
for the elderly and disabled is increasing. In particular, there is
a shifting emphasis in technology development towards
improving quality of life in the face of diminishing physical
capabilities. One of the burgeoning areas of this trend is
personal assistance robotics. In a typical scenario, a robot
assistant may be present in the home to help with basic day-today tasks (e.g., object retrieval), especially those tasks
requiring navigation throughout the home, since age- or
disability-related mobility limitations may keep an individual
from performing all these tasks personally. In extreme
circumstances, it can even be challenging to give instructions
to the robotic assistant, as in the case where the individual is
not physically able to type, speak, or otherwise provide clear
inputs to the human-robot interface. Here, we present
preliminary progress designing a robotic assistance system
which relies on gaze tracking, including eye blinking patterns,
to infer a person’s intent and thereby create instructions for the
robot. In this paper, we specifically focus on the intelligent
inference of intent based on gaze and blinking input.
This problem is an extension of the task of robotic target
following and path planning. Significant work has been done
in this area of service robotics, where a robot is to follow a
moving target. For instance, some have used computer vision,
using optical flow algorithms to track the target [1][2]. Other
computer vision-based approaches have used Kalman filters for
improving the accuracy of tracking [3]. Other tracking
methods include the use of depth images with verification via a
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state vector machine [4], or following acoustic stimuli [5].
Control approaches in these target-following scenarios include
potential field mapping [6] and a variety of other techniques.
Of particular interest are fuzzy logic controllers [5][7][8],
which tend to be used primarily for steering. Here, we will
describe a fuzzy logic controller which not only determines the
robot’s heading based on the location of the target, but also
avoids obstacles and modulates speed based on the perception
of intent from the combined gaze direction and blink frequency
inputs. This is conceptually based in part on recent work
demonstrating how such a combined input using operator gaze
could be used for automatic control of endoscope positioning
in surgical tasks [9] using a commercially available eye
tracking system, which is also similar to the work described in
[10]. This approach extends beyond the most typical uses of
eye gaze, which tend to be for two-dimensional humancomputer interfaces [11].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
section II, the eye gaze data and the fuzzy logic controller are
described. In section III, simulation results are presented.
Section IV includes conclusions and recommendations for
future work.
II.

METHODS

A. Test Dataset and Simulation
A gaze dataset was artificially generated to have
spatiotemporal characteristics similar to those described in [9],
in a planar workspace. The data were arbitrarily assumed to be
sampled at 10 Hz and included a logical blink data channel in
addition to the x and y gaze target channels on the interval [-0.5
0.5], providing a total of over 23 seconds of simulated robot
tracking. Due to the noisy nature of gaze data, the target X was
determined by a linear weighted average of the previous n data
points P, with n = 20:
∑

(

)

.

(1)

In this particular dataset, there are five intended target
locations, characterized by dwelling gaze and higher blink
frequency, and it is assumed that a supplementary action such
as object placement or retrieval would follow target acquisition
(although this supplementary action is beyond the scope of this
preliminary study). Within the workspace, three round
obstacles were defined to test the ability of the simulated robot
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to avoid obstacles while seeking a target. The data were
imported into MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) for
simulation of gaze-based robotic target tracking.
B. Fuzzy Logic Controller
A Mamdani-type fuzzy logic controller [12] with five
inputs and three outputs was created using the Fuzzy Logic
Toolbox in MATLAB; the Mamdani-type model handles
multi-input, multi-output problems better than the Sugeno-type
alternative. The inputs, shown in Table I, were intended to
take into account the distance to the target, the degree of
uncertainty of the target’s position, and the presence of
obstacles in the path from the robot’s position to the target.
The outputs, also shown in Table I, were used to control the
speed and heading of the robot, including steering adjustments
for obstacle avoidance. All of the membership functions were
triangular, as shown in Fig. 1.
TABLE I.
FUZZY CONTROLLER VARIABLES AND THEIR TRIANGLUAR
MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS EXPRESSED IN MODAL FORM [LOWER BOUND,
MODE, UPPER BOUND]
Input/
Output

Variables
Name

Units

I

Target x

distance

I

Target y

distance

I

Target variability

distance

I

Blink frequency
(normalized)

-

I

Obstacle distance

distance

O

Speed

distance/
time

O

O

Heading

Heading
adjustment

rad

rad

Membership Functions

negative [-1, -0.5, 0]
zero [-0.1, 0, 0.1]
positive [0, 0.5, 1]
negative [-1, -0.5, 0]
zero [-0.1, 0, 0.1]
positive [0, 0.5, 1]
zero [-0.1, 0, 0.1]
low [0.05, 0.25, 0.45]
high [0.35, 1, 1.4]
zero [-0.4, 0, 0.4]
low [0.1, 0.5, 0.9]
high [0.6, 1, 1.4]
zero [-0.2, 0, 0.2]
low [0, 0.3, 0.6]
high [0.35, 1, 1.4]
zero [-0.4, 0, 0.4]
low [0.1, 0.5, 0.9]
high [0.6, 1, 1.4]
up [0.125, 0.25, 0.375]
up/right [0, 0.125, 0.25]
right [-0.125, 0, 0.125]
down/right [0.75, 0.875, 1]
down [0.625, 0.75, 0.875]
down/left [0.5, 0.625, 0.75]
left [0.375, 0.5, 0.625]
up/left [0.25, 0.375, 0.5]
zero [-0.4, 0, 0.4]
low [0.1, 0.5, 0.9]
high [0.6, 1, 1.4]

The target was determined using a weighted average of the
gaze data as in (1), the target and obstacle distance variables
were then calculated using the Pythagorean theorem, and target
variability was represented by the standard deviation of the
gaze input data over the averaging window. Blink frequency
was normalized to the interval [0 1] by assuming that four
blink events within the 20-sample averaging window was high
(achieving a value of 1), and lower blinking rates in the same
window of time receive a proportionally smaller membership
value. If no obstacles were detected in the direct path between
the robot and target, the obstacle distance was set to its
maximum value of 1.
Concerning the output variables, the maximum speed was
constrained to a value of 0.25 (covering one-fourth the
workspace in one second at maximum speed), and the
maximum heading adjustment for obstacle avoidance was set
at ±100°. The heading variable was scaled to allow the robot
to steer within the full 360° range.
Fifteen rules were defined to characterize the influence of
the five input variables on the three outputs. In particular, four
rules capture the influence of the inputs on the output variable
speed, eight rules accommodate the division of heading into
eight regions in polar coordinates, and the remaining three
rules govern obstacle avoidance. The rules defining the fuzzy
logic controller are as follows:
1.

IF blink IS high THEN speed IS high

2.

IF target x IS positive OR target x IS negative OR
target y IS positive OR target y IS negative THEN
speed IS high

3.

IF target x IS zero AND target y IS zero THEN
speed IS zero

4.

IF target variability IS high OR blink IS low THEN
speed IS low

5.

IF target x IS positive AND target y IS zero THEN
heading IS right

6.

IF target x IS positive AND target y IS positive
THEN heading IS up/right

7.

IF target x IS positive AND target y IS negative
THEN heading IS down/right

8.

IF target x IS negative AND target y IS zero THEN
heading IS left

9.

IF target x IS negative AND target y IS positive
THEN heading IS up/left

10. IF target x IS negative AND target y IS negative
THEN heading IS down/left
11. IF target x IS zero AND target y IS positive THEN
heading IS up
12. IF target x IS zero AND target y IS negative THEN
heading IS down
Fig. 1. Membership functions for target variability (zero, low, and high).
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13. IF obstacle distance
adjustment IS high

IS

zero

THEN

heading
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14. IF obstacle distance IS low THEN heading adjustment
IS low
heading

The first four rules govern the robot’s speed. Higher blink
rates imply a more focused operator intent and cause increased
speed (rule 1). Conversely, high gaze variability or low blink
rate imply a less sure target and lead to lower speed (rule 4).
The higher the distance to the target, the higher the necessary
speed to reach it in a timely manner, and speed should drop to
zero as the target is reached (rules 2-3). It should be noted that
lower speeds are sometimes desirable to conserve energy either
when the goal is unclear or has been reached.
Rules 5-12 pertain to heading. These are relatively
straightforward and use the four cardinal directions and the
four semi-cardinal directions to navigate in the planar map
based on the relative target distance in the x and y directions.
The remaining three rules constitute the robot’s obstacle
avoidance behavior. The closer the obstacle, the larger the
heading adjustment applied to go around it. Whether this
adjustment is added or subtracted from the heading variable is
determined by whether the obstacle centroid is to the right or
the left of the straight line along the robot’s heading.
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Fig. 3. Output speed as a function of blink membership function value: a
positive correlation is noted.
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RESULTS

Simulation in MATLAB revealed the ability of the fuzzy
logic controller to simultaneously determine human intent from
the combined gaze location and blink data, use this intent to
modulate robot speed, follow a moving target, and avoid
obstacles. In Fig. 2, it can be observed that the robot (whose
position is indicated by red diamond markers) can start at a
location somewhat removed from the initial target, quickly
acquire the target, and then follow it consistently without
colliding with obstacles in the workspace.
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III.
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15. IF obstacle distance IS high THEN
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Fig. 4. Output speed as a function of target distance: a positive correlation is
noted.
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Fig. 2. Target following behavior: robot (red diamond markers) follows target
(blue circles) while avoiding fixed environmental obstacles. Green circles
indicate target location with a blink event. Targets of definite interest (based
on dwell duration and blink frequency) are at approximately (-0.3, 0.3), (0.1,
0.3), (0.3, 0), (-0.1, -0.3), and (0, 0). Raw gaze data are shown as black dots.
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Fig. 5. Output speed as a function of distance to current gaze location:
correlation is much less pronounced.
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the robot and human may affect human gaze input. The
controller should also be tuned for improved performance, and
some of its more basic rules may be replaced by a more
sophisticated steering and obstacle avoidance rule set. More
advanced work will focus on detailed implementation for a
broader variety of personal assistance tasks (e.g., object pickand-place, operating on a static object) in a true 3D
environment.
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Fig. 6. Modulation of heading adjustment based on obstacle distance
demonstrates effective obstacle avoidance.

The more interesting outcomes of the simulation are
highlighted in Figs. 3-6. In Fig. 3, one can see that robot speed
tends to increase with blink frequency, as intended. High
speed at low blink can be attributed to the effects of target
distance (particularly at the beginning of the simulation). Note
that the results in Fig. 3 are striated at discrete levels, since
blinking is a discrete, logical event; this could be smoothed by
applying an averaging method similar to that used in target
determination. Target distance also has an important effect on
speed, as shown in Fig. 4. In contrast, Fig. 5 illustrates that the
relationship between robot speed and distance from the robot to
the actual gaze point is less pronounced, since the target is
based on a weighted average of the gaze point and is thus a less
noisy signal. The interdependence of speed on multiple input
parameters is evident in Figs. 3 and 4. The effectiveness of the
obstacle avoidance behavior is shown in Fig. 6 by the clean
heading adjustment curve.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a new technique for gaze-based guidance of
personal assistance robots has been illustrated. Fuzzy logic
allows the robot to simultaneously manage multiple behaviors,
practicing energy conservation when appropriate but pursuing
the target when human intent to do so is clear. Combined use
of the eye gaze point and blinking data is a pivotal feature of
the fuzzy logic controller. Basic obstacle avoidance is
demonstrated as an integrated behavior within this controller.
The preliminary results presented in this paper suggest
promise for additional future work. The fuzzy controller
should be tested using actual gaze data acquired from human
users using an eye tracking system, with and without a realtime robot presence, to determine how visual feedback between
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Abstract—This paper presents work in progress towards
building CASALITE, which is a Java programming framework
to create lightweight, communicational, hybrid multiagent
systems. Our goal is to create a framework that runs on small
and large devices with a minimal footprint (lightweight), that
relies in message communications as the basic mechanism of
interaction (communicational), and that allows building a mix
of agents ranging from purely software-based to robotic-based
(hybrid). To validate our work we plan test cases for single
robot control and multiple robot collaboration. CASALITE will
adopt a robot simulator for offline testing of robot programs.

division of labor. The greatest strength of a multiagent
approach is the low coupling afforded by the modularity of
its components. General multi-agent frameworks can then be
tailored to an application’s requirements, leading to a world
of possible implementations [2].
Multi-agent systems, while providing a useful abstraction
are not fully adopted yet for general use. This can be
attributed to a lack of awareness of the potential of agents
working in tandem, small publicity of successfully
implementations, over-expectations of early adopters of
agent technologies, aversion to taking risks on a relatively
young and unproven technology, and the lack of
developmental and design tools for creating agent systems
has led to trepidation of investing time and money into
widespread multi-agent applications [3].
Although MAS is an appealing abstraction to organize
complex systems, we are concerned with the lack of
appropriate tools to implement such systems and, in
particular, hybrid communicative MAS. A hybrid framework
would allow the implementation of potentially mixed
populations of software-controlled hardware agents (e.g.,
sensors, robots) and purely software agents (e.g., centralized
coordinators, decision-makers) that communicate through
explicit messaging to organize and coordinate their actions.
In our experience, several frameworks could be used to
implement such systems; among them are Player/Stage, MS
Robotics Developer Studio, JADE and CASA. Given the
objectives defined by their creators, the features in these
frameworks cannot squarely be compared vis-à-vis.
However, these features to a varying degree make them
amenable to hybrid MAS implementations.
In this paper, we present as our contribution our early
efforts implementing CASALITE, a small-footprint framework
to build hybrid communicational multiagent systems. Our
framework is planned to be lightweight for deployment in a
range of devices, from small and embedded devices (such as
SUN/Oracle SPOT [4]) to hand-held devices (such as phones
and tablets), and computers with larger capacities. We chose
Java as the implementation language to maximize the array
of devices in which we could deploy our framework and for
its suitability as a familiar language for undergraduate
students. As a test case, we’ll deploy a CASALITE agent on an
Android tablet that both interfaces with an iRobot Create and
is able to exchange messages and video feedback to a remote
CASALITE agent running in a laptop. To validate the
appropriateness of CASALITE as a multiplatform framework,

Keywords: multiagent; robotic; programming; framework.

I.

INTRODUCTION

When considering the advancement of technology, it is
important not only to consider the importance of solving new
problems but also finding ways to improve upon existing
solutions. Perhaps no field of study in computer science has
contributed more to the automation and efficiency of
optimizing problem solving than artificial intelligence. The
traditional view in this discipline holds that with a more
complex problem we must construct a more complex
solution, mostly through more sophisticated abilities for an
individual problem-solver component. An alternative
approach is to use not one complex (and usually expensive)
component but several low-cost units to handle separate parts
of the problem. However, it has been observed that having
large team sizes and a greater variety of components raises
the complexity of the system [1].
On an orthogonal dimension to multiagency we find the
means of implementation, where systems are not limited to
purely software or purely hardware components: it is
increasingly common to find hybrids (such as in robotics),
where versatile software programs are imbedded in the
control of complex hardware devices. The focus of our
research lies in this area, where groups of multiple separate
components (named agents) work together on a task (either
cooperatively or additively) and together comprise what is
referred to as a multi-agent system (MAS).
Agents can have varying degrees of cooperation and
communication between them as well as a range of decisionmaking independence. Agents can either have the same
nature and abilities (homogenous) favoring tasks that are
scalable via agent addition, or have different specializations
(heterogeneous), favoring applications that benefit from a
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we’ll also implement a CASALITE agent for the NAO
humanoid robot [5]. To validate CASALITE as a collaborative
framework we will implement multi-robot collaboration to
solve a maze. Lastly, CASALITE supports inter-agent
communication through socket-based streams transmitting
text messages with LISP-like syntax compliant with KQML
(Knowledge Query Manipulation Language) [6] and FIPA
(Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents) [7].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses MAS taxonomy and frameworks
considered as existing alternatives to implement hybrid
communicational MAS. Section 3 briefly describes an
overview of the design of CASALITE, and Section 4 presents
our planned experiments and conclusions.
II.

MAS TAXONOMY & FRAMEWORKS

In one dimension, agents are organized by their degree of
sophistication, from simple reactive components to
components of massive decision-making complexity. In
another dimension, agents are organized by their degree of
collaboration, from isolated components to components that
can function in teams and organizations [8]. In one other
dimension, agents are organized by their behaviors; for
example, grazing – where a robot traverses an area [9].
Naturally, this task is enhanced with a multi-agent approach,
since several robots can coordinate their actions to cover an
area faster. In such cases, the coordination mechanism must
survive the worst-case scenario of unit loss, which should not
be handled on a unit-to-unit basis but rather as a collective
[10] enabling the team to continue working even in cases of
unit loss [11]. We assume that message communication is a
coordinating mechanism that complements or even subsumes
other coordination mechanisms afforded by the environment.
For example, a robot waiting for a block to be moved by
another agent could perceive that the block has been moved
(thus making the block the coordinating device) or could
wait until the agent pursuing the task notifies that the block
has been moved (thus making the message the coordinating
device). In the former case, it is assumed that agents have the
awareness and comprehension to know when a block has
been fully moved (c.f., acting when the block is in an
intermediate and not final moving state) whereas the latter
waits until the agent responsible for the moving action has
cleared its completion. Our approach is to assume that
messages are the intrinsic coordination device and that
agents use communication to coordinate their actions.
Our initial approach towards finding a suitable hybrid
MAS platform was to survey existing frameworks to identify
candidates. Our ideal framework would be hybrid and
multiplatform (able to implement robot interfaces and
software agents), provide a simulator (in cases where
hardware is not readily available) and communicative (it
must support autonomous communication to enable explicit
collaboration between agents). An additional requirement is
that its communications comply to some degree to standards
such as KQML and FIPA. The first framework identified
was JADE (Java Agent Development Framework). Being
written in a familiar language made JADE an attractive
option as well as its inclusion of several Java packages that
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could be used as-is or modified for the specific platform.
However, JADE lack of a robotic simulator yielded a less
attractive option than other frameworks [12]. JADE has been
used to implement MAS for human-robotic interaction [13],
for coordinating a citywide taxi ordering service [14], and an
intelligent hotel booking system [15] (further examples can
be found in [16]).
We also explored Player [17], which is a robotic device
server bundled with a robot simulator named Stage. Stage is
relatively lightweight, and is able to simulate hundreds of
robots on a standard desktop PC. Communications in Player
are achieved through socket streams (which is in line with
our goals), making it compatible with programs written in
languages supporting sockets. In addition to the Stage
simulator, the biggest draw to Player is its simplicity, since
the server core has been simplified and reworked to the point
where all the functionality is in a single thread of execution.
Player’s lightweight approach has been explored in large
distributed systems, such as the DARPA SDR program,
which implemented a 100-robot experiment [18]. On the
other hand, there have been reports of compatibility issues
between Player drivers and certain robot models, with some
problems being operating system specific [19].
Robotics Developer Studio (MSRDS) [20][21] is
Microsoft’s development environment for designing robot
applications across a variety of programming languages.
MSRDS has support for iRobot Create and LEGO Mind
storm platforms. MSRDS features a robust simulator that
can be adjusted through user-made scripts to define
simulation parameters. The simulator was the most enticing
aspect of MSRDS, supporting simple user-defined polygons
to represent the robot and obstacles in the environment. In
our view it is the easiest to use framework investigated,
although scripting was tedious and it does not lend itself well
to modification.
The Collaborative Agent Systems Architecture (CASA)
[22][23] is an elaborated framework for agent interaction
written in Java. CASA has a robust message and
conversational structure based on social commitments, and
implements a basic robot simulator for iRobot Create. Its
computational footprint, however, makes CASA an unlikely
choice to implement agents for small devices.
After reviewing these frameworks, we weighted their
communicational abilities, robotic simulation potential and
programming fitness for undergraduate students and decided
to explore redesigning the core functionality in CASA to
support hybrid MAS systems.
III.

CASALITE

CASALITE is a small-footprint framework to build hybrid
communicational multiagent systems. It distances itself from
existing frameworks with its adaptability and simplicity
while incorporating features from other implementations.
Figure 1 shows the core design of our framework.
AbstractAgent is the super-class of all CASALITE agents. It
has an event hub (to queue and process events) and a
message hub (to queue incoming and handle outgoing
messages). Events (not shown) can be synchronous (agents
wait for its completion) or asynchronous (executing
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independently of an agent’s thread), and can be recurrent
(executing more than one time); if so, they can be timed to
occur at intervals. Message hubs implement socket streams
for receiving and sending text messages. Messages are textbase strings whose syntax is KQML/FIPA-compliant. An
example message can be “( request :content ( curve :speed
200 :radius -3000 :bump any ) :language iRobot )”. In the
context of our iRobotCreate implementation, this message
requests the robot to drive forward at a certain speed and
radius (i.e., drive in a curve) and stop when the bump sensors
detect an obstacle. Events can have an event handler reacting
to the event’s transitions, e.g., enqueue, dequeue, updates.
Event handlers are useful to coordinate responses to message
requests when the events created by these requests are
resolved. AndroidAgent and NAOAgent (the latter not yet
implemented) are agents that implement bare-bone
scaffolding programs for their corresponding architecture
(namely Android OS and NAO’s OS, respectively).
AndroidiRobotAgent is an agent interfacing with the core
implementation of an iRobotCreate controller, which has its
own event hub to queue Create specific commands. This
abstract class is extended by either the hardware-aware class
of a concrete Create instance (iRobotActual) or by the
simulation compatible class (iRobotSimulated) that runs
within a 2-dimensional simulator ported from CASA. As will
be described in the next section we implement an Android
agent as the robot controller running in a tablet sitting atop
an iRobot Create robot. Communication between the tablet
and the Create are supported through a Bluetooth connection.
For practical purposes both the tablet and the Create are
treated as one autonomous component.
IV.

PLANNED EXPERIMENTS & CONCLUSIONS

We plan several test cases to assert the adequacy of our
framework, first for robot control and then for collaboration.
Our first experiment will focus mostly on robot control,
with minimal communicational interaction and decisionmaking. In particular, we will implement a CASALITE agent
in an Android tablet directly interfacing with an iRobot
Create through a Bluetooth connection. As mentioned
earlier, both the tablet and robot are considered a sole agent.

This agent will receive messages with commands to control
the robot from another agent located in a remote laptop.
Likewise, the laptop agent will receive notifications from the
Android agent informing of the success or failure of
submitted commands plus notifications about the state of the
robot. We are designing these notifications under a
subscription model, in which the laptop agent subscribes to
state changes on the robot monitored by the Android agent,
including changes to bumper, wall, floor and cliff sensors. In
addition, we will program the Android agent to stream video
to the remote laptop agent and to display text messages sent
from the laptop agent. At the end, the iRobot/Android agent
should be able to drive (guided by a human operator on the
laptop agent) through our building and to a different floor by
taking an elevator (by using its text interface to request the
help of human bystanders to push elevator buttons) and
return to the place where we deployed it.
Our second experiment will consist of multiple robots
searching for an exit in a rectangular maze. Robots are
deployed randomly without a priori knowledge of the
environment although they will be aware of other robots
through their communications. Initially robots are only aware
of their immediate surroundings as afforded by their local
sensors, and begin by traversing the maze in single-decision
making mode, acquiring knowledge of the maze as they
advance and using a simple search algorithm to identify
paths to traverse. A different mindset takes over once agents
come in contact with each other. At that point, agents
communicate their individual maze mappings and combine
them (taking as reference their point of contact) into
common ground to start division of labor. Any new search
paths are negotiated between these agents and any new map
space discoveries are shared through their communications,
with the potential to add other agents (either isolated or part
of other clusters) as they come in contact with each other.
Agents will continue exploring the maze until one of the
robots finds an exit and communicates its location to all
agents in its cluster. To facilitate traversal of the maze,
robots will need an ultrasound sensor not currently provided
on the Create. This feature will also need to be implemented
in the robot simulator.
To conclude, in this paper we present our earlier efforts
to build CASALITE, a Java-based framework for
implementing lightweight, communicational, hybrid
multiagent systems. Agents are programmed with basic
communicational abilities to transmit KQML/FIPA-syntax
compliant text messages through network streams as a way
to enable collaboration. Currently, we have implemented the
basic functionality of an abstract agent and the interface to
the iRobot Create. Shortly we will begin implementing the
Android agent to be deployed in our initial single robot test
case scenario. After this test case we will integrate to
CASALITE the robot simulator from the CASA framework
and use it to program the collaborative test case in which
several robots communicate to find a maze exit.

Figure 1. Overview of the main class hierarchy in CASALITE.
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Abstract—This paper is research into how to optimize the sensitivity values of an installed gyroscope in the autonomous
guided vehicle with a magnet-gyro guided system. A magnetgyro guided system mostly uses a MEMS gyroscope, which is
small-sized, uses little power, and costs little. However, the
MEMS gyroscope needs a high sensitivity value for changing
angular velocity in each environment, not only due to the necessity of an accurate sensitivity value for the measured angle
value but also due to the difference between the measured angle and sensitivity value. The sensitivity value describes the
specifications of the sensor, but the sensitivity value is influenced by the given environment or gradient. Therefore, the
optimization process is required for the sensitivity value of the
installed gyroscope in the environment. A number of optimization algorithms have been studied, but we chose the Dynamic
Encoding Algorithm for Searches (DEAS) and the Genetic Algorithm (GA) to optimize the sensitivity value. We used an
AGV with laser navigation for experiments in this paper. We
did 5 experiments for each change of the rotation angle - 30, 40,
50, 60° - and compared the calculations of the sensitivity value
of optimization through the DEAS and the GA. The experiment results confirm that the optimization sensitivity values of
the DEAS contain less error than the optimization sensitivity
value by the GA algorithm.

induce an AGV by the measured magnet field information
through installed magnets in the floor. The measured angular
velocity by a gyroscope when there is no magnet, when the
magnet is detected, the position and the angle of an AGV
revise by the information of the detected magnet [4][5]. This
method does not require the trouble of installation and
maintenance of the wire guided method, and resolves the
high cost of the wireless-guided method. Accuracy of the
gyroscope for a position estimation of the vehicle is of importance in the magnet-gyro guide method because it induces
an AGV by the measured yaw angle by the gyroscope when
driving the gap of magnets. Commercialized gyroscope with
a high accuracy is restricted to the AGV, because of its big
size and large power consumption. The gyroscope of a Micro
Electro Mechanical System (MEMS) was used for AGV
miniaturization and low power. However, the MEMS gyroscope has problems such as low bias safety, low accuracy
through noises, and low performance of straightness in comparison to the commercialized gyroscope. Generally, to calculate the sensitivity value for the angular velocity of the
MEMS gyroscope, the representative value of the sensor
specification must be used. However, because the sensitivity
value is influenced by the given environment or gradient, an
optimization method is required for the sensitivity value of
the installed gyroscope in the environment. The existing optimization methods that use differentiation are complicated
and need many arithmetic operations. So calculating the optimized sensitivity value is very difficult. Dynamic Encoding
Algorithm for Searches (DEAS) optimization algorithm fits a
Micro Control Unit (MCU) with a limited performance because the DEAS algorithm searches a global optimization
solution without differentiation. This paper makes a comparison between the DEAS and the Genetic Algorithm (GA) in
order to make a performance evaluation of the DEAS optimization algorithm. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the measurement system for a MEMS gyroscope. Section 3 goes into details regarding DEAS and GA
algorithms for the optimization sensitivity value of the
MEMS gyroscope. Section 4 mentions the experiments conducted and the results. Lastly, Section 5 is the conclusion of
this paper.

Keywords - DEAS, GA, Gyroscope, AGV

I.

INTRODUCTION

An Autonomous Guided Vehicle (AGV) is a large mobile robot that can load and unload freights to the appointed
position within either a fixed or unfixed path. Because it
does not require manpower, AGVs can reduce wages and
fatal accidents. Localization and position estimations are
examples that use AGV technology [1]-[3]. Localization is a
categorized wire and wireless guide method. The wireguided method is a means for an AGV with detection by an
attached or laid guideline to the floor. This method is used
for safety reasons, but requires installation and maintenance.
The wireless guide method remedies the wire guide method’s shortcomings. It induces an AGV through a laser or an
attached landmark to the ceiling or surface of a wall instead
of a floor guideline. The wireless guide method has the advantage of not requiring installation of a guideline by driving
an imaginary guideline. A typical device that uses the wireless guide method is laser navigation. Laser navigation has a
±25mm localization accuracy. It is also easy to modify the
driving line, and extend workspace. But this comes at the
cost of a slow response speed of 250ms, a big error of localization at a high speed or rotation driving. The magnet-gyro
guide method is a new method to gain the advantages from
both the wire and wireless guide methods. This method can
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II.

MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

A. Experimental system
To experiment using the proposed method, an axeldriven fork type AGV with a built-in laser navigation was
used. Laser navigation can measure global location. It is installed on top of the AGV to protect disturbances, and
measures global position by using reflectors.
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TABLE I.

SPECIFICATION OF SENSORS

Sensor

Specification

Laser Navigation
(NAV200)

Gyroscope
(ADXRS613)
Magnet positioning
system developed in
our Lab.

Supply voltage

24 V

Positioning accuracy

±4 m∼±25 mm

Angular accuracy

±0.1 °

Input voltage

5V

Range

±150 °/s

Drift

±3 %

Input voltage

5V

Sensitivity

10 mV/G

Polarity

Bipolar (N/S)

B. Calculation of angular velocity using gyroscope
The output of MEMS gyroscope is influenced by temperature variation. The angular velocity value and the temperature value of the MEMS gyroscope are measured every 25ms.
The output of gyroscope (O+) depending on temperature is
calculated using equation (1).
O  O  ((212 / 2)  T )  CA
Figure 1. Forklift type AGV used in the experimet

(1)

―

O and T is obtained through ADC data of each gyro―
scope. O is the raw data of the gyroscope and T is the temperature value. CA is the temperature constant and is set at
0.08. Equation (2) is the calculation method using the output
value of a gyroscope.
  (C  O )  S

Figure 2. Hardware configuration of the AGV

The forklift-type AGV and the hardware configuration
used in the experiment are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. In Figure 2, industrial PC is used for rapid research
and development. DAQ is used to control the driving parts of
a manufactured forklift type. The position data of laser navigation is received through DSP every 500ms and the linear
velocity of an encoder is received through DSP every 25ms.
Transmission rates of MEMS gyroscope and magnet positioning system are 25ms and 100ms respectively. The data of
the sensors is transferred from AVR to DSP. Encoders and
gyroscope are used to measure a local position to compensate for the low response speed of laser navigation. The
gathered data is sent to an industrial PC by DSP with RS-232
serial communication. Table 1 is the specification of installed sensors. The localization accuracy of laser navigation
as a global positioning sensor depends on the number of recognized reflectors, and the distances between the sensor and
reflectors. The sensor has a positioning accuracy of ±4mm
and an angle accuracy of ±0.1°. MEMS gyroscope used in
this experiment was designed by ADXRS613, AT90CAN128 and 12bit ADC.
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(2)

C is the central output value of a gyroscope (0 ~ 4096:
2048). S is the sensitivity of the gyroscope, with an average
value of 0.0125V/°/s in the datasheet. In this paper, the central value of the gyroscope is calculated by averaging 1000
data points obtained in the stop state of AGV. The ADC value of the gyroscope in a stop state is between 2034 and 2042.
We used 2039 as the average output value. However, gyroscope has errors because the sensitivity of the installed environment of the sensor is not considered. To use MEMS gyroscope sensor as a navigation system, direct optimization is
needed as a measurement system within a built-in MEMS
gyroscope.
III.

SENSITIVITY OPTIMIZATION

The sensitivity of gyroscope changes depends on the environment of the gyroscope’s installed place and slope. To
improve performance of the gyroscope, sensitivity optimization should be fulfilled in MCU with measured data in real
time, because of the computation time and complex algorithm structure in existing optimization algorithms with stochastic or direct search, etc. Therefore the optimization algorithm for sensor needs a low computation for operating in
real time. This paper proposes a simple and rapid method to
optimize the sensitivity of the gyroscope through DEAS.
A. Dynamic encoding algorithm for searches
Existing optimization algorithms with derivative methods
have high computation time. It is not suitable in real time.
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Thus, sensitivity values should be directly optimized in
MCU to consider the environment of a gyroscope. It is obvious that existing algorithms cannot be used if it has a high
computation time. However, a DEAS algorithm can find
both a local and global optimal solution of a cost function by
using well-planned computer operations, which has a good
operation time to performance [6][7]. The implementation of
DEAS is simple. DEAS can also rapidly search optimal solutions on a low-spec computer because its source code is optimized by denoting a solution by binary code. It can solve
nonlinear optimal problems as well as linear problems.
DEAS is divided into two groups, local search plan and
global search plan. Figure 5 represents the flow chart of the
DEAS algorithm.
B. Local search strategy
DEAS is composed of Bisectional Search (BSS) and
Unidirectional Search (UDS). Local search plan is optimized
by using the features of a binary string. If 1 is pasted in LSB,
the real number is increased, and if 0, it decreases. The BSS
step is to paste 0 or 1 into the LSB of binary string and to
determine the search direction. This step creates neighbor
search locations at mutually opposite sides from the current
search location. It can improve optimization and resolution
about solution space. The USD step explores the local area
until it finds the optimal value of the cost function. Figure 3
represents the flow chart of BSS. The BSS step tries to boost
resolution by changing the length of the binary string and
concentrates on finding the optimal solution. This step decides search locations near the current location. It initializes
data except for the investigated optimal binary string in the
previous section and pastes 0 and 1 at LSB of the binary
string to create two neighbor search locations. The following
equation (3) is applied to decode the binary string of generated neighbor search locations to be a value between 0 and 1,
where b is the place value of the binary string and m is the
length of the binary string. Optimal value is selected by
comparing the calculated cost values. The binary string with
optimal value is passed to the UDS step.

Figure 3. Bisectional search (BSS) of the DEAS

f d (bm 1bm  2

b1b0 ) 

1 m 1 i
 bi 2
2  1 i 0
m

(3)

A cost value of a selected neighbor location is calculated
by adapting the decoded value in a cost function. USD has a
global search feature to search a wide range of neighbor locations, which is decided by the unmodified state (to change
length of binary string from BSS).

Figure 4. Unidirectional search (UDS) of the DEAS

Figure 5. Flow chart of the DEAS algorithm
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Also, the BSS step is just done just once but the UDS
step is repetitively done until the value of the cost function is
improved. Figure 4 represents the flow chart of the UDS step.
In Figure 4, Ot is a currently-selected optimal solution, Ot-1 is
a previously selected optimal solution. The UDS step has
two stages that are the Limit and Overlap stages. The Limit
stage is a process to exclude the maximum and minimum
binary strings in the UDS step. The Overlap stage is a process to exclude the previous optimal solution.
C. Global search strategy
The global search plan is performed to prevent being
trapped in the local optimal solution by changing initial
search locations. The global search plan can search a solution
value by repetitively performing local optimal algorithms
(change initial location). Figure 6 represents a flow chart of
the global search plan. In Figure 6, t represents the number
of performed global searches and n is the specified number
of searches. In the local search plan, the searched location is
stored as history to prevent searching previously searched
locations.

optimization algorithms. Here it is used to evaluate the performance of the DEAS algorithm. GA, as stochastic search
method, uses the natural phenomenon of genetic inheritance
and competition for survival as its model. Figure 7 represents
a flow chart of GA to optimize sensitivity of MEMS gyroscope. The repetition count number of GA is 100 in this paper. GA has crossover and reproduction operators. Two
highly fitted chromosomes are selected in crossover. 50% of
total chromosomes are selected as the next generation in reproduction.
E. Sensitivity value optimization of gyroscope
The proposed optimization algorithm of gyroscope’s left
and right sensitivities is searched through DEAS by using
angle data of laser navigation after making AGV turn a full
360°. Figure 8 represents the flow chart of sensitivity optimization. SR is the sensitivity of right turning and SL sensitivity of left turning. ESR is a sensitivity error of right turning and ESL is a sensitivity of left turning. The following
equation is a cost function to calculate ESR and ESL. Where
O+ is the calculated gyroscope’s output through equation (4),
N is the number of data.
N

f ( x)   (
i 0

360  x  O 
)
N

(4)

Figure 6. Global search strategy of the DEAS

Figure 8. Sensitivity optimization using the DEAS

IV.

Figure 7. Sensitivitiy optimization using the GA

D. Genetic Algorithm
GA is one of the most famous algorithms in the field of
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EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Experiment Environment
Pillar type reflectors are attached at the wall to measure
the localization of laser navigation in an 840 x 2,010 cm experimental space. The laser navigation used in this paper is
SICK’s NAV200. The position can be measured with an accuracy of ±4 ~ 20 mm error. The experimental environment
is Figure 9. The AGV is rotated 360° after the steer angle is
fixed using laser navigation, and the raw data of the MEMS
gyroscope is saved. The AGV is driven to turn left and right,
each 2 times. The saved raw data of gyroscope is optimized
using DEAS and GA in each turn direction. To evaluate the
performance of the two algorithms, we compare the calculat-
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ed error using the optimized sensitivity through each algorithm using the sensitivity of specification during the 360°
turn.

B. 360° right turn driving test
Table 2 shows the angle error of the 360° rotation. The
unit of sensitivity is V/°/25ms. The result of Table 2 is the
average of 5 times.
The optimized sensitivity using DEAS on the right rotation was 0.0250065 V/°/25ms, and sensitivity using GA was
0.0250100 V/°/25ms. The results of error on 360° rotation
are 3.4855°, 3.5347°, and 45.0002° in DEAS, GA, respectively.
TABLE III.
Steering Driving
angle speed

Figure 9. Experiment environment
TABLE II.
Steering Driving
angle speed
23cm/s
28cm/s
33cm/s
30°
38cm/s
43cm/s
Average
23cm/s
28cm/s
33cm/s
40°
38cm/s
43cm/s
Average
23cm/s
28cm/s
33cm/s
50°
38cm/s
43cm/s
Average
23cm/s
28cm/s
33cm/s
60°
38cm/s
43cm/s
Average
Total average

RESULTS OF RIGHT TURN DRIVING TEST

DEAS
0.0250065
0.9130
0.1366
2.0005
1.9141
1.6253
1.3179
6.3567
7.6233
1.2125
1.2157
2.3198
3.7456
1.1268
2.2025
2.067
2.6230
0.7349
1.75084
10.3118
9.5866
8.6028
3.8603
7.0361
7.8795
3.6734
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Error (unit: degree)
GA
Specification
0.0250100
0.0312000
1.1756
44.7037
0.3375
43.7647
1.7400
41.4367
1.6536
41.5336
1.8885
45.5025
1.35904
43.38824
6.0994
36.5519
7.3669
35.1317
1.3007
44.7940
1.4785
45.0432
2.5834
46.2812
3.7658
41.5604
1.0404
43.2863
1.9421
41.2102
1.8609
41.3617
2.5375
42.2637
0.7930
44.1374
1.6348
42.4518
10.5813
55.2430
9.8555
54.4297
8.8710
53.3266
4.1250
48.0086
7.3032
51.5698
8.1472
52.5155
3.7267
44.9790
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23cm/s
28cm/s
33cm/s
30°
38cm/s
43cm/s
Average
23cm/s
28cm/s
33cm/s
40°
38cm/s
43cm/s
Average
23cm/s
28cm/s
33cm/s
50°
38cm/s
43cm/s
Average
23cm/s
28cm/s
33cm/s
60°
38cm/s
43cm/s
Average
Total average

RESULTS OF LEFT TURN DRIVING TEST

DEAS
0.0250021
1.3038
1.6253
1.9141
2.0005
0.1366
1.3960
1.7027
2.3198
1.2157
1.2125
7.6233
2.8148
1.1268
2.2025
2.0670
2.6230
0.7349
1.7508
10.3118
9.5866
8.6028
3.8603
7.0361
7.8795
3.4603

Error (unit: degree)
GA
Specification
0.0251250
0.0312000
0.5964
44.3587
3.0241
45.5025
3.0223
41.5336
3.9514
41.4367
0.9397
43.7647
2.3068
43.3192
2.3719
43.5772
3.6942
46.2812
0.5316
45.0432
0.4940
44.7940
1.4934
35.1317
1.7170
42.9654
0.8255
43.2863
0.6864
41.2102
1.8685
41.3617
3.2094
42.2637
1.4426
44.1374
1.6065
42.4519
17.8615
55.2430
12.9053
54.4297
11.9679
53.3266
10.8698
48.0086
9.3469
51.5698
12.5903
52.5155
4.5551
45.3130

C. 360° left turn driving test
The result of the right turn experiment in the same condition with left turn is as in the following table. As Table 3
shows, the sensitivity on the left turn using DEAS is
0.0250021V/°/25ms and the sensitivity using GA is
0.0251250V/°/25ms. The average errors on the right 360°
turn driving are 3.4855°, 4.1265° on each algorithm. The
average error using specification is 45.0002°. For left turn
driving, less error occurred using sensitivity calculations than
in using specification. This is because the sensitivity of specification does not consider the environment of the gyroscope
such as tilt and electric noise, among others.
Figure 10 shows error using optimized sensitivity
through each algorithm. As verified in Figure 10, the left part
in the boxplot is the experiment result (angle error) of the
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right turn driving test and the right part is the experiment
result of the left turn driving. In the result, errors using
DEAS and GA are lower than errors of specification values
from the left/right turn-driving experiment. However, GA is
not proper in MCU because it requires high computation to
show good performance. DEAS is proper in MCU, which
finds the optimal solution of cost function by only using
well-planned operations.
4

2

angle error

0

-2

-4

-6

-8
right

left
steering angle

Figure 10. Boxplot of errors on right/left turn driving tests

V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we implemented and compared performances using DEAS and GA, which are well known optimization methods. Sensitivity optimization of MEMS gyroscope is very important due to low angular velocity accuracy
and a low straightness performance. Therefore, a sensitivity
value of a gyroscope should be optimized from MCU to
measure the data of a gyroscope. Because existing optimization methods have high computation and complex algorithms,
it is difficult to apply in MCU. However, a well-planned
DEAS algorithm is simple and has a lower computation time
than the existing algorithm. Therefore, this paper suggests
sensitivity optimization of a gyroscope through DEAS. To
verify the performance of the proposed method, we compared the result of DEAS with the result of GA. As for experimental results, the average error using sensitivity of
specification (in gyroscope datasheet) was 45.0002°, 45.0002°
on turns right and left, respectively. The average error of
sensitivity value through DEAS and GA from right turn driving respectively are 3.4855°, 3.5347°, and the result of left
turn driving are 3.4855°, 4.1265° respectively. As calculated
error using optimized sensitivity through DEAS and GA,
average errors on right turn driving are 0.0250065°,
0.0250100° and on left turn driving is 0.0250021°,
0.0251250°. As the results show, the proposed method had a
better performance than the result of specification. As part of
future research, we plan to study what reduces drift and
changes sensitivity in real-time with tile of AGV.
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The Concept of Attack Surface Reasoning
Michael Atighetchi, Nathaniel Soule, Ron Watro, Joseph Loyall

Abstract—Today’s cyber defenses and cyber defenders face determined and diverse adversaries, who can study all aspects of
deployed systems including networks, hosts, and the applications
running on them, in order to find exploitable vulnerabilities and
to devise attack vectors that exploit the detected vulnerabilities.
The conflict between cyber attackers and cyber defenders is
stacked against the defender. The defender must protect against
all the ways that an adversary can cause potential loss of security,
collectively called the attack surface, while the attacker needs to
find only a single vulnerability and attack vector to be successful.
This work-in-progress paper describes an AI-inspired approach
for modeling and analyzing the attack surface of a distributed
system. Once modeled, an attack surface can be quantified in
terms of size and level of dynamism through four types of algorithms: path analysis, metric computation, path comparison, and
path enumeration. Our approach supports relative comparison
across multiple attack models for each combination of a system
and a set of defenses, in order to select an appropriate set of defenses given a certain cost/benefit tradeoff.
Keywords: security, semantic web, analytical models

I.

INTRODUCTION

Today’s cyber defenders face determined, diverse, and
well-resourced adversaries who have a significant advantage
over the defense. The adversaries need find only a single vulnerability and attack vector to be successful, while the defender
must protect all vulnerabilities and defend against all attack
vectors. Among the various choices of available defenses, a
powerful class is the set of Moving Target Defenses (MTDs)
that attempt to even the playing field for defenders by shifting
the attack surface, i.e., the set of potential attack vectors an
adversary can use to compromise security of a target system.
MTDs attempt to change access paths before they can be exploited, thereby (1) making them more difficult to detect, (2)
rendering attacks that are based on stale information ineffective, and (3) increasing detection by monitoring for the use of
stale information.
However, as the number and complexity of defenses (including MTDs), system configurations, and potential attacks
continually increase, cyber defenders face the problem of manually selecting and configuring defenses for a distributed mission-critical system without a clear understanding of the
seams/integration points, residual risks, and costs (in terms of
impact on performance and functionality). Integration of defenses performed in a non-structured way bears the risks of
adding defenses with no value, inadvertently increasing the
attack surface, or overly impacting critical functionality.
This paper describes work in progress for constructing a
model-based environment for Attack Surface Reasoning (ASR),
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Fig. 1. Attack surface models include the starting points and the targets of
attacks, which can exist at multiple horizontal and vertical layers, respectively.

i.e., integrating and evaluating systems and defenses and analyzing compositions of systems and dynamic defenses.
The models, metrics, and algorithms used in measuring attack surfaces need to support the following key requirements:
The attack surface model needs to represent concepts and
defenses situated at multiple layers. Attacks may target resources at the network layer (both network traffic observed on
intermediary network components between the client and the
server as well as the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP)/Internet Protocol (IP) stacks of servers and clients), the
operating system and host layers (e.g., by running attacks
against a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) compute platform), and
the application layer (e.g., by corrupting Structured Query
Language (SQL) tables). We refer to this requirement as vertical layering, as visualized by the attack vector in Fig. 1 as it
moves from Vulnerability 2 to Vulnerability 3.
The attack surface model needs to capture ordering dependencies between control and data flows and defenses to be
employed against attack vectors. Attacks consist of an orchestrated execution of individual attack steps, where the effectiveness of each attack step is contingent on the starting point (and
level of privilege) in relation to the specific target. For instance,
network attacks launched from a legitimate client have a significantly different starting point compared to the same attacks
launched from an adversary-controlled device attached to the
network. This knowledge should be part of the attack surface
model. An example of ordering at a given vertical layer includes a firewall placed in front of a protected host, requiring
all traffic to pass through the firewall first before reaching the
host’s TCP/IP stack. We refer to this requirement as horizontal
layering, as visualized by moving from Vulnerability 1 to Vulnerability 2 in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. Multi-layered attack surface randomization and minimization

The attack surface models need to capture complexities associated with dynamic defenses. Many of the attack effects
described so far are difficult to detect automatically and cause
observable events only when critical mission functionality
starts failing, leaving little time for recovery and increasing the
impact of the attack. While proactive shaping strategies, such
as IP Hopping, Operating System (OS) masquerading, unpredictable replication, and Address Space Layout Randomization
(ASLR) are clearly beneficial, the existence of multiple dynamic adaptations at different system layers makes management of
the overall policy and configuration sets deployed on the target
devices challenging.
Fig. 2 shows an example attack surface, consisting of a single Server composed with three MTDs: (1) IP Hopping that
randomizes IP addresses between the client and server at the
network layer, (2) OS masquerading that changes parameters in
the OS stack to make one OS look like another, and (3) Process
variants that generate different functionally equivalent versions
of binaries and replicas. The overall goal of ASR is to quantify
the attack surface along two main attributes – minimization and
randomization – with the objective of minimizing access where
possible and randomizing information about remaining access
where affordable.
The algorithms to compute minimization rely on the system
and mission models and metrics to determine how much of the
attack surface really needs to be exposed to effectively function
or, conversely, the parts of the attack surface that can be reduced or removed without adversely affecting critical functionality. For example, some applications with external facing interfaces (thereby providing entry into the system if penetrated)
might not be needed during some phases of operation – or
might not be as critical – and can be shut down, removing those
entry points into the system and their associated vulnerabilities
and attack vectors.
The algorithms to compute randomization execute over the
models and metrics for a system deployment and a set of defenses, including MTDs, and compute how the defenses or
combination of defenses change the attack surface.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 describes a high-level view of attack surface models. Section 4 describes algorithms for quantifying
attack surface models. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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II.

RELATED WORK

Our work relates to several efforts in the areas of cyber vulnerability modeling, light-weight formal methods, and mathematical attack surface definitions.
The Mitre Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
[1] database maintains a comprehensive list of specific vulnerabilities that can be used to establish the attack model. Our
definition of an attack surface extends the mathematical models
presented in [2] by including vertical and horizontal layering as
a central property of an attack surface. Decision support analysis systems for cyber defense such as [3] employ probabilistic
techniques by annotating attack trees with defense information.
This work focuses less on determining attack success probability over a given system, instead focusing on supporting comparative and recommendation based analytics. Performing
quantitative reachability analysis has been studied extensively
in the academic literature, using domain-specific languages
such as Alloy [4], Lobster [5], or Cross Domain Entitlement
Language (CDEL) [6]. The algorithms described in this paper
operate on standards-based semantic web models rather than
models described in proprietary languages. Our semantic web
approach, using Web Ontology Language (OWL) [7], allows
disparate sources of information to be automatically integrated
[8] into a graph of interconnected information that is easy to
understand and extend because it is based on real world concepts.
III.

ATTACK SURFACE MODEL

Modeling an attack surface involves linking several different models, each representing aspects of the defended system.
An attack model, describing goals of an attack, together with
starting points, can be used to evaluate the attack surface for
randomization attributes. The mission model, describing the set
of required interactions in support of mission critical functionality, can be used to minimize access by pruning unnecessary
access paths and highlighting those elements most important to
mission success. Fig. 3 shows how a defense model and system
model (shown in the top) together build the main ingredients of
an attack surface model.
Fig. 4 displays a high-level ontological view of the defense
model. It shows how a defense is described by a setup over a
set of resources. For IP hopping, the setup contains the set of
machines that have access to the hopping scheme’s secret key
and can therefore compute what the next IP address is going to
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be. Attacks that start from the hosts that are part of the setup
are not impeded in any way by the defense, since they all have
access to the secret key of the hopping scheme and therefore
perceive no randomization. Fig. 4 also shows that a defense
provides protection for a set of resources, as expressed by the
Defense → provides → Protection link. We model the type of
protection provided in terms of overall security benefit, including confidentiality, integrity, availability, and discoverability.
Furthermore, we express the mechanism of protection that the
defense imposes. The Protection → through → Filtering link
captures any security check that explicitly drops data, e.g., as it
is being flagged by anomaly detection at various layers. The
Protection → through → Randomization link captures aspects
of dynamism associated with proactive shaping strategies. As
shown in Fig. 4, the protections directly link to the scope of the
defense, in terms of entry points, exit points, and data, which
are key aspects of our definition of the attack surface. Finally,
each defense has a cost associated with it (as shown to the right
of Fig. 4). We include the fact that defenses can increase the
attack surface via Defense → adds → Data and Defense →
adds → Point links.
IV.

QUANTIFICATION OF ATTACK SURFACES

The randomization, minimization, and other characterization metrics and analyses provided by ASR share an underlying
common base of feasible-path analysis, but can be classified
into distinct groups based on the operations that occur postpath-determination.
Metric Computation allows for calculation of metrics describing the randomization, minimization, or other characteristics of a point, path, or system, including the metrics in Tab. 1.
Path Comparison calculations execute path differencing
and comparison algorithms to determine the set of elements in
a system that are not required to support a given mission, and
the disabling of which will help reduce the attack surface without degrading operation.
Path Enumeration analyses are undertaken to discover
points, paths, and system configurations that exhibit certain
properties, such as all paths that contain defenses with dynamic
frequencies less than 5 minutes.
Fig. 5 depicts an example system model and defense model
which, when integrated, form an attack surface model, along
with an accompanying simplified attack model. The system
model, shown in blue in the center, describes a single host with
two network interface cards (NICs), through which a single
service may be accessed. The service is also exposed internally
on the host via an Application Programming Interface (API). A
single defense has been modeled in the purple nodes at the top,
in this case an IP hopping MTD named DYNAT [9]. The MTD
has been configured to protect the IP address of NIC 1 on Host
1. An attack class, shown in red at the bottom, has been modeled (in an abbreviated form) describing an attack category that
is relevant to network endpoints. Given a model such as this,
ASR’s processing engine allows for the performance of many
interesting analyses and metric computations. For example, in
order to determine how many paths are protected by defenses
that change more slowly than some known attack class’s expected duration (and are thus not dynamic enough to provide
robust protection), one may compute the metric number of defenses with dynamic modulation frequencies greater than any
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applicable attack phase duration. Calculation of this metric is
accomplished by first performing a path analysis identifying all
possible paths through the system – for this example binding
the starting points to network entry points (thus ignoring insider threats) based on the given attack model domain, and binding the goal states to all “services.” Given these starting points
and goals, six possible attack paths exist. Fig. 5 shows three of
these paths (paths 1, 2, 3), with the other three being symmetric
mirrors, starting from Network EP 2. The ASR path analysis
engine will identify the paths starting from the two network
entry points (Network EP 1, and Network EP 2) and branching
from there to go directly to Service 1 (via path 1 and its symmetric equivalent), indirectly to Service 1 through the API(via
path 2 and its symmetric equivalent), or indirectly through the
opposing NIC (via path 3 and its symmetric equivalent). At this
point the identified paths are stored such that they may be reused for multiple queries in the second phase of analysis.
The second and third phases for the metric in question inTABLE I. HIGH-LEVEL METRICS
Randomization
Number of defenses with dynamic modulation frequencies greater than any applicable
attack phase duration
Defense modulation frequency
Number of dynamic surfaces
Number of dynamic surfaces per protection type (confidentiality, integrity, availability,
discoverability)
Minimization
Number of deployed defenses
Attack surface area change due to defenses
Number of defense boundaries crossed per path
Number of paths with less than N defenses
Rule granularity of defenses
Number of processes
Number of open ports
Number of users
Other Characterizations
Sum of path lengths from entry point to each defense
Is there at least 1 defense per known attack class
Number of paths with conflicting defense types
Number of entry points without a defense within 1 hop
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volves executing SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language
(SPARQL) queries (to identify all defenses meeting the prescribed criteria) and aggregation operations (here, a simple
sum) over the set of paths. Three of the feasible paths (paths 1,
2, and 3) encounter an MTD whose randomization frequency is
on the order of seconds. Since the attack in the simplified attack class model has an expected duration on the order of
minutes, the MTD is determined to provide adequate protection
(for the paths it covers) and thus this metric will have a value
of 0, i.e., there are no defenses with dynamic modulation frequencies greater than the attack phase duration. However, determining the overall protection of this system should evaluate
this metric in the context of other important metrics. For example, calculating the metric number of paths with fewer than N
defenses would highlight that entry through NIC 2 is unprotected. Further, had the metric been defined to include a larger set
of starting points the resulting value would have been even
larger, as insider attacks that start from a privileged base on
Host 1 will not pass through any defense.
In addition to the base path exploration, many other analyses may be performed. For example, the user may wish to
elaborate on the numeric value calculated as part of the number
of paths with fewer than N defenses metric by drawing from the
enumeration category of analyses to ask ASR to identify all
paths that include less than one defense. Again, a SPARQL
query is defined to operate over the initial set of feasible paths,
and select only those that include no defenses.
V.

CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS

This paper describes work we are conducting on modeling
and reasoning about attack surfaces of distributed systems, with
the goal of selecting a properly configured set of defenses that
together minimize access where possible and randomize observables where feasible. Our approach enables quantification
of the attack surfaces for the purpose of performing relative
comparisons between multiple surfaces, each one representing
a set of defenses, system components, and attack classes.
In future work, we plan to develop and evaluate example
scenarios, involving tradeoffs between multiple defenses at
different layers, some providing great value in minimizing and
randomizing the attack surface while others actually increase
the attack surface or negatively impact availability by introducing excessive dynamism or cost.
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Abstract—The author believes that the lack of a theory behind
collective intelligence systems and efficient information
technologies is one of the reasons for slowing down the
development of e-democracy processes. Existing government
system, the democracy of the voting majority, is based on ideas
that are more than 200 years old and on the well-known
Condorcet’s jury theorem. One of this theorem’s corollaries is
that a decision made by the majority vote of a group is worse
than a decision made by a single member of the same group if
the members of this group make incorrect decisions more often
than they make correct decisions. This paper provides proof of
two expert theorems proposed by the author. These theorems
apply to groups of experts making joint decisions, and they
propose that a group of experts involved in reconciliation
increase the probability of correct decision if the experts have
an opportunity to select and vote on the best third-party
decisions. Conditions are provided under which the probability
of correct decision by the group of experts approaches 1 as the
number of the experts increases. These theorems indicate the
direction for development of network programs helping groups
of low-competence experts to overcome the Condorcet’s
border.
Keywords- collective intelligence systems; Condorcet’s jury
theorem; e-democracy; crowdsourcing; evolutionary decision
reconciliation.
I. INTRODUCTION

The development and use of collective intelligence
systems is a popular trend, with individual intelligence no
longer being able to keep the pace with the development of
our civilization. More than 700 crowdsourcing platforms
have been developed and are in use today [1]. Some of them
are used directly in e-democracy initiatives [2]. There is an
opinion that development of network information
technologies will inevitably lead to the emergence of
planetary intelligence and the new type of public
government—direct e-democracy [3]. The author believes
that the lack of a theory behind collective intelligence
systems and efficient information technologies is one of the
reasons for slowing down this process. Existing government
system—the democracy of the voting majority—is based on
more than 200-year-old ideas and works by Marquis de
Condorcet [16], and no longer fits the spirit of the times.
Modern times require a more progressive democracy system
relying on the latest network technologies and, most
importantly, the new organizational principles for collective
intelligence systems.
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Collective intelligence is a term first used in mid-1980s
in sociology in research of collective decision-making
process. NJIT (New Jersey Institute of Technology)
researchers defined collective intelligence as the ability of a
group to find solutions to a problem that are more efficient
than any of the solutions found by individual members of
the same group[4]. This concept is used in sociobiology,
political science, group reviewing and crowdsourcing
applications[5]. It can also be defined as the product of
collaboration between the people and data processing
methods. In this definition, collective intelligence is
referred to as “symbiotic intelligence” and is described by
Norman Lee Johnson[6].
According to Lévy, this
phenomenon is related to the ability of network information
and communication technologies to expand the common
body of social knowledge and the range of possible
collaboration among people [7].
As described in [8], certain factors related to challenges
in human interactions often make a consolidated group
decision unreachable, and these environments require the
use of efficient coordination methods for group
collaboration and the involvement of facilitators in charge
of such coordination.
A method for evolutionary decision reconciliation
currently researched in Russia is, to a large degree, free of
these limitations [9][10].
Specially designed rules for
interactions between group members based on genetic
algorithms are used as facilitators.
This method can be briefly described as follows. A
group of experts receives a problem with a clear goal and
clear requirements for solution, which should be presented
in text form. Experts work anonymously and interact by
exchanging partial solutions with one another via a
computer network.
The first stage is solution generation stage when experts
create variants of partial solution to the problem based on
the project goal. The second and further stages are iterative
reconciliation stages when experts evaluate others' solutions
and select what they believe to be the best parts of these
solutions. Number of variants to be evaluated depends on
the interaction rules. Others' solutions for reconciliation are
chosen randomly, just like in genetic algorithms. Iterations
continue until the allocated time runs out or more than half
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experts end up with identical solutions. In the first case,
group solution is created as a combination of parts of
individual solutions with the largest number of matches. In
the second case, group solution is the solution chosen by the
majority of experts.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section after
introduction describes the new technology developed by the
authors that is based on the Evolutionary Decision
Reconcillation method. In the third section the Condorcet’s
theorem is described with discussing the conditions of
obtaining the solution with probability, close to one, for
crowdsourcing systems.The fourth section presents and
proves basic theorems of the new technology that allows
experts to overcome the “Condorcet’s border”. In the fifth
section possible areas of the technology application are
given. The sixth section concludes the paper.
II. METHOD FOR EVOLUTIONARY DECISION RECONCILIATION

This paper discusses several recent results that, in the
author’s opinion, may support the principles of metasystem
transitions offered by Turchin [11]. Groups of individuals
and basic computers were used as components of a system
representing the next-generation intelligence. This system
demonstrated considerably higher “intelligence” than the
combined intelligence of its isolated constituents.
Proposed approach can prove useful in the development
of artificial intelligence. This method could help to design
symbiotic architectures from neuronets and neurocomputers,
computers and their networks, groups of people and genetic
rules working as a single unit. Protasov successfully applied
these rules to improve human intelligence [12] and the
“group intelligence” of robot groups [13]. A similar
approach could perhaps be used to construct hierarchical
networks with cascaded “intelligence” gains at each level.
For example, a popular target distribution problem can
be formulated as follows: there are m robots with calculators
and n targets. Each calculator has coordinates of all robots
and all targets. The goal is to split robots and targets in pairs
so that if m < n or m = n, then there is at least one robot for
every target, and if m > n, then there is at least one target for
every robot, and the sum of distances S between robots and
their paired targets is minimal.
Experience shows that the generic method is sufficiently
effective in solving this type of problems. The most trivial
solution would be as follows: since the every calculator of
every robot i has location data for all robots and targets, it
can build a set of possible target distributions using standard
crossover, mutation, estimation and selection operations,
through some iterations will result in less than optimal
solutions. Since all calculators use the same algorithm and
have identical data sets, they generate identical solutions
when they operate independently, and each robot will
choose its target. The advantage of the proposed method is
that it can be used to speed up the calculations by a factor of
m by making a more efficient use of resources.
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In [13], a method for distributed calculations was
proposed whereby one super-calculator coordinates the
work of other calculators to reduce the overall time required
to make a decision.
For the target distribution problem, the following
algorithm was proposed: each calculator will use its own
random number generator to create one possible solution,
which will likely be far from optimal. All proposed
solutions will be different. Then the calculators will
communicate and exchange proposed solutions. After that,
the calculators reject the worst half of the overall number of
solutions, certain mutations in proposed solutions, and
exchange solutions again. This process will continue until
only one solution remains. Then the calculations will stop,
and each robot will have the best solution in its possession.
A demo program called COLLINTROB was developed
and tested on Delphi platform. It demonstrated that the time
to reach a common decision was inversely proportional to
the number of calculators in system. Some experiments
simulated failures of a certain number of calculators and
demonstrated that calculator failures did not degrade the
quality of solution (the result was within 5% from the ideal
solution), but the time required to reach the decision
increased proportionally M / (m-k), where k is the number of
failed calculators.
The analysis of these experiments suggests that the
“collective intelligence” of calculators incorporated in the
super-calculator increases and it becomes greater than the
intelligence of individual calculators on a certain class of
problems. In other words, in this case we see the
metasystem transition resulting in the occurrence of “greater
mind” consisting from artificial components with a lower
level of “intelligence”.
The same rules of interaction between the individual
components of such a “collective mind” were used in tests
using human subjects and were applied to create the new
kind of collective intelligence in the so-called Method for
Evolutionary Decision Reconciliation (MER) [9].
The variables, such as the number of participants or the
number of proposals discarded at each step, can vary
depending on the type of problem and can be selected
experimentally.
The Method for Evolutionary Decision Reconciliation
was tested in groups of 4 to 20 male students in different
areas including collective poetry, music composition,
creation of psychological portraits, development of simple
computer program, selection of the best move in a chess
game, direct sales, portrait painting, and creation of abstract
diagrams.
These experiments confirmed that collective intelligence
exceeds the combined intelligence of individual contributors
and shows the phenomenon of knowledge transition from
the strongest contributors to the weakest. This method also
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allows ranking the contribution of individual participants to
the final product. It usually did not take long to solve simple
tasks, and as a rule, the duration of experiments did not
exceed two hours, with Eysenck tests taking approximately
30 minutes). Students were quite enthusiastic about these
experiments, and excited about being a part of collective
mind exceeding their individual capabilities.
III. CONDORCET’S JURY THEOREM

Protasov et al. [14] provide the results of computer
modeling for a collective decision-making process using the
new technology. Certain specific competence levels of
experts, who generate ideas and evaluate others’ solutions,
were shown to amplify the intelligence when the experts
were working with the group. This paper contains the proofs
of theorems confirming this effect.
Let us start with discussing the limitations of collective
intelligence systems following from Condorcet’s jury
theorem.
One of the definitions of Condorcet’s jury
theorem [15] is as follows:
Let us assume that one of the two decisions proposed to
the jury is correct, and each jury member, on average,
makes correct decisions more often than not. The theorem
claims that as the number of participants increases, the
probability that the correct decision is made tends to one.
The probability that the group of М experts makes correct
decision, assuming that each of these experts makes correct
decision with the probability of G, can be calculated as
follows:
K0 

M 1
2

(
i 0

i
M

)G M i (1  G ) i

(1)

With G>0.5 and M   , we have the Condorcet effect,
and the probability of correct decision by the group of
experts K 0  1 , but with G<0.5, the probability K 0  0 . In
other words, G=0.5 is the border value that weak experts are
unable to overcome.
The Condorcet’s effect is used in modern crowdsourcing
systems where tens and hundreds of thousands of users find
the best decisions. Unfortunately, G is not guaranteed to be
always greater than 0.5. We will show that if we give experts
with 0<G<0.5, who did not make their decisions for any
reason, an opportunity to view decisions of other people and
select the best of them, then under certain conditions the
probability that a group of such experts makes a correct
decision by majority vote tends to 1 with the increase of the
number of experts in the group, or in other words, such a
group is able to overcome the Condorcet’s border.
The purpose of this research is to evaluate the
competence of experts that guarantees that the probability
that the group of experts makes the correct decision
approaches 1 as the number of experts increases.
Experts are supposed to use evolutionary decision
reconciliation in their collective work.
This work presents proofs for two theorems that help to
forecast the results of group effort based on expert
competence levels, offers several corollaries and discusses
benefits and use cases of the new technology.
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IV. EXPERT THEOREMS

A. Theorem 1
Let us assume that at the individual decisions stage, each
expert makes correct decision with the probability
0  GP  0.5 , incorrect decision with the probability
0  GN  0.5 , or no decision with the probability
GV  1  (GP  GN ) , and at the group decisions stage, an
expert that did not make any decision selects correct decision
out of several third-party decisions with the probability E P
(assuming it is available), incorrect decision with the
probability E N , or no decision. The theorem proposes that
when

GP  E P

1  (GP  GN )
 0.5
EP  E N

condition

is

met,

the

probability that correct decision is selected by majority vote
at reconciliation stage increases and tends to one as the
number of experts increases.
Proof. At the individual decisions stage, the expected
value of the number of experts P0 who make the right
decision (subgroup P) is GP M (where M is the total number
of experts); the expected value of the number of experts N 0
who make the wrong decision (subgroup N) is GN M ; and
the expected value of the number of experts V0 that make no
decision (subgroup V) is GV M  (1  GP  GN )M .
At reconciliation stage, experts from subgroup V will join
experts in subgroups P and N in proportion to E P and E N ,
while subgroup V will reduce in proportion to
EV  1  EP  E N . Let us designate Pi , N i and Vi as the
expected values of the number of experts in respective
subgroups at the i-th iteration of the reconciliation stage.
Iteration 1: P1  (GP  EPGV )M , N1  (GN  EN GV )M ,
V1  EV GV M .
Iteration
2:
,
P2  (GP  EPGV  EP EV GV )M
2
N 2  (GN  EN GV  EN EV GV )M , V2  EV GV M .

…
i 1

Iteration i: Pi  GP M  E P GV M

E

K
V

,

k 0

i 1

N i  GN M  E N GV M

E

K
V

,

Vi  EVi GV M .

k 0

With i   , if we replace

i 1

E

K
V

with its limiting value

k 0

1
1  EV

and the last term of geometric progression Vi with

zero, we will get the expected values PB , N B and VB for
the numbers of experts in groups P, N and V:
PB  (GP 

E P GV
E G
) M , N B  (GN  N V ) M , VB  0 .
1  EV
1  EV

(2)
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1  (GP  GN )
 0.5 , the majority of the
EP  E N

GP
; the probability that this selection is made by an
GP  G N

group will make the right decision. Since with M   , the
PB / M ratio is the probability that the expert makes correct
decision at the end of reconciliation stage, the condition of
Condorcet’s theory is met, and our theorem is therefore
proven.
For practical use and theoretical research, the condition
of this theorem can be expressed as
E P 1  2GP .
(3)


expert who did not make a decision is GV ; and the
probability that this decision is included in the group’s
decision is E R . Therefore, the expected value of the number
of correct decisions at the first iteration is

With GP  E P

EN

1  2G N

Let us review several corollaries of (3):
If the experts in the group have weak decision-making
capability ( GP  GN ), then for the probability that they make
correct decision to be more than 0.5, they need strong
evaluation capability ( EP  E N ).
If the experts in the group have strong decision-making
capability ( GP  GN ), then for the probability that they make
correct decision to be higher than 0.5, even weak evaluation
capability is sufficient ( EP  E N ).
If both capabilities are weak in the group, experts will not
be able to make correct decision with probability higher than
0.5. Moreover, the probability that the vote results in correct
decision decreases and tends to zero as the number of such
experts increases.
B. Theorem 2
Suppose that at the individual decision stage, every
expert makes correct decision with the probability of
0  GP  0.5 , incorrect decision with the probability of
0  GN  0.5 , or no decision with the probability of
GV  1  (GP  GN ) ; and at the first iteration of reconciliation
stage, each expert who did not make a decision receives a
randomly selected third-party decision, and then the expert
correctly evaluates the correctness of this decision with the
probability of E R , and as a consequence, either submits or
does not submit this decision for a vote.
The
theorem
proposes
that
when
ER

1  (GP  GN ) 1  2GP

GP  G N
2GP

condition is met, the probability

that correct decision is selected by majority vote at the first
iteration of reconciliation stage increases and tends to one as
the number of experts increases.
Proof. At the individual decisions stage, the expected
value of the number of experts P0 who make the right
decision is GP M ; the expected value of the number of
experts N 0 who make the wrong decision is GN M ; and the
expected value of the number of experts that make no
decision V0 is GV M  1  (GP  GN )M . At the first iteration
of the reconciliation stage, the number of correct decisions
will increase by E R GP GV M , because the probability that
GP  G N

correct decision is selected out of all decisions made is
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P1  GP M  E R GP

1  (GP  GN )
M . Let us make the same
GP  G N

condition we used in the previous theorem, that P1  0.5
M

when M   , or after transformations, the condition of the
theorem E R

1  (GP  GN ) 1  2GP
. Since when M   ,

GP  G N
2GP

the P1 / M
ratio is the probability that the expert makes
correct decision at the first iteration of reconciliation stage,
the condition of Condorcet’s theory is met, and our theorem
is therefore proven.
V. TECHNOLOGY FOR EVOLUTIONARY DECISION
RECONCILIATION

There are many groups of experts that are not capable of
making their first opinion correct with probability higher
than 0.5. Theorems proven above give us a hope for
development of modern network programs that are able to
overcome Condorcet’s border and can be used efficiently in
e-democracy systems.
The phenomenon when the probability that a group of
experts makes correct decision increases due to the use of
abilities of experts in selection of best decisions gave an
opportunity to develop a new information technology for
evolutionary decision reconciliation [9]. Multiple
experiments in different creative fields confirmed the
efficacy of the new approach. For example, collective
intelligence was used to solve complex chess problems
beyond the capabilities of individual group members; a
group of witnesses effectively built a facial composite; a
group of automated translators translated texts with higher
quality than that of individual translations. IQ measurements
using Eysenck verbal tests demonstrated group intelligence
when the group was able to find correct answers to all 50
questions within a limited period of time [16]. One of the
benefits of the new technology is that it gives an opportunity
for objective measurements of individual expert
contributions to the group project—both as idea generators
and as evaluators of third-party decisions—and for
development of hierarchical collective intelligence systems
based on these measurements.
VI. CONCLUSION

The aforementioned results suggest that the evolutionary
decision reconciliation technology is advisable for use in
project management systems and e-democracy systems.
New opportunities offered by this technology can expand the
circle of potential contributors to collective solutions.
Anonymous group effort, when experts work with ideas in
text form without the need for personal contact with
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individuals with whom such contact is difficult due to
psychological reasons, helps to fully unleash the intellectual
potential of every expert. Use of genetic algorithms as group
facilitators ensures quick convergence of the iterative
process used to generate consolidated text. The technology
based on evolutionary reconciliation method provides an
opportunity to evaluate objectively the contribution of each
expert to the consolidated product, and to establish a
hierarchically organized self-governing crowdsourcing
community[16]. Expert theorems proved in this work allow
forecasting the probability that the decision will be correct as
long as expert competence levels are known. The author and
his colleagues are planning to continue research focused on
practical use of this method to solve a variety of creative
problems that expert communities are facing, and on the
measurement of expert competence levels.
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Abstract—Today’s mobile devices with advanced computing and
storage resources are encouraging a whole new class of applications geared towards context-aware intelligence. However,
for continuous processing of context-processing algorithms in
interactive human-computing interfaces and augmented-reality
experiences, these devices lack resource demands. Most of these
intelligent applications rely on cloud paradigm for on demand
computing, memory and storage resources. While combining
both computing paradigms, finding the best strategy to deploy
and configure intelligent applications, is not straightforward. In
this paper, we analyse the challenges and requirements for the
dynamic deployment of intelligent applications in such a federated setting. Additionally, a framework that leverages Dynamic
Decision Network (DDN) is presented for decision making. DDNbased models deal with the presence of uncertainty and the
partial observability of the context information, as well as the
temporal effects of decisions to ascertain the Quality-of-Service
and Quality-of-Context requirements. Our initial experiments
with the framework demonstrate the feasibility of our approach
and potential benefits to automatically make the best decision in
the presence of a changing environment addressing the runtime
variability.
Keywords–dynamic deployment; probabilistic models; mobile
cloud computing;intelligent applications.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

With mobility and context-awareness [1], an ecosystem
that can better connect the virtual world with the physical
world is propagating. This propagation has multiplied the use
of mobile devices in smart homes and offices, smart health,
assisted living, smart cities and transportation. Research and
development of context-aware intelligence aim at the ways to
teach our devices about our environment narrowing the gap
between us, our devices and the environment. Moreover, a
relentless spurt of research activities in Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) [2] aim to overcome the limitations of stateof-the-art mobile devices for intelligent applications. These
cutting-edge applications require continuous processing and
high-rate sensors’ data to capture the users’ context, such as
their whereabouts and ongoing activities as well as the runtime
execution context on the mobile devices. These devices use
cloud resources to cope with the ever-growing computing and
storage demands for its applications as a key enabler to run
more demanding or long running tasks and applications.
The most viable technique in MCC is to dynamically
adapt the mobile application by outsourcing the resourceintensive tasks to the cloud servers. Cloud computing can
potentially save resources for mobile users [3][4]. Contrary
to mobile devices, cloud computing provides plentiful storage
and processing capabilities. This federated design could be
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applied to almost any application and has been shown to
improve both the speed and energy consumption for non-trivial
computations [5].
Nonetheless, not all applications are energy efficient when
migrated to the cloud. Additionally, a lot of contextual information is sensed and captured on mobile devices. To deploy
and initialize the desirable components automatically in this
federated environment, involves several trade-offs with respect
to the Quality-of-Service (QoS) [6] and the Quality-of-Context
(QoC) [7]. A modular design philosophy for intelligent applications enables a more optimal deployment and performance
when leveraging cloud technology. However, attaining the best
deployment and configuration strategy for intelligent applications is not straightforward. In the core of such a distributed
environment, adaptation decision of what to run where and
when is non-trivial. The requirements of semantic knowledge
and intelligence, the resource characteristics of the application
components and low-level monitoring of the platforms used for
deployment in terms of processing power, bandwidth, battery
life and connectivity makes this decision highly dynamic.
The main causes of this dynamism are runtime uncertainty
and erratic nature of the context information [8], significantly
impacting deployment decisions and performance. This context
uncertainty can lead to annoying or incorrect decisions and
can negatively impact the ability to reliably predict future
contexts for proactive decision making as well. Furthermore,
the system should be made aware of the impact of its decisions
over time to optimize the runtime deployment and learn from
its mistakes as humans do. The decision making needs to be
flexible enough to ascertain the quality of its own decisions.
We present a framework designed to support the modular
development and deployment of intelligent applications within
the setting of MCC. We have adopted a probabilistic model
based on DDNs for optimal decision making under evolving
context of the runtime environment of a mobile device. DDN
is an emerging research topic, and researchers are investigating
its use in the area of self-adaptation for autonomous systems
in several domains. Our major contribution in this paper is an
approach of context-driven decision making using DDNs for
dynamic deployment of intelligent applications, dealing with
the dynamism and the partial observability of the context, as
well as the temporal effects of the decision. Our model is able
to learn deployment trade-offs of intelligent applications and
capable of learning from earlier deployment or configuration
mistakes to better adapt to the setting at hand. We have worked
out our approach to an augmented-reality based use case
where a DDN model decides and learns for the deployment of
application components. Our experiments demonstrate the feasibility of the approach and potential benefits to automatically
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make the best decision in the presence of changing situations
or circumstances.
This paper is structured in six sections. In Section II, we
give an overview of related work in MCC and discuss the
gaps in state-of-the-art for federated deployments. Section III
highlights the requirements and objectives of our use case
scenario. Section IV provides a brief account of our proposed
federated framework and the details about our approach of
learning the trade-offs for dynamic deployments using a probabilistic decision model, mitigating the influence of runtime
uncertainty. Finally, after evaluating our approach applied on
our use case scenario in Section V, the paper concludes and
offers a discussion of topics of interest for future work.
II.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Although outsourcing the computation to the cloud can be
beneficial in terms of QoS [6]. This distribution is never clearcut in the scenario of intelligent systems considering tradeoffs with respect to QoS and QoC [9]. The question is, where
do you draw the line? What should be run on the cloud and
what work should be done by the mobile device? The easiest
option is to have everything stay local and not use the cloud
or Internet at all, but as mentioned earlier, this could lead to
bad performance of the application. Since the cloud consists
of so many computers and has so much processing power,
it is tempting to just decide to do almost all the work online.
However, we can not forget that communication with the cloud
has a price as well, economically and in terms of time and
energy. In this case, multiple conflicting objectives affect the
decisions.
Fortunately, researchers have developed a selection of
systems that allow the application to make the partitioning
decision while it is running, to provide the user with the best
experience possible. CloneCloud [5] clones the entire set of
data and applications from the smart phones to the cloud and
selectively execute operations on the clone. However, for the
continuous nature of context data, the CloneCloud [5] approach
fails in a way that the dataset is not predetermined and needs to
be processed in real-time for context-aware intelligence. Even
more impressive, some of these platforms can let applications
enjoy the best of computation offloading by only making minor
changes, even when they have already been built without cloud
computing capabilities [10]. Cloudlets [11] is another approach
to achieve QoS but it does not provide an answer for the
distribution of processing, storage, and networking capacity for
each cloudlet. How to manage policies for cloudlet providers
to maximize user experience while minimizing cost, security
and trust are also open issues in order to adopt it for practical
systems. Weblet [12] dynamically decides whether a weblet; a
specialized form of HTTP-based web service interface, runs on
the mobile device or the cloud with the help of Naive Bayesian
learning techniques to find the optimal weblet configuration at
runtime. Research is being done to investigate the usefulness
of clouds accessing other clouds to reduce time and energy
spent messaging back and forth between the mobile device
and different cloud services [13].
Restating the obvious, intelligent applications have to take
into account the runtime uncertainty in context data as context
sources are dynamic in nature. They can disappear and reappear at any time and context models change to include new
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context entities and types. The properties of context sources
and context types can change randomly and the uncertainty can
vary too. Fenton and Neil [14] have used Bayesian networks
for predictions of the satisfaction of non-functional aspects
of a system. Esfahani et al. [15] employ fuzzy mathematical
models to tackle the inherent uncertainty in their GuideArch
framework while making decisions on software architectures.
Dynamic configuration of service oriented systems was investigated by Filieri et al. [16]. In contrast to our model,
they used Markov models to investigate the decision making
under uncertainty and quality requirements. Many works use
utility functions to qualify and quantify the desirability of
different adaptation alternatives. Bencomo and Belggoun [17]
used DDNs to deal with the runtime uncertainty in selfadaptive systems. But these works are QoS-based, applied in
different domains for resource allocation [18] and typically
in component-based mobile and pervasive systems such as
Odyssey [11] and QuA [19]. Markovian decision models
still lack the tractability [20] for complex decisions under
uncertainty.Moreover, the current state of the system has to be
known, in order to use Markovian decision models. Several intelligent applications are pretty lightweight, but others require
a lot of computational effort (e.g., for prediction) or require
analysis of large amounts of data (e.g., for pattern analysis).
Our approach addresses the concern by identifying the
deployment and performance trade-offs for outsourcing data
and computation by continuously learning and adapting under
multiple conflicting QoS and QoC objectives. If the decision
is affirmative, required functionality is executed as a composition of loosely-coupled services on the cloud. Otherwise,
lightweight component-based equivalents of these services are
executed on the mobile.
III.

U SE CASE SCENARIO

The use case considered in this paper is an AR mobile
application called Smart Lens. Mobile Phones have been the
most common platform for Augmented Reality (AR), ever
since they were equipped with cameras. A mixture of AR and
context-aware intelligence is often found in applications that
aim to help the user explore certain places, be it cities, expos,
museums or malls. In many cases, it makes the phone act as
a camera but adds extra information next or onto objects that
appear on screen. In short, mobile AR allows the devices to
recognise objects as the user would, by seeing them.
A. Working procedure and requirements
By pointing to an electrical appliance, Smart Lens enables
the users to be effortlessly aware of the power consumption
of that appliance on top of that image. In addition to the
near-real-time power consumption of the appliances, the Smart
Lens application allows the user to get a detailed overview
of the impact of any particular device compared to others
in their electricity bill. Also, by storing the historic data it
allows the user to monitor the performance of a device over
time and determine whether it is time to replace a device
with a more energy-efficient alternative. The modular design
have been adopted for data and control processing on mobile
and cloud ends to achieve a flexible distributed deployment.
It simplifies redeployments and reconfigurations significantly.
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Figure 1. Deployment view with modular design philosophy for the components of Smart Lens application.

Figure 1, provides an overview of the composition of the
components for our use case.
The major functional and non-functional system requirements for the use case are:
1)
2)
3)
4)

5)

The system should be able to identify the electronic appliance, preferably with a markerless [21]
approach.
The system should be able to capture the real-time
context of the user and his environment.
The system must be adaptive at runtime to optimize
the resource consumption of the application by outsourcing few components to the cloud.
The system should detect the runtime context of the
mobile device i.e., CPU usage, memory consumption
and battery usage. It should take into account the
runtime evidence to mitigate contextual uncertainty
and take the most rational decision.
The system should select the deployment strategy
with respect to QoS & QoC requirements from the
application’s perspective, such as Lmin for Minimum
Latency and Rmax for Maximum Reliability in terms
of performance.

B. Objectives
Many opportunities for optimization exist as there are several distributed deployments of the application components and
different configurations per component possible. The challenge
is to find and analyse different optimization trade-offs in a
federated environment of MCC, each characterized by varying
sensing, communication, computation and storage capabilities.
Moreover, mitigate the influence of runtime uncertainty in
context and its quality.
A smart phone camera consumes its energy at a higher
rate. The application might be able to identify an appliance but
there are a lot of other appliances in a household, and user can
point on them from any direction, so a conclusion based only
on a single view of an appliance from one particular angle, is
many times more likely to be incorrect. The Semantic Spatial
Reasoner helps to maintain the reliability of the application.
On top of that, Feature Extraction and Object Recognition
techniques require a relatively large amount of processing time,
which would not only drain battery further but causes the
application and the phone as a whole to slow down as well.
The easiest option is to deploy every component locally on
the mobile device and not use the cloud at all, but this could
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lead to bad performance of the application. Since the cloud
consists of so many computers and has so much processing
power, it is tempting to just decide to do almost all the work
online. However, we can not forget that communication with
the cloud has a price as well, economically and in terms of
time and energy.
Based on the above mentioned requirements and shortcomings, we contrive the methodology for the well-informed
decision making for dynamic deployment as follows:
1)

A traditional QoS & QoC requirements gathering to
identify and model the required quality attributes at
design time. It is domain specific and involves the
type of context being utilized.
Runtime support to detect a change in QoC in a
particular context type and to measure its impact on
other context types before making any decision.
Runtime support to detect a change in QoS before
making any decision.
Enforcement of QoS & QoC policies or ways to
ensure these requirements while making a decision.

2)
3)
4)

In the next section, we will explain our context-driven
dynamic deployment framework and its learning mechanism
using probabilistic models to achieve well-informed decision
making with the above described features.

IV.

C ONTEXT- DRIVEN DYNAMIC DEPLOYMENT
APPROACH

Our framework consists of a loosely-coupled contextprocessing system, where each component has a dual implementation: an implementation for the mobile and a full-fledged
scalable service equivalent running in the cloud. As shown in
Figure 2, mobile hosts a Dynamic Adaptation Module, i.e.,
a client-side component of decision module to adapt the deployment configuration of the application. However, the cloud
environment hosts a Service Adaptation Module which aims to
optimize the runtime deployment of the required components
and acts as an entry point for the adaptation module on mobile
client. This module receives raw or pre-processed context data
(including the type of the content and the identity of the
source) and forwards it to a publish/subscribe subsystem so
that interested parties (i.e., the subscribers) receive context
updates.
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Figure 2. A blueprint of federated MCC framework and its dynamic deployment modules.

Figure 4. Enactment of dynamic decision making where system learns with it mistakes.

A. Deployment and reconfiguration decision making

extracted. With these feature points , planar objects are then
identified by matching the extracted feature points to those of
known planar objects in a database. There is little memory
because of his running video player. In this situation, a thin
client configuration is chosen for Smart Lens, delegating
Spatial Reasoning and Object Recognition components to
cloud infrastructure. Furthermore, when the user shuts down
video player, a context change is raised: free memory on the
hand-held becomes high.

Deployment Adaptation Module takes the decision of how
to split responsibilities between mobile devices, applications
and the framework itself. It should be able to decide for which
use cases the cloud is better and for which ones a cloud based
deployment does not bring any added value. Our decision
making approach for redeployment and reconfiguration is
explained in steps mentioned below:
Information discovery and selection − The framework
discovers and explores application’s runtime environment in
order to get the context information to work with. Figure 3
shows a taxonomy of the runtime environment of a mobile
device. Its resources can affect the QoS requirements and
eventually, the decision of dynamic deployment.
CPU
Memory
Storage
Power
Network

Virtual Machine
is-a

Resource

has

Mobile
device

software
application
provides

has

platform

requires

is-a

Operating System
Middleware

provides

service

Rendering Engine

uses

user

Figure 3. Taxonomy of the runtime environment of a mobile.

Our framework discovers the sensors and context types
required for the smart application. Built-in sensors in mobile
devices are important to fetch the context data, but the
size of the acquired context data varies, depending on the
application’s objectives. The framework filters acquired
context according to specific needs of the application. This
selection process can be fairly complex as it may require
complex filtering techniques to decide which sensor or device
is offering relevant information. QoS and QoC requirements
are gathered at this step to bootstrap the decision making.
Runtime Resource Profiler component deployed on the mobile
side, gathers these requirements.
Analysis and decision making − The framework uses
discovered and selected information to make the deployment
decision or change the configuration or behaviour of the
application. For instance, user points his mobile device on an
appliance. The image/video frame from the mobile device is
captured. The feature points for the image in the frame are
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Enactment of the decisions − With a thin client configuration
in previous step, the framework has to observe the real-time
impact of the configuration to maintain QoS requirement of
Minimum Latency. In order to increase application response
time Smart Lens is reconfigured with a thick client and
caching of data to save power and to become less vulnerable
to network instability. As depicted in Figure 4, decision
making is a continuous process, where the framework
optimizes the application behaviour to reach certain objectives
on the basis of the required attributes. When the availability
of required resources varies significantly, framework has
to decide whether to trigger an adaptation in the form of
reconfiguration of the components. It learns from its previous
decisions and the available context in order to ascertain the
quality of the decision and learn from its own mistakes to
achieve better results in future.
B. Learning the deployment trade-offs using DDNs
Conditional probability distributions derived by analysing
historical attribute values helped solve stochastic problems in
past. Runtime setting for every component is hard to determine
in advance due to the dynamic interaction of these components
with the environment and the user. Our Deployment Adaptation
Module takes an advantage of probability theory and statistics
to describe uncertain attributes. Probabilistic reasoning allows
the system to reach rational decisions even when complete
information is not available. Knowledge about runtime uncertainty can be captured by a data structure for probabilistic
inference called a Bayesian network (BN). A BN is a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) represented by a triplet (N, E, P), where
N is the set of chance nodes, E is the set of arcs to represent
causal influence of the chance nodes and P is the conditional
probability distribution for each chance node.
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Figure 5. Structure of a DDN with dynamic chance nodes affecting utility nodes with
decision nodes and evidences [22].

A Decision Network is a BN that also includes a set of
decision and utility nodes. Utility nodes express the preferences among possible states of the world in terms of a
subset of chance nodes and decision nodes. A probabilityweighted expected utility is calculated for each decision given
the evidence. To represent variables that change over time, it
is possible to use a time-sliced network such that each timeslice corresponds to a time point. A DDN [17] is used for the
enactment of the decisions that change over time influenced
by dynamic states and preferences. To model the effectiveness
of reconfiguration over time, decisions are modeled using a
DDN where each time slice contains an action taken by the
system. Figure 5 shows the structure of a general DDN.
DDNs are fed with runtime context of the user and the
execution environment, such as CPU or memory usage, remaining battery and network connectivity. Chance nodes can
represent runtime context, QoS or QoC requirements for each
component of the intelligent application. Evidence nodes are
different runtime situations based on the context of the user
and parameters of the system. Decision nodes are the actual
reconfiguration decision for each component. Utility nodes
are influenced by chance nodes and decision nodes to infer
the utility of dynamic deployment decision for a component.
Utility functions can be used to assign priorities to different
QoS and QoC requirements. The utility of redeployment
decision is inferred using the QoS and QoC requirements of
the application. System will choose the decision with highest
expected utility, known as the Maximum Expected Utility
(MEU) principle [22].
Our model expresses QoSi , QoCi and the context of the
mobile device by chance nodes. These chance nodes make a
BN with conditional probabilities corresponding to the effects
of different actions Dj over QoSi or QoCi . Evidence nodes,
defined as ”Obs” in Figure 5, express the uncertainty factors
connected to the chance nodes to take a favorable decision.
For each dynamic chance node, utility node expresses the
utility function that takes conditional probabilities of QoS
or QoC requirements and their priorities into account. The
expected utility for each decision is computed with respect to
the P(QoSi |QoCi ,Dj ), P(QoCi |Dj ) and a weight for the decision
as expressed in Equation (1).
EU (Dj | QoC i ) = i ΣP (QoS i | QoC i , Dj )U (QoS i | Dj ) (1)
V.

E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION

In order to implement our framework, discussed in Section IV-A, we are using an HTC One X with a 1.5 GHz Quad
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Core ARM Cortex processor (at about 2.5 MIPS per MHz per
core) to run the Android-based Smart Lens, augmented reality
application, which embeds the Vuforia library to recognize
everyday devices of the users in the environment. Our infrastructure runs VMware’s open source Platform-as-a-Service
(PaaS) offering known as Cloud Foundry on a server with 8
GB of memory and an Intel i5-2400 3.1 GHz running a 64-bit
edition of Ubuntu Linux 12.04. A Java-based implementation
has been used for Runtime Resource Profiler that captures
the runtime context of mobile device. We have modeled a
DDN-based probabilistic model for the components of our
Smart Lens use case using JSmile Android API in Genie and
Smile environment from Decision Systems Laboratory [23].
Our DDN model is evaluated using Equation (1) for every
decision Dj computing the probability-weighted average utility
for that decision.
The initial experiments are conducted for the redeployment
of Object Identification component. Our model has been designed and expanded for 5 time slices as shown in Figure 6.
CPU and memory usage are modeled as static chance nodes
representing execution context. QoS requirement Minimum
Latency is modeled as a dynamic chance node influencing
the redeployment decision and QoC requirement Maximum
Reliability is observed in terms of performance. The QoS and
QoC requirements both affect utility node. Decision node is
the actual reconfiguration decision for each component.

Figure 6. Expected utility for redeployment decision of Object Identification component
with changing runtime situations.

QoS requirement of latency is kept minimum with respect to a threshold value of 3 seconds. Initial conditional
probabilities are defined with respect to QoC requirements
where the CPU usage is kept less than 40% and memory
usage less than 45 MB. Figure 6 shows that our model
learns and adapts according to a change in the context of
the runtime environment at each time slice, where each time
slice is realized by a ticker initiated from Runtime Resource
Profiler, whenever the runtime environment changes. At time
slice 4, latency is observed and model adapts itself to deploy
this component on the mobile device rather than the cloud,
according to the required QoS.
VI.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

The optimal strategy to deploy and configure intelligent
applications with dynamic and heterogeneous resource availability is not forthright. This deployment of software components has to take into account the resource characteristics of
application components and the platforms used for deployment
in terms of processing power, bandwidth, battery life and
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connectivity. Our modular design philosophy for developing
intelligent applications helps to dynamically configure, compose and deploy these components. The overall aim of our
work is to intelligently automate the distributed deployment
and configuration of the components across the mobile and
cloud infrastructures.
In this paper, we have presented a novel approach for
dynamic deployment decision making in federated environment of MCC by leveraging DDN to automate decisions in
a continuously evolving runtime environment context. DDNs
build upon Dynamic Bayesian Networks. However, the latter is
only able to learn conditional probabilities based on a dataset,
whereas DDNs can quantify the impact of the evidence and
the effect of the decisions. Furthermore, by exploiting the
utility of deployment decisions, our framework can learn how
to automatically improve its decisions in the next iteration or
time slice. Our first contribution was a feasibility analysis of
incorporating DDNs for decision making, and our experiments
have clearly demonstrated the ability of adapting its decision
in the presence of evolving situations and an uncertain context
of the environment. By incorporating QoS & QoC in our
DDNs, we are able to assess the quality of our contextdriven decisions, ascertain their quality and update future
decisions and corresponding actions according to the outcome
and impact. Our preliminary experiments have shown that
an intelligent application can achieve optimal deployment for
its components, whenever the context is updated. However,
the sensitivity analysis in federated environment has to be
conducted.
Further work is required towards more systematic techniques for the runtime synchronization of multiple DDN
models and to empirically study the scalability of these models.
The value of the probabilities that change over time and their
impact on alternative decisions can also be of interest. Finally,
developing tools to specify the QoC requirements and design a
DDN would be certainly very helpful as current tool’s support
for modelling and using DDNs is fairly limited.
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Abstract—Improving the efficiency of automatic software
generation is a problem of model driven development method.
In order to solve this problem, we apply component-based
software technologies that have been mainly developed on
software implementing level to modeling level. In the proposed
method, functionally relevant model elements are packed as a
model component, and modeling software is carried out by
associating it with each model component. The role of model
components becomes clear by introducing the concept of a
component, and the reuse of model components rises by
externalizing the dependency between components. In addition,
flexible model transformation rules linked to the role of model
components can be designed. As a result, it is possible to
automatically generate more source code. The validity of the
proposed method has been proved by application experiments.
Keywords-model; component-based development;
oriented design; UML; MDA

I.

object

INTRODUCTION

Model driven development (MDD) method which is
based on model driven architecture (MDA) [1] draws
attention as a technique that can flexibly deal with changes
of business logics or implementing technologies in the field
of system development. Its core data are models that serve as
design diagrams of software. It includes a transformation to
various kinds of models and an automatic source code
generation from the models. These models themselves are
expected to be reused [2]. By reusing models, you can also
reuse the knowledge that does not depend on platforms. It
can improve software development efficiency. For that
purpose, it is necessary to pack the highly relevant model
elements into a function and to clarify a reuse unit [3].
On the programming level, there is a development
technique called component-based software method [4] that
especially aims at reusing the source code. A component is a
set of highly relevant and reusable program parts. The
component-based method develops software by combining
components. It has been mainly improved in the
programming field, and various development frameworks are
now put into practice. In recent years, component-based
modeling [5] which applies the concept of components
developed on programming to software models has been
advocated. The software models treated by this component-
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based modeling and the models treated by MDD are the
same.
You can develop the component-based modeling further
and apply it to MDD. According to this idea, this paper
proposes a method that makes model elements loose
coupling by introducing a component of the componentbased technologies to MDD. It also describes a technique to
design automatic generation rules that is one of the features
of MDD. Finally, this study aims at increasing the efficiency
of MDD by the proposed software development method.
The structure of this paper is shown below: Section II
describes component-based software technologies, and
Section III explains the proposed method of this research. In
Section IV, we show the results of application experiments
in order to confirm the validity of the proposed method.
Finally, Section V describes conclusions and future subjects.
II.

COMPONENT-BASED SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES

Fundamentally, a component is not used alone, but it is
used in order to build software by combining it with other
components or programs. This study uses software patterns
called Inversion of Control (IoC) and Dependency Injection
(DI).
A. Inversion of Control
IoC is a kind of software architecture, which frameworks
or containers actively call components [6]. On the contrary,
components do not call other cooperative components, but
they only have references to their interface instead.
Components do not need to know other cooperative
components at the time of software implementation. This
promotes interface programming and stimulates loose
couplings of software.
B. Dependency Injection
By realizing IoC through interfaces, you need a
mechanism to get the required components at the time of
execution. DI [7] is a technique to realize the mechanism.
Dependency is injected outside components. The
dependency is injected outside the components and described
apart from the source code expressing business logics. A
container managing the life cycle of components analyzes
the dependency at the time of execution and specifies the
components to cooperate with according to the dependency.
It is not necessary to describe the process of acquiring
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external components in the source code which realizes
business logics. Therefore, IoC is realized.
III.

PROPOSED METHOD

demand/supply interfaces that belong to the component. It
does not directly use external elements to keep IoC. The
external cooperative models are defined outside of the

Dependency between components is externalized by
introducing IoC into a model level, and loose coupling
between components can be also promoted. The proposed
method adopts this approach in MDD. It aims at improving
the efficiency of MDD by increasing the efficiency of
modeling, reusing models, and defining an externalized
dependency between components. This section explains the
modeling process suggested in the proposed method by using
Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagrams. The position
of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows a
flow of development cycle in the proposed method.
A. Modeling
Modeling is an approach for introducing IoC in class
relations, and messages passing through components and
container interfaces. This approach is close to the Catalysis
approach [3], which decides on component interfaces in
advance and models the inside of the components
independently. However, the proposed method is not
necessary to know external components because it adopts the
IoC, and it differs from the Catalysis approach in this point.
The proposed method condenses software modules that are
functionally connected as a model component. It is required
to decide component granularity by introducing the concept
of components into upstream processes from the
implementing level. Components are classified by the
granularity of practical software examples as follows:
1) Business Component: It corresponds to one of
business processes like an order receipt, estimate. It is
realized by compounding business functional components.
2) Business Functional Component: It is a business
element unit like accepting order receipt, replying
estimation request. A service in Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) is located here.
3) System Functional Component: It is a system part
like registration, updating and reference of information. A
business functional component is created using the system
functional components.
The proposed method targets at the system functional
components among various granularities.
B. Externalizing Dependency of Model Elements
The proposed method also designs a model for defining
dependency between model components. This is referred to
as an external cooperation model. A component diagram of
UML is used for modeling of external cooperation models.
The component diagram, which shows a static structure of
software, can be divided into demand interfaces and supply
interfaces. It can describe an interface and the dependency,
including its directivity [8]. The proposed method calls an
internal structure model that shows the inside of the model
component structure. To design the internal structure model,
we use a class diagram of UML. However, the class diagram
makes use of internal classes, interfaces, libraries, and
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Figure 1. Position of the proposed method.
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Figure 2. Cycle of software development.

Figure 3. Dependency of model elements.
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components. The concept of IoC is introduced into a model
level, and externalizing dependency between components is
achieved. Fig. 3 shows these concepts.
C. Selective Design of Model Transformation Rules
In order to transform models to texts like source code,
you need to design a template describing transformation
rules from the model to the texts. The proposed method
makes the role of components clear by introducing the
concept of a component and it enables to design a template
dedicated to a component. For example, prominent software
patterns like analysis patterns [2] and design patterns [9] [10]
[11] can be used and employed as model components or
transformation rules. The proposed method does not limit the
type of the system for development. It is advantageous that a
developer can give role information freely to model
components or transformation rules.
It is very difficult to design a general-purpose template in
a platform. If a template is designed for a specific project
[12], it will become hard to divert it to other projects. The
proposed method designs a template for each component
because it is separated according to a function of the
component. For this reason, the template design becomes
more flexible than ever. It makes use of the externalizing
dependency and no need to write special code for DI in
source code.
IV.

APPLICATION EXPERIMENTS

The proposed method is applied to a sample system to
confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method.
A. Experimental Overview
The sample system is a typical three layer client server
type of Web application. The main roles, implementing
methods, and applied design patterns are shown in the
following:
1) Business Logic Layer: It corresponds to functional
requirements of the Web application. It receives inputs from
a controller and sends processing results to a presentation
layer. In addition to service components, a naming service
by Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) is realized
in order to make possible Remote Method Invocation (RMI)
of procedure. Service Locator, Business Delegate, Singleton,
and Proxy are used as design patterns.
2) Data Access Layer: It abstracts a persistent data
system, such as a database or a file system. It is a uniform
window to deal with the data system. Data Access Object,
Factory Method, Abstract Factory, and Facade are used as
design patterns.
3) Entity: It is a class group expressing the data that
serve as persistent objects among the object classes in a
problem domain. Data Transfer Object (Value Object),
Composite Value Object, and Value Object Assembler are
used. In addition, platform specifications are shown in the
following:
 Programming Language: Java Development Kit 5.0.
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 Application Server: Glassfish Open Source Edition v3.
 Database Management System: MySQL 5.1
Many MDA tools generate skeleton code from class
diagrams of UML. For comparison, these tools are regarded
as conventional methods. A standard sample of Acceleo [13]
is used in this experiment. The Acceleo sample has an
automatic generation function of Java source code from class
diagrams designed by UML modeling tool UML2 of Eclipse.
We compare three kinds of experimental data: the source
code automatically generated by the proposal method, the
source code generated by the conventional method, and the
final source code. The last one is composed of the source
code resulting from the proposed method and hand coded
additional source code. These experimental data are
respectively called "proposed method", "conventional
method", and "finished goods".
B. Template Design
Fig. 4 is an example of the dedicated template that
generates the code of a class method, implemented by
Java+Spring Framework, for Web page controller models.
This model component has a Web page controller profile, as
confirmed by the lines 1-2. An appropriate function is given
to a class method by detecting the applied stereotype as
shown in the lines 3-9. This template is stored in the model
component of the Web page controller. The proposed
method enables to design a specialized template in a UML
profile. The template is also united with a role, but it is not
based on a field. In addition, the automatic generation rate of
code also becomes higher.
The templates are prepared by roles, such as a template
corresponding to design patterns, controllers in a client
server type, and database access. A template reads
information on a model and is a medium that generates
source code. The automatic generation is carried out by each
model component. The source code is merged with
information on the internal structure model, the external
cooperation model, and the UML profile.
C. Evaluation by Abstract Syntax Tree
This experiment measures the number of Abstract Syntax
Tree (AST) nodes in order to evaluate the quantity of the
source code generated automatically according to procedure
of the MDD. The AST syntactically analyzes the source code
and expresses it in a directed tree. There are two advantages
of investigating AST nodes: The first one is that it may be
easier to reflect the actual processing of a program than with
conventional indexes, such as Line of Code (LOC): number
of source code lines. The second one is that it can investigate
a type of nodes that constitutes the AST. This information is
useful when knowing the structure of a program. On the
contrary, LOC is a simple numerical value and cannot know
the structure of the program.
This experiment uses Eclipse Java Development Tools
(JDT) as an API that builds AST from Java source code. In
addition, language specification is AST-Java Language
Specification3 (JLS3). JLS3 is equivalent to Java
Development Kit 5.0. When LOC is calculated, you may
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Figure 4. Example of role-specific template for Acceleo.

Figure 5.

Breakdown of AST nodes generated by the proposed method.

disregard lines that are unrelated to the program execution
such as comment lines. The value measured on the condition
is called a logical LOC. Like this, this experiment eliminates
LINE COMMENT, BLOCK COMMENT, and JAVADOC
that express comments when you add up AST nodes.
Fig 5 indicates each AST node’s category of the
proposed method and the number of nodes belonging to the
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category. All graphical models that serve as inputs of the
automatic generation tools are the same. The total numbers
of AST nodes for the finished goods, the proposed method,
and the conventional method are 7307, 6859, 2200,
respectively. The execution time of the conventional method
is really shorter than the one of the proposed method.
However it could generate the third of AST nodes of the
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proposed method, and includes many errors in the generated
source code.
D. Discussion
The number of AST nodes is remarkably increased by
the proposed method in comparison with the conventional
method. It turns out that class methods occupy a large
proportion in the source code of a system. The proposed
method is effective in MDD from this point. In addition,
generated AST nodes of the proposed method are
investigated in detail as compared with the conventional
method. SIMPLE NAME nodes are ranked number one.
They express class names, field names, class method names,
variable names, and so on, as it appears everywhere in the
source code. They are located in terminal nodes in AST.
Therefore, there are more SIMPLE NAME nodes than other
nodes in both the proposed method and the conventional
method. From this point of view, it cannot show advantages
of the proposed method. The other AST nodes that appear in

class methods are investigated except the SIMPLE NAME
nodes. The total of the increasing amount of these AST
nodes, except for SIMPLE NAME nodes, is 1508 and it
occupies about 32.4% of the whole increasing amount 4659.
It becomes about 56.7% if the SIMPLE NAME nodes are
eliminated. Fig. 6 is a bar graph in which incremental values
of automatic generated code of the proposed method are
ranked in descending order in comparison with the
conventional method by the category of AST nodes.
However, this graph omits the SIMPLE NAME nodes and
the nodes which incremental amount are zero.
Regarding applied design patterns, it is easy to design
templates for Service Locator, Business Delegate, and Data
AccessObject. These patterns are more commonly used to
describe the bodies of class methods. The proposed method
is superior in dealing with design patterns. The readability of
the generated source code is expected to be high. The
readability is one of the elements that is not described in
models but appears in source code. It is easy to describe it as

Figure 6. Difference of the amount of AST nodes.
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coding conventions in templates. Although it is necessary to
design templates for every role of the model components by
the proposed method, they are independent from fields and
they are reusable for other projects.
AndroMDA [14], Software Factories [15], and UML
Components [16] do not give class methods. They are almost
the same as with the conventional method. BridgePoint [17]
that gives class methods by an action description language
makes a little difference with the proposed method about
automatic generation rates of source code. But it does not
develop certain patterns using the concept of IoC and DI. It
is hard to design templates and to build them individually.
Some corrections are needed to reuse the component models
and templates for other examples, and it has a low chance of
reuse either.
V.

[2]
[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has proposed a software development method
that applies component-based technologies to MDD. The
proposed method was compared with the conventional
method using a sample Web system. This method is able to
automatically generate more than three times the amount of
AST nodes compared with the conventional method. The
proposed method can describe information concerning class
methods in the templates. Especially, describing functions of
source code or main parts of methods in templates improves
the rate of automatic code generation. This fact shows the
advantages of the proposed method concerning the
generation efficiency of class methods, by designing
templates linked to the role of model components.
On the other hand, insufficient parts of the proposed
method as compared with the finished goods are mainly
business logics. They are class methods that belong to
business components. It is difficult to build templates for
these parts because they are easily affected by requirement
specifications. As a result, the automatic generation rate is
low. As a future subject, the proposed method should deal
with a different granularity, like business components. In
addition, a further extension could be to take into account
dynamic behavior diagrams.
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Abstract—Our software eALIS1.1 is primarily intended to
supply linguists with a highly intelligent device to build fragments of languages. Then (non-linguist) experts can elaborate a
peculiarly “multiplied” database that offers, besides the model
of the external world, hundreds of its (appropriately labeled)
alternatives. According to the eALIS theoretical framework
we use, these alternative models can all be linked to human
agents represented in the world model as their pieces of
knowledge, beliefs, desires, intentions, dreams. Finally,
(further) users can select lexical items to build sentences, the
(generalized) truth-conditional interpretation of which they
will be given on the basis of the actual version of the abovesketched “multiplied world model”. Our software serves not
only the theoretical purpose of trying out the "pragmalinguistics" theory (by implementing it), but also the practical
purpose of collecting and systematizing data in the peculiar
structure due to eALIS, intended to truly capture human
intelligence.
Keywords—dynamic discourse semantics; possible worlds;
truth-conditional interpretation; presupposition.

I.

INTRODUCTION

We are working on the implementation of a pragmalinguistics theory, eALIS (Reciprocal and Lifelong
Interpretation System), intended to truly capture human
intelligence by means of a peculiarly multiplied world
model. The implementation of this “intelligent” structure is
our primary innovation.
At the moment, it is very important to us that the
software, which is permanently developed, has repercussions
on the theory, due to the fact that the theory can be tested and
sophisticated by means of the software. In a later period the
practical purpose of collecting and systematizing data in the
peculiar structure due to eALIS will stand out.
The main difficulties lie with the fact that we are working
on a completely general toolbox that utilizes the aforementioned multiplied world model, that is, one which is
underspecified in several respects but can be rapidly
specified when it is designated for particular purposes. This
also holds for the linguistic input; some difficult grammatical
phenomena that should be captured in a demanding way are
collected in Section VI. Due to the uniform and holistic
approach of eALIS, we cannot afford to use parsers or
other devices developed in other projects.
Recursivity is another stubborn problem. Unlimited
chains of linguistic expressions can be produced, the
elaborated pragmatico-semantic analysis of which leads to
proliferation problems.
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It is also difficult to register the copies of multiplied
entities in almost identical alternative models. We should
apply safe and effective but very rapid methods in copying
huge databases in a way that makes it possible for us to carry
out the relevant differences between them.
Nevertheless, the most difficult task is the safe and
systematic treatment of temporal entities, which come from
the model of the external world as well as from the
alternative models, and also come from the event structure of
lexical items and from the discourse structure of sentences to
be parsed. We have been led to the conclusion that the utter
key to different kinds of systematization problems is utilizing
points of time as special “stamps”.
Let us then turn to the structure of the paper. Section II
sketches the current version of eALIS. Then our software
eALIS1.1 is demonstrated through discussing its different
kinds of potential users (Section III) and its main use cases
for the users we call internal users (Section IV) and for those
we call external users (Section V). Section VI demonstrates
the analysis of some linguistic examples with the purpose of
elucidating our ambition to capture the highest possible level
of human intelligence coded in language. We will conclude
the paper (Section VII) with some remarks on the status of
this “work in progress” among our previous works.
II.

THE CURRENT VERSION OF EALIS

eALIS is a theory that immediately relies on Discourse
Representation Theory (DRT) [1]. It can thus be introduced
as belonging to the family of representational dynamic discourse semantics [1] [2]. Its (forty-page-long) definition is
available at [23]. It is intended to reconcile the formal exactness of generative syntaxes with the dynamic approach of
optimality theories and DRT, bearing in mind the holistic
stance of cognitive linguists [3] [4].
In the post-Montagovian world of formal semantics,
Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) [1]―which has
offered a revolutionary solution to the resolution problem of
(“donkey”) anaphora and attractive visual representations
for discourse meaning―is often criticized from “inside” as
well as from “outside”, considerably weakening its
legitimacy. The internal criticism comes from the world of
the dynamic model-theoretic semantics, from the
Amsterdam School [5], and pertains to the (mathematically
unquestionable) eliminability of exactly this attractive visual
representation, insisting on “Montague’s heritage” [6]. The
external criticism comes from the Proof-Theoretic School
[7], among others (Pollard [8]); they point at the dubious
status and construction of possible worlds.
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We claim that eALIS [3] [4] [9]―while considerably
relying on the representationalism of DRT in the course of
solving a wide range of linguistic problems in order to
maximally exploit and develop the excellent facilities
provided by this representationalism―offers exactly the
radical ontological innovation which lies with the
elimination of the above-mentioned two dubious levels of
representation, referred to as I and III below in Fig. 1.

I.
DRS

III.
PW

it is a precondition of interpreting the sentence as true (or
rather, as “well-formed”) that the Evening Star should
coincide with the Morning Star in (the model of) the external
world. This means that the entity referred to as the Evening
Star by the given astronomer should be the same entity he
refers to as the Morning Star. In the approach of eALIS,
this relation is captured formally as demonstrated in (3b)
below: the internal entity rEveningStar should be anchored to the
same external entity as the internal entity rMorningStar.

rEvSt

rMoSt

IV.
IS
uVenus
II.
w0
Figure 1. Components / levels of representation in DRT: I-IV;
and their re-arranged ontology in eALIS:
I. DRS: the semantic representation of sentences constituting coherent texts
II. Model of the external world (for extensional interpretation)
III. Possible worlds (for intensional interpretation)
IV. Interlocutors’ information states

eALIS embeds representational levels I and III―more
exactly, their relevant content―in the representation of
information states (IV), relying on the stance that, as
interlocutors obtain information through discourses, their
information states are worth regarding as gigantic, lifelong,
DRSs. An information state has a double nature: it functions
as a “representation” in the above regard while it is used as
“what is to be represented” in the interpretation of, say, the
intensional sentence types shown in (2b-d) below: it also
depends on different persons’ information states if these
sentences are true, in contrast to sentence (2a), the truth
value of which only depends on facts of the external world.
Note in passing about the aforementioned “double nature of
information states” that modern set theory exactly relies on a
similar idea: Sets and their elements must not be mixed up;
this does not mean, however, that a set could not serve as an
element of another set.
a. “Ben is bald.”
b. “Sue knows that/if [Ben is bald]”
c. “Joe guesses that Sue definitely wants to convince him to take it for granted
that [Ben is bald].”
Figure 2. Sentences to be interpreted in different world(let)s.

We are going to illustrate the descriptive and explanatory
power of eALIS by sketching the interpretation of sentence
(3a) below, featuring realize, which is a factive verb. Hence,
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Figure 3. The interpretation of realize and the Venus-problem
a. “An ancient astronomer realized that the Evening Star is the same as the
Morning Star.”
b. (rEvSt) is-the-same-as (rMoSt) (since uVenus is-the-same-as uVenus)
c. It does not hold that rEveningStar is-the-same-as rMorningStar at  in the
astronomer’s worldlet of astronomic hypotheses
d. It holds that rEveningStar is-the-same-as rMorningStar at ', which is a later point
of time in the astronomer’s worldlet of astronomic hypotheses

The astronomer himself is not (necessarily) aware of the
co-anchoring of the two internal entities at his disposal (in
his appropriate worldlet); but the fact of co-anchoring is an
external requirement due to the factive character of the verb.
Two further requirements to be satisfied in order for sentence
(3a) to qualify as true concern two information states of the
astronomer at different points of time, independently of the
external world: what is to be checked is whether there is a
“same-as” relation between the internal entity rEveningStar and
the internal entity rMorningStar in the one information state (3d)
while they do not stand in the “same-as” relation in the other
one (3c)
All in all, three competing world(let) models should be
considered simultaneously (“prism effect”), and three
entities―an external one and two internal ones―should be
inspected. As the three models are all parts of the one
complete model of the history of the external world and all
internal reflections associated with it (see Fig. 2 above), in
this matrix model (3b-d) can all be checked.
It must be noted that the analysis relies on the same
facilities available in the cognitive linguistics framework;
see, for instance, Pelyvás [10], who follows Langacker’s
approach to nominal grounding [11]. The most important
tenet of this view is that all nominals are grounded in the
“reality” of the Idealized Conceptual Model(s) evoked in the
discourse, which is relative to speaker and hearer, rather than
directly in objective reality. From the point of view of
linguistic analysis the reality that we could call “objective”
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(i.e., independent of speakers’ and hearers’ beliefs) is only of
marginal importance...
III.

USERS AND USES

A. Internal Users
Our software eALIS1.1 is primarily intended to supply
linguists with a device to build fragments of arbitrary
languages of arbitrary morphological types. These fragments can capture such specialties of human languages as,
for instance, the compositional cumulation of meaning units
[6]. The definable meanings are pragmatico-semantic descriptions that satisfy the relevant definitions of eALIS [3].
The group of users defined in Section I-A will be referred to
as internal users.
B. External Users
Those using the developed language fragment will be
referred to as external users. In the course of using the
software, they can select lexical items to build sentences, the
(generalized) truth-conditional interpretation of which they
will be given on the basis of a “multiplied world model”,
which they have themselves constructed or received from
“internal” experts [12].
Possible external users may be detectives or judges, for
instance, who can have the truth of groups of propositions
evaluated. In harmony with our “constructionist” stance, we
mean by the aforementioned “generalized truth-conditional
evaluation”, besides the final true/false value, the collection
of all the information required to reach this truth value. Our
software thus, among others, serves the purpose of
collecting and systematizing data in the effective structure
eALIS offers.
IV.

USE CASES PROVIDED FOR INTERNAL USERS

A. Defining Relations
Internal users can define an external world w0, over the
universe of which (consisting of entities ui) they can define
relations of different arities [6]. One argument of all these
relations is to be a series of disjoint temporal intervals. The
software is to “dictate” (through permanent queries) the
development of the external world: it requests new and new
relations, and in the case of a given relation it requests the
provision of (the initial and final points of) temporal
intervals (among others).
Such relations can be defined in this way which are
homogeneous in the sense that they qualify as true or false
“momentarily”, i.e., at each internal point of the temporal
intervals independently. In Hungarian, for instance, utazik
‘travel’ and úszik ‘swim’ are homogeneous relations while
hazautazik ‘travel home’ and átússza ‘swim across’ are
heterogeneous. Further, each argument position of a relation
can be associated with other relations of the group of
relations defined earlier which provide us with restricting
information. The agent argument of the Hungarian verb
utazik ‘travel’, for instance, can be associated with the
restricting relation ember ‘human’.
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B. Defining Label Strings of Worldlets
Relative to the set of “worldlets” (small partial models
of alternative worlds) defined up to a certain point, the
internal user can define (by simultaneous recursion) a new
worldlet where the basis of this definition is the singleton
consisting of the external world w0. Specifically, relative to
a worldlet w', a worldlet w" can be determined through a
quintuple of labels like the one shown in (4a) below. It
defines the worldlet containing a human being’s (rSue)
knowledge (“maximal” belief); see sentence (2b) in Section
II.
a. BEL,MAX,rSue,",+
b. –
c. BEL,med,rJoe,,+INT,MAX,rSue,',+BEL,MAX,rJoe,",+
Figure 4. Labeling worldlets.

Alternatives to label BEL are labels INT (intention) and
DES (desire), among others. Alternatives to label MAX are
lower levels of intensity: e.g., aMX (almost maximal). The
fourth member of the label quintuple is polarity; the values of
this parameter are listed in (4b) above, but their interpretation
is provided later.
The software can show through what kind of defining
steps one can reach a worldlet relative to the external world
as a fixed starting point. The label string in (4c) above, for
instance, defines a worldlet which is to be regarded as the
collection of information the status of which can be captured
by means of the linguistic expression shown in (2c) in
Section II.
C. Worldlets, Infons and Polarity Values
Internal users can assign pieces of information to
worldlets. This procedure is to be “dictated” by the software
as follows.
In the more general case, a point of time should be
specified. As a reaction of the software, on the basis of the
above-discussed temporal-interval series belonging to the
relations, it is written which relations stand between which
entities at the given point of time. If the user specifies, besides
a point of time, a relation and some entities which occupy
certain argument positions of the relation, the task of the
software remains the writing of the lacking entities which
stand in the given relation with the provided entities at the
provided point of time. The unit of this writing process is the
external infon [13]: an infon means the piece of information
that certain entities stand in a certain relation at the given
moment (e.g., Joe loves Sue, or Joe is just traveling).
Internal users can assign an infon (produced in the way
sketched above) to an arbitrary worldlet for an arbitrary
interval of time. The application of this temporal interval
serves the purpose of capturing such factors as the dwindling
into oblivion or some re-categorization of pieces of
information.
Assigning a group E of infons to a worldlet standing with
the external world in the relation provided in (4a) above can
be interpreted as follows: Sue perceives information E from
the external world and accepts as the current state of her
environment. A similar interpretation in the case of the
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complex relation provided in (1c) is as follows: Joe suspects
that Sue wants to make him to be sure that information E is
true (while Sue herself, for instance, does not necessarily
believe in the truth of E; nor is E true in the external world).
If the same infon is simultaneously assigned to
someone’s positive belief-worldlet (see ‘+’ in (4b) above),
negative desire-worldlet (‘–’ in (4b)) and neutral (‘0’ in (4b))
intention-worldlet, this complex “evaluation” captures this
typical situation: the person in question perceives something
and accepts its truth, but longs for its opposite without
intending to change it (at least at that moment).
It is worth noting in connection with the polarity values
listed in (4b) above that if an entity does not stand in the
relation ‘bald’ in the external world, then the infon declaring
the given entity’s momentary baldness is to be assigned to the
experiencer’s negative (‘–’) or ‘undefined’ (‘’) beliefworldlets depending on the restricting relations, mentioned in
Section II-A. Ben, for instance, can be thought by an
experiencer to be “not bald” while in the case of the Eiffel
Tower its baldness is undefined.
As for the crossed zero in (4b) above, the sentence
variants shown in (2b) above illustrate its interpretation and
significance. The variant with that can be captured by
assigning the infon e declaring Ben’s baldness to the worldlet
(in the speaker’s information state, i.e., mind) which contains
the information that the speaker assumes Sue to qualify as
true. The variant with if, however, should be accounted for in
a slightly different way: what this variant reveals about the
speaker’ mind is that the speaker thinks that in Sue’s mind
infon e does not belong to a neutral belief-worldlet (one with
a ‘0’ polarity value).
D. Information Not Coming from Outside
Internal users can also assign information to worldlets
indirectly, that is, not on the basis of (the relations of) the
external world. This should be “dictated” by the software as
follows.
The software should ask for predicate names and
argument numbers, and then produce argument places with
inserted “new” entities, which the software should also urge
the user to anchor to “old” (external or internal) entities (NB
their anchoring to any entities is only a possibility). Section
II-C, where we defined the procedure of creating infons
assigned to worldlets in human minds on the basis of states of
affairs in the external world, is worth completing with a short
comment. An internal infon does not contain the same entity
names as the corresponding external infon does. Instead of
identifying them, the correspondence between external and
internal entities should be accounted for by anchoring
elements of the former group to those of the latter group. In
this way, we can explain the cases of misunderstanding where
the same external fact is linked to different participants in two
experiencers’ minds.
E. Building the Lexicon
The internal user is given a core lexicon on the basis of
the predicates the creation of which was described in II-C;
and this core lexicon is enriched with the predicates created
in the way described in II-D. Elements of the latter group of
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predicates should be associated with meaning postulates [6],
by the help of queries of the software.
Note that items of the core lexicon need not be associated
with meaning postulates since their interpretation is trivial on
the basis of their creation: as they have been created by
copying certain “patterns” of the external world, the rule
concerning the pattern matching their semantic evaluation is
based on is automatic. True perception and pattern matching
is the same process, considered from opposite directions.
Let us return to the predicates whose forms are defined in
II-D; they should be assigned meaning in the way to be
defined in II-F. Before entering into details, it must be noted
that this is the crucial innovation of eALIS1.1, because this
is the toolbox which exploits the advantages and results of all
the model-theoretic theories, the discourse-representational
innovations and the proof-theoretic ideas, and the “diagnosis”
of cognitive linguistics on the weaknesses and shortcomings
of these three approaches.
What comes from formal semantics [6]? The procedure
of pattern matching. Further, the application of
interpretational bases used as alternatives to each other
(“possible worlds”  eALIS-worldlets). And the consideration of the rate of successful instances of pattern
matching compared to the entire set of possible instances of
pattern matching.
The idea of operation over the partially ordered system of
worldlets is due to Discourse Representation Theory [1] [2].
The step-by-step execution of this operation, referred to as
‘accommodation’ in DRT, coincides with the proof-theoretic
processing of semantic information [7].
The modeling of the following linguistic elements is due
to cognitive linguists [10] [11] [15]: me, you, (s)he, here,
there, now, then, these here (in the context), those there
(demonstration).
F. How to Define Lexical Items
The software should help the internal user (the formal
linguist) in assigning (groups of alternative) phonetic forms
and meaning postulates to predicate names, besides such
straightforward information as (sub)categorization and
argument number.
Meaning postulates essentially consist of first-order
formulas. The most peculiar element of our method is that
each formula like this should be associated with a set of such
chains of worldlet labels as the one shown in (1b) above and
the information as to which worldlet(s) these chains to be
linked to in the course of interpreting sentences (possibilities
are the external worldlet, certain worldlets of the selected
speaker, addressee, or participants referred to in the
sentences, or worldlets which can be identified in the
selected context or scope of demonstration (see the last
paragraph in Section II-E).
V.

USE CASES FOR EXTERNAL USERS

The external users―who can construct a sentence and
specify the speaker, the addressee, the entities assumed to be
present in the context (and possibly a subset of those in the
scope of some demonstration), the speech time and the time
of reference, among others―are given a generalized truth
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evaluation. This means that they are given not only a truth
value but also all the pragmatic well-formedness conditions
of the sentence “performed” in the specified context.
Thus, they can look “inside” all relevant participants’
minds (i.e., the current and possibly some previous
information states). They can realize, for instance, if the
definite noun phrases are suitable for unambiguously
identifying the intended denotata. They can also receive
information about the success of satisfying other kinds of
presupposition. They can detect, through comparing the
information provided by the sentence and the information
found in the specified interlocutors’ appropriate worldlets, if
there might emerge some misunderstanding, lie, bluff,
deception [4].
VI.

LINGUISTIC EXAMPLES

A. Generalized Truth Evaluation
External users are given a peculiarly multiplied data base
which contains, besides a relational model of some fragment
of (the history of) the external world, several of its
alternatives. These alternatives essentially play the role of
possible worlds, known from intensional model-theoretic
semantics, but they are finite constructions appearing as such
parts of information-state models of interlocutors that can be
construed as their beliefs, desires, intentions, or any other
kinds of fictions (II-B [1]).
This arrangement of worldlets enables us to carry out
truth evaluation not only on the basis of the external world,
which is necessary and sufficient, for instance, in the case of
sentences (5a-a') below, but also on the basis of internal
worldlets, which is obviously necessary in the case of
sentences like (5b). The truth of the variants shown in (5b)
does not depend on any facts in the external world. It
depends on nothing else but Joe’s knowledge, or the
knowledge that Sue attributes to Joe. In this latter case, it
requires more steps to reach the worldlet which can serve as
the basis of truth evaluation (external world model  Sue’s
belief  Sue’s hypotheses on Joe’s beliefs); cases like this
make it necessary to localize worldlets in the recursive way
illustrated in (4c) in II-B. Verbs expressing modal attitude
(e.g., think, guess, conjecture, wish) and many other
expressions (e.g., according to someone) can be associated
with meaning postulates by means of the tool described in IIF: the essence of their meanings lies with the “direction
indicator” function. Such direction indicators help us with
finding the worldlets which can serve as the basis of the truth
evaluation of the proposition that appears in the appropriate
argument positions of the modal verbs or other linguistic
expressions in question.
a. It was snowing. a'. It has snowed.
b. (Sue thinks that) Joe knows that it was snowing.
c. Patty was traveling home.
d. That tall Finnish woman is pretty.
Figure 5. Generalized truth evaluation relying on worldlets.
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B. Past Continuous and Present Perfect
Internal users can work out exacting and sophisticated
syntaxes and semantics by the help of the toolbox offered by
eALIS1.1.
The truth value of (5a) above, for instance, can be
calculated in the following way: the software should query
the values of then and there, and then it should localize the
area of the temporal external world model where pattern
matching should be attempted in order to decide if it is
snowing “then” and “there” (III).
The truth evaluation of (5a'), however, requires the
values of here and now, and what is to be checked in the
external world is whether the landscape is snowy. The
meaning postulate of the verb snow, thus, contains the
determination of the result state (snowy), too. Note in passing
that (5a') pragmatically suggests that it is not snowing at the
relevant moment while the land is snowy as a result of an
earlier snowing.
C. Progressive Aspect
The truth evaluation of sentence (5c) above also requires
a polished and exacting meaning postulation because not
only facts of the external world should be taken into account.
A progressive sentence like this is also to be evaluated to be
true in a case in which Patty never got home but she proves
to have been travelling at the moment of then, she proves to
intend to come home, and the speaker proves to attribute a
quite high likelihood to this arrival (II-F) [1]. Thus, the
content of certain internal worldlets is to be checked, besides
the partial satisfaction of a travelling event in the externalworld model.
D. The Intensional Character of Nicknames
A demanded pragmatico-semantic analysis of nicknames
also requires the toolbox sketched in II-F. Who is Patty in
(5c) above, for instance? Internal users can capture the
essence of the task of finding denotata by construing
nicknames as special predicates the “truth evaluation” of
which involves not (only) the external control on the
correspondence between official names and nicknames but
(also) the worldlets concerned in the following questions: is
Patty a possible nickname of the speaker for the given person,
does the speaker think that the addressee may (also) call her
Patty, do they know this about each other, and so on. Hence,
internal worldlets are to be checked via pattern matching.
E. (Partially) Subjective Predicates
Example (5d) above illustrates further advantages in
meaning postulation of the toolbox demonstrated in II-F. The
adjective pretty, for instance, is worth regarding as a fully
personal and subjective judgment, with no extension in the
external world. Nevertheless, (5d) does mean exactly the
same as the sentence I consider her pretty. The truth of this
latter sentence exclusively depends on the speaker while it
would be elegant to base the evaluation of sentence (5d) on a
somewhat less speaker-dependent calculation. As follows,
for instance: (5d) is considered true if most persons in the
external-world model consider the given lady to be pretty.
According to an even more elegant solution, instead of the
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entire set of persons, only those respected by the speaker are
considered. The extension of the verb respect is to be
checked in the external-world model.
F. Demonstration and Anchoring
The demonstrative noun phrase in (5d) illustrates another
instance of the necessity for “pragmatically conscious” truth
evaluation. That asks for the value of the “those there”
parameter from the external user. It is elegant to assume that
this value is a set of entities, out of which the software should
select a unique entity on the basis of the predicates tall,
Finnish and woman. Their extensions count in the external
world, at least primarily; it is an elegant facility, however, to
inspect the speaker’s beliefs as well, or the speaker’s hypothesis about the addressee’s beliefs: sentence (5d) can be
evaluated as true but ill-formed if, for instance, the speaker
intends to refer to a tall Swedish woman about whom they
think, incorrectly, that she is Finnish.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The current implementation of eALIS1.1 is a clientserver Windows application that has been elaborated in a
Delphi environment, which guarantees rapid and flexible
development. Access to data is executed via standard SQL
commands by means of a relational data-base management
system. For this purpose, we currently use Firebird
Interbase.
The Prolog basis, applied in the experimental phase of
our research [16] [14] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22], has been
replaced with Delphi environment, which is more capable of
managing large data-bases, developing user-friendly
interfaces, and constructing more complex applications.
This the radical difference between eALIS1.1 and the
aforementioned works.
The menu items correspond to the services sketched in
Section IV. Particular menu items are available to the
different kinds of users defined in Section III after checking
their identity and authenticity. At some points, the program
provides illustrations of the structures constructed by either
the system or its users: for instance, parsing trees, systems of
worldlets, anchoring relations of entities. Figure 6 below
illustrates this last facility.
The software is permanently developed and expanded,
exploiting new scientific results; it has repercussions on the
theory, due to the fact that the theory can be tested by means
of the software.
As our software inherently belongs to a radically new
and holistic “pragmalinguistics” theory (Section II), it
would be uneasy to compare to softwares based on some
different theoretical foundation. We are working on
developing tests to evaluate its effectivity.

Figure 6. Interpreting the sentence shown in Fig. 3.
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Abstract—Dissolved Gas Analysis (DGA) is one of the most
deployable methods for detecting and predicting incipient
faults in power transformers. For predicting faults, DGA uses
tools such as Doernenburg, Rogers and IEC methods. The
presence of missing values in a DGA dataset may affect the
diagnostic performances of these three methods. This study
applies the mean, regression, expectation-maximization,
multiple imputation, and k-nearest neighbor methods to
replace the missing values with estimated values in a DGA
dataset. Using the number of unresolved diagnoses, the
number of wrong diagnoses, and the number of correct
diagnoses as the criteria to evaluate the effects of the
imputation methods on the DGA diagnostic methods, this
study shows that k-nearest neighbor increases the
performances of Doernenburg, Rogers and IEC methods the
most on two datasets with actual missing values. Experimental
results show that imputing missing values in DGA datasets has
increased diagnostic performance of the three ratios methods
of DGA
Keywords-dissolved gas analysis; missing values; imputation
methods; gas ratios method; fault diagnosis

I.

INTRODUCTION

Power transformers are a must-have item for any power
utility company to increase or decrease electrical power for
transmission and distribution throughout interconnected
power systems. Because of prolonged usage and as
transformers age, their internal conditions degrade when
faults such as short-circuit, arcing, partial discharges or
overheating occur during operations. These faults will
release several gases commonly known as the fault gases:
hydrogen (H2), acetylene (C2H2), ethylene (C2H4), methane
(CH4), ethane (C2H6), carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon
dioxide (CO2) that stay dissolved at above threshold values
in the insulating oil of a transformer. A faulty transformer
must be removed from operation, sent for repair and/or
replaced. These processes are costly and time-consuming
but are necessary because if left unattended for long, a faulty
transformer may trigger worse impacts such as explosions,
loss of human lives, or environmental disasters. Recognizing
the need for checking the serviceability of transformers, most
utility companies perform preventive maintenance either
periodically or conditionally to detect these faults.
Among the many existing techniques to detect these
faults, Dissolved Gas Analysis (DGA) is recognized as the
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most effective method and is practiced universally today [1].
It involves a few sequence processes as follows: a) sampling
of oil from the transformer, b) extracting the fault gases
dissolved in the oil, c) calculating and analyzing the
concentration of these gases, their gassing rates and the
ratios of certain gases d) finally, the identification of the
fault types. Currently, traditional diagnostic tools such as
Key Gas [1], IEC ratios [2], Rogers ratios [1], Doernenburg
ratios [1] and Duval Triangle [3] are widely used in the
fourth process of DGA method. These ratio methods
identify fault types using the ratios of certain fault gases and
each ratio is assigned to one or more numerical thresholds.
These thresholds are coded and mapped to specific faults.
However, in some cases, gas concentrations may be
incomplete which lead to combination of ratios that do not
match any predefined threshold. As a result, fault that
occurs inside a transformer may be classified unknown or
inconclusive - a well-known shortcoming of the DGA ratios
methods as documented in [4].
One of the reasons for incomplete gas concentrations is
missing values for some of the fault gases. Missing values in
DGA occur for various reasons, such as acetylene
evaporates quickly, or the existence of contamination on the
surface of the platinum alloy of a gas meter, and some
transformer faults generate only a few fault gases [2]. Such
samples containing missing values were usually manually
deleted and excluded from subsequent analysis [5-6].
Majority reported only complete-case samples of DGA data
[7-9]. Only researchers in [10] estimated the missing values
in a DGA dataset using Support Vector Machine regression,
which increased the accuracy of their Naive-Bayes
classification algorithm. However, there are very few
published literature concerning missing value estimation for
DGA data especially with the objective of improving the
diagnostic performance of the gas ratio methods. On the
other hand, certain fields such as microarray analysis [1112], medical [13-14], and social sciences [15-16] have paid
more attention to this issue. Consequently, statistical
analyses or machine learning algorithms that were
subsequently applied after filling in the missing values have
shown better results.
The aforementioned scenario motivates us to fill-in the
missing values in DGA datasets with estimated values
("imputing") to minimize the inconclusive diagnoses of the
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gas ratio methods. Fortunately, there are many imputation
methods to choose from [11,17-19], ranging from simple to
complex solutions, and statistical to machine learning
methods. In this paper, we propose imputing missing values
in a DGA dataset using a few established methods
Mean/mode (MEAN), linear regression (REG), expectationmaximization (EM), multiple imputation (MI) and k nearest
neighbour algorithm (kNN) are the selected imputation
methods, and Rogers ratios, Doernenburg ratios, IEC ratios
are the DGA ratios methods to diagnose the transformer
faults. A "before and after" experiment is conducted to
compare the diagnostic performance of each ratio method
applied on the original datasets with missing values and that
applied on the complete datasets imputed by each
imputation method.
In Section II, we provide related work on missing values
and the application of imputation methods. Section III we
briefly described the DGA method and its ratio-based
diagnostic methods. The compared imputation methods are
described in Section IV. Section V presents and analysed
experimental results. Section VI concludes our findings.
II.

RELATED WORK

According to [17], a missing value indicates a lack of
response. “Don’t know”, “Refused”, “Unintelligible”, and
“Nil” are some of the possible codes for missing values in a
dataset. However, why worry about missing values? Two
major negative effects are reported in [20]. First, missing
values reduce statistical power. Second, missing values
could result in biased statistical estimates in several ways.
Before deciding which imputation are suitable for the
incomplete datasets, researchers should ask whether the
pattern of missing observations is random or not ("patterns
of missingness"). Little and Rubin [21] distinguished
randomness into the following categories: Missing
Completely at Random (MCAR), Missing at Random
(MAR), and Not Missing at Random (NMAR).
MCAR exists when value(s) are missing because of
uncontrolled events, which are totally independent of the
potential values of both the observed and the missing
variables. In the case of DGA data, acetylene is a very
soluble and reactive gas, and disappears fast from
absorption; thus, acetylene sometimes does not appear in the
collection sample. On the other hand, when data are MAR,
the probability of a missing value on some variables is
dependent on the value of the observed variables. However,
the missing value itself is not the cause for the missing. For
DGA data, a fault such as high-energy arcing releases high
quantities of hydrogen and acetylene. Such a pattern is
considered to be MAR, and most missing data treatment
methods are assumed to be MAR Finally, NMAR occurs
when the probability of missing a value is a function of the
value itself. NMAR is very unlikely to appear in DGA data;
because gases are released as a result of faults in power
transformer.
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Statistical analysis with missing data has been noted in
the literature for more than 70 years. Walks [22] initiated a
study on the maximum likelihood estimation for
multivariate normal models with fragmentary data.
Thereafter, extensive discussions on this topic continue. A
useful reference for general parametric statistical inferences
with missing data can be found in Little and Rubin [23].
Litwise deletion (LD), pairwise deletion (PD), REG,
MEAN, EM, and MI are some statistical tools available for
imputing missing values. LD and PD are deficient in several
aspects. Despite their simplicity, both are inefficient [2425]. LD, in particular, can discard an enormous amount of
potentially useful data. PD may be more efficient than LD in
many cases, but for some data structures it is known to be
less efficient [26]. MEAN, because of its simplicity, is
commonly used in the social sciences as a fast alternative to
LD [14]. Also, it is often used as a base for other proposed
imputation methods such as in [27-28]. EM and MI,
currently represent the state of the art, have been applied to
various problem domains. Researchers in [29] estimated the
missing values of leaf area index , a biophysical variable,
using EM and helped reduce the root mean square error of
the Gaussian Bayes Network output. In the medical field
[13], MI was found to preserve observed and real data better
than complete-case and dropping a particular variable
approaches when predicting for deep venous thrombosis in
patients.
Machine learning algorithms have also garnered large
followings as the choice for data imputation. The Naive
Bayes classifier, which is the least sensitive to missing data,
learns effectively without the need to treat missing values,
especially if the missing rate is less than 30%. It makes full
use of the observed data and, thus, is the most adaptive to
missing data [30]. In [31], kNN was used to impute missing
values in software project datasets. They found that the kNN imputation can improve the prediction accuracy of
C4.5, particularly if the missing data percentage exceeds
40%. A comparison of various imputation machine learning
methods has also been published [32]. They concluded that
self-organizing map and multi-layer perceptron performed
slightly better than regression-based imputation and nearest
neighbour method. Comparisons were performed between
statistical and machine learning imputation methods in [14]
for imputing missing values in breast cancer datasets. Their
findings show that machine learning based imputation
methods outperformed the statistical ones.
III.

DISSOLVED GAS ANALYSIS

During
normal
operation,
oil-insulated
power
transformers produce gases such as hydrogen and
hydrocarbon, albeit in very small quantities. However, when
they experience electrical disturbances or thermal
decomposition, the chemical reactions of the insulation
involves the breaking down of carbon-hydrogen and carboncarbon bonds. During this process, active hydrogen atoms
and hydrocarbon fragments are formed. These fragments
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can combine with each other to form gases: hydrogen,
methane, acetylene, ethylene, ethane, carbon monoxide, and
carbon dioxide. These gases are usually referred to as the
fault gases, which stay dissolved at above threshold values
in the presence of fault(s). The composition of these
dissolved gases is dependent on the type of faults that occur
as shown in Table 1 of some common power transformer
faults.
DGA uses this strong relationship between certain
combination of dissolved gases and their associated fault as
the underlying principle in identifying incipient faults in
power transformer. In general, a DGA dataset is built by
taking oil samples over a period of time at regular interval to
discern trends and to determine the severity and progression
of incipient faults. Generally, daily or weekly sampling is
recommended after start-up, followed by monthly or longer
intervals. Routine sampling intervals may vary depending
on application and individual system requirements [1].
This study briefly describes the ratio-based diagnostic
methods mentioned in the Section I that map the dissolved
gases found in the oil sample with corresponding fault.
Compared to other tools, these ratios methods have become
a standard to diagnose fault based on DGA results [1].
These methods employ an array of ratios of certain key
combustible gases as the fault type indicators. These five
ratios are:
Ratio 1 (R1) = CH4/H2
Ratio 2 (R2) = C2H2/C2H4
Ratio 3 (R3) = C2H2/CH4
Ratio 4 (R4) = C2H6/C2H2
Ratio 5 (R5) = C2H4/C2H6
TABLE 1. COMMON TYPES OF TRANSFORMER FAULTS AND
THE KNOWN FAULT GASES ASSOCIATED WITH THEM
No
1
2

Gases Present Prominently During
Operation
Nitrogen, carbon monoxide, and
carbon dioxide

3

Nitrogen, ethylene, and methane,
some hydrogen and ethane

4

Nitrogen, hydrogen small quantities
of ethylene and ethane
Same as item No. 4 with the
inclusion of carbon dioxide and
carbon monoxide
Nitrogen, high hydrogen and
acetylene, minor quantities of
ethylene and methane
Same as item No. 6 with the
inclusion of carbon dioxide and
carbon monoxide

5
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Interpretations
Normal operation
Transformer
winding
insulation
overheated:
key gas is carbon
monoxide
Transformer
oil
is
overheated: key gas is
ethylene
Corona discharges in oil:
key gas is hydrogen
Corona involving paper
insulation: key gas is
hydrogen
High-energy arcing: key
gas is acetylene
High-energy
arcing
involves paper insulation
of winding: key gas is
acetylene
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A. Doernenburg Ratios
This method suggests the existence of three general fault
types namely, thermal, partial discharge, and arcing. This
method requires significant levels of the gases to be present
in order for the diagnosis to be valid. The method utilizes
Ratios 1, 2, 3, and 4 and the ratios in the order Ratio 1,
Ratio 2, Ratio 3, and Ratio 4 are compared to limiting
values, providing a suggested fault diagnosis as given in
Table 2.
B. Rogers Ratios
This method utilizes Ratios 1, 2, and 5. The method does
not depend on specific gas concentrations to exist in the
transformer for the diagnosis to be valid. However, it
suggests that the method be used only when the normal
limits of the individual gases have been exceeded. Table 3
gives the values for the three key gas ratios corresponding to
suggested diagnoses.
C. IEC Ratios
This method also utilizes the same three Ratios 1, 2, and 5
as in the revised version of Rogers Ratios. The key
differences are the range of code assigned to each ratio and
the number of suggested faults. The IEC Ratios fault
interpretations can be divided into 9 different types and they
are shown in Table 4.
IV.

METHODOLOGY OF STUDY

This study imputes the missing values found a DGA
datasets using the four established methods mentioned in the
Introduction section with the objective of reducing the
inconclusive diagnoses of the gas ratio methods. Fig. 1
shows the methodology of this study in meeting this
objective.
A. Mean Imputation
One of the most frequently used methods. This method
consists of replacing the missing data for a given attribute by
the mean (quantitative attribute) or mode (qualitative
attribute) of all known values of that attribute. This study
chose the mean because DGA datasets contains continuous
variables. It is easy to execute as well as suitable for all
patterns of missingness. However, this approach also
introduces biases. The main reasons are that it shifts the
possible extreme values back to the middle of the
distribution, and it reduces variances in the variable being
imputed. Sample sizes may be overestimated and
correlations may be negatively biased, also, when applying
this technique [17].
B. Regression Imputation
This can be accomplished by regressing the variable with
missing data on other variables in the data set for those
cases with complete data. The estimated regression equation
is then used to generate predicted values for the cases with
missing data. This technique assumes that the data are MAR
or MCAR, which makes it suitable for imputing DGA
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TABLE 2. DORNERBURG RATIOS [1]
Suggested
Fault
Diagnosis
Thermal
decomposition
Partial
Discharge (low
intensity PD)
Arcing (high
intensity PD)

TABLE 3. ROGERS RATIOS [1]

R1
CH4/H2
Oil
Gas
Space
>1.0
>0.1

R2
C2H2/C2H4
Oil
Gas
Space
<0.75
<1.0

R3
C2H2/CH4
Oil
Gas
Space
<0.3
<0.1

R4
C2H6/C2H2
Oil
Gas
Space
>0.4
>0.2

<0.1

<0.01

Not significant

<0.3

<0.1

>0.4

>0.2

>0.1
to
<1.0

>0.01
to
<0.1

>0.75

>0.3

>0.1

<0.4

<0.2

>1.0

datasets. There is, however, a general tendency to produce
underestimates of variances and overestimates of
correlations [33].
C. Expectation Maximization
This algorithm was introduced by [34]. It capitalises on the
relationship between missing data and the unknown
parameters of a data model. The basic algorithm consists of
two steps: expectation (E step) and maximization (M step).
First, separate the data into missing and observed, and
establish starting values for the parameters ( mean, variance,
and covariance). In the E step, using these parameters,
compute the predicted scores for the missing data (the
expectation). In the M step, using the predicted scores for
the missing data, maximize the likelihood function to obtain
new parameter estimates. Repeat the process until
convergence is obtained. EM assumes that the data are
MAR. EM requires a fairly large sample for the estimates to
be approximately unbiased and normally distributed [17].
D. Multiple Imputation
This method was proposed by Rubin [35] in 1987. The
whole MI procedure is made of three steps. They are
imputation, analysis, and pooling processes. We applied only
the first step, imputation process, of the three steps because our
interest is to fill in missing values with estimated values. This
simulation method replaces each missing value with m > 1
plausible values, which are drawn randomly from their
predictive distribution. m is the number of repetition.
Imputing a missing value with m simulated values produces
m apparently completed datasets and then the mean of m
imputed values was filled in the missing value. Postimputation, MI allows analysts to proceed with familiar
complete-data techniques and software. Another positive
point is that a large number of repetitions is not always
necessary to obtain precise estimates. For example, with
50% missing information, m = 10 imputations is efficient.
However, like EM, MI does rely on large sample
approximations but works better than EM in small to
moderate sample sizes. MI also assumes that the missing
data are MAR [17].
E. kNN Imputation
We use the k-NN algorithm to determine the imputed data,
where nearest is usually defined in terms of a distance
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R1
CH4/H2

R2
C2H2/C2H4

R5
C2H4/C2H6

Suggested
Fault Diagnosis

<0.1
<0.1

>0.1 to <1.0
<0.1

<1.0
<1.0

0.1 to 3.0

0.1 to 1.0

>3.0

<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

>0.1 to <1.0
>1.0
>0.1

1.0 to 3.0
1.0 to 3.0
>3.0

Unit normal
Low-energy density
arcing-PD
Arcing-High energy
discharge
Low temperature thermal
Thermal fault < 700 oC
Thermal fault >700 oC

function based on the auxiliary variable(s). In this method a
pool of complete instances is found for each incomplete
instance, and the imputed values for each missing cell in
each recipient is calculated from the mean or median of the
respective attribute in complete instances. Mean is used with
continuous attributes, whilst median is suitable for discrete
attributes. This study chose mean as DGA dataset contains
continuous variables. For the kNN method, two parameters
need to be determined for achieving high estimation
accuracy: the number of nearest neighbour (k) and the
distance metric: the choice of k, the number of neighbours
used and the appropriate distance metric. Simulation results
have demonstrated that for small datasets, k = 10 is the best
choice [36], while [37] observed that k is insensitive to
values of k in the range of 10-20. Therefore, this study
replaced the missing values with estimated values from 1-10
nearest neighbours depending on the size of datasets. The
distance metric used was the Euclidean distance as adopted
by [37].
The advantages of the kNN imputation are [31]:
 It does not require to create a predictive model for each
feature with missing data.
 It can treat both continuous and categorical values.
 It can easily deal with cases with multiple missing
values.
 It takes into account the correlation structure of the
data.
TABLE 4. IEC RATIOS
R1
CH4/H2

R2
C2H2/C2H4

R5
C2H4/C2H6

Suggested
Fault Diagnosis

0.1 to 1.0

<0.1

1.0 to 3.0

>1.0

<0.1

<1.0

>1.0

<0.1

1.0 to 3.0

<0.1

>3.0

0.1 to 1.0

1.0 to 3.0
and >3.0
1.0 to 3.0

1.0 to 3.0
and >3.0
>3.0

<0.1

<0.1

<1.0

<0.1

1.0 to 3.0

<1.0

0.1 to 1.0

<0.1

<1.0

Thermal fault <
150 oC
Thermal fault
150oC - 300 oC
Thermal fault
300oC - 700 oC
Thermal fault >
700 oC
Discharge of low
energy
Discharge of high
energy
Partial discharge
of low energy
density
Partial discharge
of high energy
density
normal

>1.0
0.1 to 1.0
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TABLE 6. DGA DATASET WITH MISSING VALUES (ppm)

Start
Incomplete
DGA Dataset

H2
9
6
52470
-

Run imputation methods ( MEAN, REG,
EM, MI, k-NN} indepedently

MEANimpued
Dataset

REGimputed
dataset

EMimputed
dataset

MIimputed
dataset

kNNimputed
dataset

Diagnose using DGA ratios method (Keygas, Rogers,
Doernenburg, IEC) independently
Perform comparison among the
results
end

Figure1. Comparative evaluation of imputation methods

V.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT

A. DGA Datasets
Two DGA datasets, with different percentages of actual
missing values, are imputed and classified in this study. The
first DGA dataset (named MAL) is obtained from a local
Malaysian utility company which manage various
transformers located throughout Malaysia, whilst IECDB10
[38] is the second. The characteristics of the datasets are
shown in Table 5. A sample of DGA data consists of a
number of dissolved gases in oil and the corresponding fault
type as shown in Table 6. Dashes in Table 6 represents
missing values ( missing gases). Using a gas chromatograph
equipped with suitable adsorption columns, the dissolved
gas concentrations are measured from the oil samples in
parts per million (ppm) by volume of (specific gas) in oil.
B. Experimental setup
This study used SPSS [39] to impute missing values
using the MEAN, REG, and EM methods. Meanwhile the
MI and kNN methods were applied using SOLAS and
MATLAB [40], respectively. For the EM method, a normal
distribution ( the default) of the data was assumed and the
default iterations (25) was adopted. This study chose normal
variates as the random component to be added for the REG
estimation task. For the MI method, this study chose m = 5
because according to [16], the MI method does not need a
large number of repetitions for precise estimates. Because
both datasets in Table 5 were quite small in size, this study
chose k=1,3,5,7,10 as explained in Section IX.E.
TABLE 5 THE CHARACTERISTICS OF DGA DATASETS USED IN
THIS STUDY

Number of samples
Number of dissolved gases
Number of fault type
Instances with missing values (%)
Missing values (%)
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IEC10DB
167
7
6
27.54
7.96
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MAL
1228
9
6
76.07
14.21

O
3419
5830
33164
13877

N2
29804
50411
94134
54589

CH4
5
2504
3

CO
403
217
12515
624

CO2
1316
2039
566
2043

C2H4
12
1
640
56

C2H6
1
18
3

C2H
3251
-

Fault
PD
PD
Arcing
Arcing

After independently filling in the missing values in DGA
datasets using the compared methods, the three ratios
methods were then run independently on each imputed
dataset. The effectiveness of each imputation method were
evaluated based on the number of unresolved diagnoses
reported by each ratio method, the number of wrong
diagnoses made by each method and the number of correct
diagnoses predicted by each method.
C. Case Study 1:IEC10 Dataset
Table 7 shows the result of diagnoses for each k of the kNN
method on the IEC10DB dataset for each DGA diagnostic
method. It is observed that when k=1, all of the three ratios
method gave the highest number of correct predictions.
Similar observation was seen for the number of wrong
diagnoses, all three methods were the least wrong when
k=1. For the number of unresolved diagnoses, the Rogers
and IEC reduced the unresolved cases the most when k=1,
but Doernenburg did the same when k=5. Overall, higher
values of k do not increase diagnostic performance of the
ratio methods on this dataset. It can be explained that the
inclusion of complete instances that are significantly
different from the instance of interest can decrease accuracy
because the neighborhood has become too large and not
sufficiently relevant for the estimation task.
Table 8 shows the result of diagnoses for each ratio
method on imputed datasets obtained from each imputation
method compared in this study. INCOMPLETE is the
results of diagnoses from each ratio method before the
missing values were estimated by the comparative methods.
For the kNN method, the result from k=1 was used for
comparison with the other imputation methods. It can be
safely said, for this dataset, replacing missing values with
estimated values from each imputation method reduce the
unresolved diagnoses compared to INCOMPLETE. The
MEAN was the most effective in reducing the number of
unresolved diagnosis for Doernenburg. For Rogers and IEC,
it was the kNN. Consequently, the reduced statistics of
unresolved lead to an increase or decrease of wrong and
correct predictions for all of the ratio methods. It is seen
that, among the compared imputation methods, kNN
registered the highest number of correct guesses and the
least number of wrong diagnoses. Interestingly, four
methods (kNN, EM, MI, REG) helped increase the
diagnostic performance of all the ratios method in guessing
correct faults compared to INCOMPLETE. MEAN however
fared worst than INCOMPLETE when applied with Rogers
and IEC but did better than INCOMPLETE in Doernenburg.
Unfortunately, the number of wrong diagnoses increased for
all ratios when combined with the imputation methods in
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TABLE 7. DIAGNOSIS OF DGA RATIOS METHOD USING KNN
WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF k
Diagnose
Unresolved

Wrong

Correct

k
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10

DGA Diagnostic Methods
Doernenburg Rogers
IEC
34.73
34.73
29.94
35.93
50.90
44.91
51.50
44.91
28.74
37.13
51.50
44.91
38.32
52.10
45.50
28.14
13.17
23.95
29.34
14.37
25.15
28.74
13.77
25.15
29.34
13.77
25.15
28.14
13.77
25.15
37.13
52.10
46.11
34.73
34.73
29.94
34.13
34.73
29.94
33.53
34.73
29.94
33.54
34.13
29.34

comparison with INCOMPLETE. But this is expected
with the reduced number of unresolved diagnosis when
imputed datasets were used for fault diagnosis.
D. Case Study 2: MAL Dataset
Table 9 shows the result of diagnoses for each k of the
kNN method on the MAL dataset for each DGA diagnostic
method. It is observed that when k=3, two out of the three
ratios method (Rogers and IEC) gave the highest number of
correct predictions. The number of unresolved cases were
reduced the most when k = 3. However, higher k ( 10 for
Doernenburg and Rogers, and 5 for IEC) were needed to
record lower wrong diagnoses. It can be said that for this
dataset, the best k needed to improve the performance of
each ratio method varies from one ratio method to another.
If the number of unresolved guesses is the most important
criterion in evaluating the effectiveness of the imputation
method, than k = 3 was the best. Table 10 shows the result
of diagnoses for each ratio method on imputed datasets
obtained from each imputation method compared in this
study. For the kNN method, the result from k=3 was used
for comparison with the other imputation methods as it
reduced unresolved diagnoses the most for all ratio methods.
For this dataset, the effect of each imputation method in
reducing the unresolved cases as compared to
INCOMPLETE varies. While kNN, EM, MI, and REG met
the aforementioned criterion for the three diagnostic
method, MEAN, however, only did so for Doernenburg and
IEC. For Rogers, MEAN increased the unresolved cases
than INCOMPLETE. In increasing correct guesses against
INCOMPLETE, only kNN, REG, and EM (albeit very
slightly) were successful when paired with all of the three
ratios individually. MEAN and MI had mixed results
depending on the ratios used. Similar with IEC10DB
dataset, kNN registered the highest number of correct
guesses and the least number of wrong diagnoses for all of
the ratio methods on this dataset. This made kNN registered
the highest number of wrong guesses because the reduction
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of unresolved were significantly huge compared to other
imputation methods.
E. Analysis
As stated above, different experiments are executed on two
different datasets and the results show that:
a) imputing missing values in a DGA dataset reduce the
number of unresolved diagnoses reported by the three
established DGA ratios method when predicting the
incipient fault in power transformer. Unresolved
diagnoses are a well-known issue with the DGA ratio
methods.
b) among the established imputation methods, kNN has
the best effect to the diagnostic performances of the
three DGA ratio methods on both of the datasets. The
number of unresolved cases were the least and correct
diagnoses were the highest for both datasets. kNN also
outperformed INCOMPLETE in these criteria.
c) only REG and EM are as consistent as kNN in reducing
the unresolved guesses produced by the ratios method
on both dataset as well as in increasing the number of
correct guesses when compared to INCOMPLETE.
d) MI, and MEAN have varied effects to the diagnostic
performances of the three ratios methods depending on
the datasets used. However, MEAN is the worst
performer especially in increasing the number of
correct guesses for both datasets for two (Rogers and
IEC) ratio methods against INCOMPLETE.
e) kNN outperforms the other methods is expected
because estimated values are calculated from observed
samples having the most similar characteristics with the
sample of interest ( contains the missing value). kNN is
a non-parametric method and requires no assumption
with regards to pattern of missingness. kNN takes
account correlation among data structure which coulld
be the reason behind its best performance .
f) Interestingly, REG comes second to kNN. As
mentioned in Section IX.B, REG is suitable for MCAR
and MAR data. Using the chi-square test, both datasets
are proved to be MCAR, with p-values <=0.001. This
could be the possible reason behind the comparable
performance of REG with kNN.
g) EM and MI are state-of-the art imputation methods
which motivate us to use them with DGA dataset.
Experimental results show that they fare behind kNN
and REG. According to [16], both assume data are
MAR. Because both DGA datasets are MCAR
compliance, we assume this could be the reason behind
the lesser quality of imputed values produced by them.
h) For both datasets, EM performs better than MI.
According to [16], MI estimates better on smaller
datasets than EM, but the results using DGA datasets
were the opposite.
i) Doernenbug method benefits the most from the
imputing procedure where the number of correct
guesses increase against INCOMPLETE for most of the
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j)

experimental settings ( only MEAN failed in the MAL
dataset).
For IEC10DB, the combinations of kNN and Rogers
ratio gives the highest correct guesses, whilst for MAL,
they are kNN and IEC.
VI.

TABLE 9. DIAGNOSIS OF DGA RATIOS METHOD USING KNN
WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF k
Diagnose

k

Unresolved

1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10
1
3
5
7
10

CONCLUSION

The main objective of this research was to investigate the
effects of missing values imputation methods on the
diagnostic performances of the Doernenburg, Rogers, and
IEC for predicting the incipient faults of power
transformers. From the experimental results, we can safely
say that, in general, imputing missing values can reduce the
number of unresolved diagnoses faced by the three
diagnostic methods as shown by four out five methods
compared in this study. However, the number of correct
guesses obtained by the ratios methods vary according to the
combination of imputation method and the ratio method.
Some combinations increased the correct guesses than
INCOMPLETE while other combinations did the opposite.
It is to be expected that the number of wrong guesses
increase with the reduced number of unresolved cases. It is
found that kNN brings the best effect to the performances of
the three ratio methods compared to the EM, MI, REG, and
MEAN methods. The experimental results show that
imputing missing values found in a DGA dataset can bring
positive effects to the performance of three established
DGA diagnostic methods especially in reducing unresolved
diagnoses - a common drawback faced by these diagnostic
methods. We would like to undertake the study on the
impact of imputing missing values to the performance of
machine learning algorithms that learn from historic DGA
dataset to classify fault in power transformer for future
research.

Wrong

Correct

Unresolved

Wrong

Correct

Imputation
Methods
INCOMPLETE
MEAN
REG
EM
MI
kNN
INCOMPLETE
MEAN
REG
EM
MI
kNN
INCOMPLETE
MEAN
REG
EM
MI
kNN
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DGA Diagnostic Methods
Doernenburg Rogers IEC
45.51
56.89
50.3
33.53
52.69
44.91
37.13
51.94
45.51
36.53
50.30
44.31
36.53
53.29
44.31
34.73
34.73
29.94
25.15
10.78
20.96
35.93
15.57
26.95
31.14
13.77
24.55
31.14
15.57
25.15
31.14
13.17
26.35
28.14
13.17
23.95
29.34
32.33
28.74
30.54
31.74
28.14
31.74
34.73
29.94
32.33
34.13
30.54
32.34
33.53
29.34
37.13
52.10
46.11
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IEC
81.71
9.11
83.41
83.09
82.85
9.43
50.98
9.27
9.51
9.43
8.86
39.92
7.32
7.40
7.72

TABLE 10. COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCES OF
IMPUTATION METHODS ON THE DGA RATIOS METHODS
Diagnose
Unresolved

Wrong

Correct

TABLE 8. COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCES OF IMPUTATION
METHODS ON THE DGA RATIO METHODS
Diagnose

DGA Diagnostic Methods
Doernenburg Rogers
58.62
83.33
6.67
50
60.73
83.17
61.14
83
62.68
83.58
22.76
8.78
76.34
31.87
21.79
9.10
21.79
9.27
20.24
8.62
7.89
18.62
16.99
18.13
17.48
7.72
17.07
7.72
17.07
7.80

Imputation
Methods
INCOMPLETE
MEAN
REG
EM
MI
kNN
INCOMPLETE
MEAN
REG
EM
MI
kNN
INCOMPLETE
MEAN
REG
EM
MI
kNN

DGA Diagnostic Methods
Doernenburg
Rogers
84.55
90.65
68.70
92.60
68.78
78.54
62.68
88.86
60.96
83.58
6.67
50
3.58
3.09
20.98
2.36
18.54
12.44
25.36
4.88
24.47
12.36
76.34
31.87
11.87
6.26
10.32
5.04
12.68
9.02
11.95
6.26
14.55
4.06
16.99
18.13

IEC
89.59
89.51
76.67
88.04
83
9.11
4.47
5.69
11.87
6.01
13.25
50.98
5.9
4.80
11.46
5.93
3.74
39.92
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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce certain models which arise
in investigating some vibration problems of bio-inspired, vibrissalike sensor models. Some approaches to the modeling of the
biological paragon vibrissa use rigid body models in which a rodlike vibrissa is supported by a combination of spring and damping
elements modeling the viscoelastic properties of the follicle-sinus
complex. However, all the rigid body models can only offer limited
information about the functionality of the biological sensory
system. Therefore, we deal with bending problems of continuous
beam systems. We present various beams with different supports
(clamped and pivoted with discrete viscoelastic couplings) which
are to model the biological tissues. This is new in and different
from literature. We focus on investigations of the natural frequency spectra of various systems. The knowledge of dynamical
characteristics is important for the design of artificial sensors.
A close examination of vibrissa-like beam models with boundary
damping exhibits features which are unlike in comparison to
classical vibration systems.
Keywords–Bending beam vibration; Boundary damping; Natural frequency; Bio-inspired sensor; Vibrissa.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The classical Euler-Bernoulli beam is often used to analyze
the vibration behavior of systems in technical disciplines like
mechanical engineering, automotive engineering (e.g., power
train vibration), microsystems technologies (e.g., cantilever
vibration). In recent years, this classical model is used to
model and to understand effects of vibrissa sensor systems
in biomechanics [14]. This is the background of the work
presented in the paper. Due to the biological paragon, we set up
various mechanical models and analyze them in an analytical
and numerical way. In contrast to works from literature [3]
[17] [29], we focus on vibrissa dynamics, precisely, we try
to get information about an obstacle contact in determining
the spectrum of natural frequencies and calculate its shift
according to an obstacle contact (sudden change of boundary
conditions) [30]. In contrast to literature, we incorporate spring
and damping elements, representing the biological tissue of
animal skin and support of the vibrissa. This is rarely done in
literature. Hence, we extend results in [21].
For this, we start an introduction to the biological paragon,
describing its functionality, presenting the state of art in modeling animal vibrissae, and introduce the analytical treatment
of transverse vibrations of beams due to [32] in the following.
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A. Biological paragon animal vibrissa
Mice and rats use their vibrissae (in the mystacial pad)
to acquire information about their surroundings. The vibrissa
itself (made of dead material) is mainly used as a lever for
the force transmission. But, in contrast to ordinary hairs,
vibrissae are stiffer and have a (assumed hollow) conical
shape [4]. The mystacial vibrissae are arranged in an array of
columns and rows around the snout, see Fig. 1 and [31]. Each
Alpha
distal

Beta

whisker or vibrissa

Gamma

1
occipital

rostral
arc

apical

A
B

Delta
C
2

row

3

D

proximal

basal

straddler
macro vibrissa
micro vibrissa

4 E

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the mystacial pad, [31], arranged by D.
Voges (TU Ilmenau).

vibrissa is embedded in and supported by its own follicle-sinus
complex (FSC). The FSC is characterized by its exceptional
arrangement of blood vessels, neural connections and muscles.
It is presumed that the rodents can control the viscoelastic
properties of the vibrissa’s support by regulating the blood
supply to the sinus (like a blood sac) [5]. The functionality
of these vibrissae vary from animal to animal and is best
developed in rodents, especially in mice and rats [16]. The
detection of contact forces is made possible by the pressuresensitive mechanoreceptors in the support of the vibrissa (i.e.,
FSC), see Fig. 2. These mechanoreceptors are stimulated
due to the vibrissa displacements in the FSC. The nerves
transmit the information through several processing units to
the Central Nervous System (CNS). The receptor cells offer
the fundamental principle ‘adaptation’. The muscle-system, see
Fig. 3 (adapted from [5] [6] [33] [12]) enables the rodents to
use their vibrissae in two different ways (modes of operation):
In the passive mode, the vibrissae are being deflected by
external forces (e.g., wind). They return to their rest position
passively — thus without any muscle activation, just via the
fibrous band. In the active mode, the vibrissae are swung
back- and forward by alternate contractions of the intrinsic and
extrinsic muscles (with different frequencies and amplitudes).
By adjusting the frequency and amplitude of the oscillations,
the rodents are able to investigate object surfaces and shapes
amazingly fast and with high precision [13]. But, how the
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vibrissal
shaft

Merkel cell

blood
sinus
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cirumferentially
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Figure 2. FSC of a vibrissa with various types of receptors (blue) [2]. Adapted
from [7] [23], arranged by D. Voges (TU Ilmenau).

replace optical sensors (as mentioned above) in their two main
fields of application: flow measurements in micro technology and autonomous robotics. Especially in the latter field,
technical vibrissae are currently just used to avoid collisions
(merely used as contact sensors with a binary output [22]).
In the last decade, the number of scientific works in which
the capabilities of the tactile sensors were improved, grew
significantly. As in 1996 the development of robots equipped
with artificial vibrissae and driving along walls [15], was seen
as a considerable achievement, the recently developed robots
with a similar configuration managed to distinguish objects on
the basis of their surface texture [8] [27] [34] [9] [19], or to
determine form and position of nearby objects [26].
In the majority of papers found in literature, the development of innovative technical whiskers was poorly based on
mechanical models of the vibrissa. In order to analyze the
mechanical and especially the dynamical behavior of the
vibrissa, the physical principles of the paradigm have to be
identified. Therefore, abstract technical models, which describe
the biological example in detail and are suitable to be analyzed
using engineering and scientific methods, are sought.
Usually two types of models are used to analyze the mechanical behavior of the vibrissa:
•

Rigid body models form the vibrissa as a stiff, inelastic
body. Such models have the advantage of a simple
mathematical description and solution. Furthermore,
these models can easily be used to analyze the influence of varying viscoelastic supports. However, neglecting the inherent elasticity of the vibrissa implies
a questionable oversimplification of the biological
example.

•

Continuum models are closer to the biological
paradigm, as the tactile hair is implemented as an
elastic beam. They are thus able to take the inherent
dynamical behavior and the bending stiffness of the
biological vibrissa into account.

Vibrissae

skin (Corium)
extrinsic muscle
(M. nasolabialis)

rostral (anterior)
fibrous band, connecting
bases of hair follicles

intrinsic muscles
hair follicles

Figure 3. Schematic drawing of neighboring mystacial follicles [2]. Arranged
by D. Voges (TU Ilmenau).

animals convert these multiple contacts with single objects into
coherent information about their surroundings is still unclear.
And it is not of main interest from our point of view: the
tenor of our investigations is from bionics. The main focus is
not on “copying” the solution from biology/animality, rather
on detecting the main features, functionality and algorithms of
the considered biological systems to implement them in (here:
mechanical) models and to develop ideas for prototypes.
Therefore, this biological sensor system is highly interesting
for applications in the field of autonomous robotics, since tactile sensors can offer reliable information, where conventional
sensors fail (in dark, smoky or noisy environments).
B. State of art in modeling vibrissa-like sensors
Since the author in [24] tried to determine the position
of a robot arm with vibrissa-like sensors (made of guitar
strings), the demand for technical vibrissae grew steadily. In
the meantime, these tactile sensors often complement or even
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An intensive literature overview of technical vibrissa models (rigid body and continuum) has been given in [2]. In the
following we summarize the relevant models thereof without
any valuation:
Birdwell et al. [3] - Model analyzing the bending behavior
of natural vibrissae
⊕ suitable to analyze the bending behavior
⊖ Linearized model: only valid for small deflections
⊕ Consideration of the conical shape of the vibrissa
⊖ Neglecting the support’s compliance
⊕ Finding: Shape of the beam influences the bending behavior
,→ not negligible
⊕ Finding: Young’s modulus of natural vibrissae varies
Birdwell et al. [3] - Model to determine clamping torques
⊖ Linearized model only valid for small deflections
⊕ Consideration of the conical vibrissa shape
⊖ Neglecting the support’s compliance
⊕ Finding: influence of the natural pre-curvature of the
vibrissa is negligible
Scholz and Rahn [25] - Model for profile sensing with an
actuated vibrissa
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⊕ Implementation of the active mode
⊖ Neglecting the support’s compliance
Neimark et al. [18], Andermann et al. [1] - Model for
the determination of the support’s influence on the resonance
properties of natural vibrissae
⊕ Experimental measurements of vibrissae’s resonance
frequencies
⊖ dubious results during numerical evaluations
,→ due to constant Young’s modulus taken for all
vibrissae
⊕ Finding: massive influence of the support on the
resonance frequencies
⊖ Determination only of the first frequencies of the
vibrissae
⊕ Finding: geometrically distributed sensitivity in the
vibrissa array
⊕ Finding: transduction and processing of the frequency
provoking stimuli to the CNS
,→ Resonance frequencies contain relevant information
There are a lot of more works concerning bending problems
of vibrissa-like beams, but in context of quasi-statically object
scanning and not in context of dynamical treatment, e.g., in
[20].
C. Criticism and Goal of Investigations
Most of the models in literature, in particular the rigid body
models, are just results of anatomic investigations. They do not
directly aim at bionic applications. Further on, some models
are very exact, but too complex to gain deeper insight the
system to identify the essential mechanical elements.
On the other hand, in particular, concerning continuum beam
models, the level of mathematical investigations is rather low:
•

linear bending theory with very simple (obvious)
conclusions,

•

mixing of linear and nonlinear theories, and

•

using boundary-value problems (BVP) which do not
match the real objects sufficiently.

Based on the mentioned criticisms the global goal is to
present models more transparent and to use more stringent
mechanics and mathematical analysis to exploit them. The goal
is not to recreate an exact copy of the biological system, but
to implement in a mechanical model the specific characteristics
of the vibrissa needed for the detection of useful information
in challenging surroundings (principle goal of theoretical
bionics).
A lot of works offer models consisting of beams or rigid rods
for the vibrissa and mapping the arrangement of the muscles
needed for the different modes of operation by viscoelastic
supports. Some of those models consider a complete row of
vibrissae. These models are too complex to handle and are
not investigated further in those papers. Our aim is to set up
simple models for the investigations first, and then to increase
the complexity by adding more viscoelastic supports and to
increase the degree of freedom. The viscoelastic support is
very important since we have to model the compliance of the
FSC and the skin, which was omitted in [18]. The boundary
conditions there did not match reality, and the authors considered only the first natural frequency. We will focus on the
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determination of a part of the natural frequency spectrum of the
vibrissa models to obtain a characteristic change depending on
the change of the viscoelastic support. For these investigations
we derive the equations of motion analytically to treat them
with numerical tools: we try to detect useful information from
the surroundings, where we focus on changes of environmental
signals. This is quite easier to organize since the animals, more
precisely, the CNS has problems in determination absolute
values [3].
We point out, that we focus on a single vibrissa and not on a
tuft of various vibrissae.
II.

C ONTINUUM B EAM M ODELS

We will present various approaches to implement and to
determine the basic features of animal vibrissae as mentioned
in Subsection I-A.
Here, we will focus on the mechanical properties and the
dynamic behavior of the vibrissa beam models. The processing
of the stimulus and the corresponding analysis of different
control strategies are not discussed here. Furthermore,
the investigations are addressed to a single vibrissa – the
interaction between the different vibrissae in the mystacial
pad is not taken into account.
The classical differential equation for small bending
vibrations of beams (linear Euler-Bernoulli theory) is the
basis of the investigations. We will set up and analyze various
vibrissa beam models with different supports using discrete
and continuously distributed spring and damping elements
to mimic tissues of FSC and skin. Following [18], we focus
on the determination of the natural frequency spectrum of
such beams analytically and numerically, while varying the
viscoelastic properties of the support. We will not focus on
static bending problems in the following.
Starting point and motivation of the following investigations are multiple hypotheses concerning the functionality of
the vibrissa:
•

The elasticity and the conical shape of the hair are
relevant for the functionality of the vibrissa [3].

•

The viscoelastic properties of the support (see the
FSC) are controlled by the blood pressure in the blood
sinus [5] [4].

•

The vibrissae are excited with or close to their resonance frequencies during the active mode [18] [1].

Following these hypotheses, the primary tasks now are:
•

to investigate the influence of elasticity and conical
shape on the vibration characteristics of the vibrissa
by analyzing its natural frequency spectrum;

•

to analytically examine innovative models of a flexible
vibrissa with a viscoelastic support which fit the real
object and its support better than models in literature.

A. Introduction to Transversal Bending Beam Vibrations
Let us start with the following example: a one-sided
clamped beam with elastic support (spring stiffness c) at the
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with C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 ∈ C and
λ4 :=

µ2
k4

,

k 4 :=

E Iz
ϱA

.

(7)

This shape solution (6) together with the formulated four
boundary conditions form an eigenvalue problem (EVP) in
the following. We get ∀ t ≥ 0
Figure 4.

One-sided clamped beam with elastic end support.

end, see Fig. 4. The beam has length L, Young’s modulus E,
density ϱ, constant cross section area A and second moment
of area Iz . We are seeking for the first five natural frequencies.
Remark II.1. We focus on the first five natural frequencies of
the spectrum because of
1.

mathematical reasons: the first five natural frequencies
will form a good approximation basis of the Fourier
series of the solution made by the method of separation of variables; and

2.

physical meanings – higher natural frequencies are
too large, whereas only lower ones are perceptible by
means of tactile sense.

The well-known equation of motion for free vibrations of
a beam with small deformations, as in Fig. 4, is:
v̈(x, t) + k 4 v

′′′′

(x, t) = 0 ,

with

k 4 :=

E Iz
,
ϱA

Now, we apply the method of separation of variables, i.e.,
we are seeking for special solutions of structure

(3)
(4)

The general solution of 3 is
T (t) = B 1 ei µ t + B 2 e−i µ t , B 1 , B 2 ∈ C .

(5)

The solution of 4 is:
X(x) = C1 cos (λ x) + C2 sin (λ x)
+ C3 cosh (λ x) + C4 sinh (λ x) . (6)
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4j

T (t) (C1 + C3 ) = 0
T (t) λ (C2 + C4 ) = 0
(
T (t) λ2 − C1 cos(λ L) − C2 sin(λ L)
)
+C3 cosh(λ L) + C4 sinh(λ L) = 0
(
E Iz T (t) λ3 C1 sin(λ L) − C2 cos(λ L)
)
+C3 sinh(λ L) + C4 cosh(λ L)
(
−c T (t) C1 cos(λ L) + C2 sin(λ L)
)
+C3 cosh(λ L) + C4 sinh(λ L) = 0

T (t) drops, and a system of homogenous linear equations
results with a coefficient matrix (8).
Since we are seeking for non-trivial solutions, we claim the
singularity of the coefficient matrix: det(M ) = 0. Introducing
a ratio of elasticity
γc :=

c
=
cS

c
E Iz
L3

=

c L3
E Iz

we obtain the characteristic eigenvalue equation
λ3 L3 (1 + cosh(λ L) cos(λ L))
+ γc (cosh(λ L) sin(λ L) − cos(λ L) sinh(λ L)) = 0 (9)
Remark II.2. Before solving (9) we check it in setting
•

c = 0: we get 1 + cosh(λ L) cos(λ L) = 0,
which forms the eigenvalue equation of an one-sided
clamped / free end beam;

•

c
→
+∞: we get cosh(λ L) sin(λ L) −
cos(λ L) sinh(λ L) = 0, which arises for a clamped
beam with bearing.

(2)

Substitution into (1) yields two ordinary differential equations
(ODEs)
T̈ (t)
= −µ2 ,
T (t)
X ′′′′ (x)
−k 4
= −µ2 .
X(x)

3j

(1)

where the function v(x, t) describes the vertical displacement
at point x and at time t.
The partial differential equation (PDE) (1) and the following
boundary conditions
1j: v(0, t) = 0 ∀ t ≥ 0
2j: v ′ (0, t) = 0 ∀ t ≥ 0
3j: v ′′ (L, t) = 0 ∀ t ≥ 0
4j: v ′′′ (L, t) E Iz − c v(L, t) = 0 ∀ t ≥ 0
form a BVP.

v(x, t) = X(x) · T (t) ∀ (x, t) .

1j
2j

Now, we present some numerical calculations. We are
varying γc = 0, 0.1, 1, +∞ and derive the natural frequencies
of a steel beam and of a B2 vibrissa, see Fig. 1, using the
following parameters:
•

steel beam: E = 210 GPa, ϱ = 7850 mkg3 ;

•

B2 vibrissa: E = 2.3 GPa, ϱ = 238.732 mkg3 ;

•

geometric parameters: d = 0.2 mm, Iz =
π 2
4 d , L = 40 mm.

π
64

d4 , A =

The following tables present the first five eigenvalues λj ,
natural frequencies ωj in rad/s and frequencies fj in Hz for a
steel beam and a B2 vibrissa.
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M (λ) := 








λj
1
1.875 L
1
4.694 L
1
7.855 L
1
10.996 L
1
14.137 L

steel beam
ωj
fj
568.297
90.447
3561.458
566.824
9972.187
1587.123
19541.506
3110.127
32303.509
5141.263

steel beam
λj
1
2.010 L
1
4.704 L
1
7.857 L
1
10.996 L
1
14.138 L

ωj
653.008
3576.197
9977.433
19544.181
32305.127

TABLE III.
j
1
2
3
4
5

λj
1
3.927 L
1
7.069 L
1
10.210 L
1
13.352 L
1
16.493 L

















(8)

B2 vibrissa
ωj
fj
733.807
54.279
4598.693
340.159
12876.473
952.454
25232.748
1866.429
41711.541
3085.341

C ALCULATION FOR γc = 1.

TABLE II.
j
1
2
3
4
5



C ALCULATION FOR γc = 0.

TABLE I.
j
1
2
3
4
5

..
..
..
1
.
0
.
1
.
0
.......................................................................
..
..
..
0
.
λ
.
0
.
λ
.......................................................................
.
..
.
cos(λ L) λ2 ..
sin(λ L) λ2
. cosh(λ L) λ2 .. sinh(λ L) λ2
.......................................................................
.
.
.
E Iz sin(λ L) λ3 .. −E Iz cos(λ L) λ3 .. E Iz sinh(λ L) λ3 .. E Iz cosh(λ L) λ3
.
..
.
−c cos(λ L) ..
−c sin(λ L)
. −c cosh(λ L) .. −c sinh(λ L)

fj
103.929
569.169
1587.958
3110.553
5141.521

B2 vibrissa
ωj
fj
843.189
62.369
4617.724
341.566
12883.248
952.955
25236.203
1866.685
41713.630
3085.496

Figure 5. Pivoted vibrissa beam model with modeled skin support (one level
of elasticity), [2].

C ALCULATION FOR γc = +∞.

steel beam
ωj
fj
2492.061
396.624
8075.874
1285.315
16849.666
2681.708
28813.927
4585.879
43968.656
6997.829

B2 vibrissa
ωj
fj
3217.846
238.019
10427.881
771.335
21756.941
1609.329
37205.657
2752.048
56774.030
4199.492

Increasing γc leads to increasing ωj , see Table I to III.
Let us further point out, that these first investigations of a
simple beam model are rather obvious. In the following we
will increase the level of complexity.

Figure 6. Pivoted vibrissa beam model with two levels of elasticity (FSC
and skin), [2].

B. Bending Beam Vibrations with vibrissa-like Support
Here, we focus on various supports (no clamps) of the vibrissa beam model. In order to do the following investigations
analytically, we neglect the conical shape of the vibrissa with
respect to the complex structure of the arising PDE. We focus
on cylindrical beams.
First vibrissa beam models are presented in Figs. 5 and 6.
These models present a cylindrical pivoted beam with various
elastic couplings. The analytical investigations are carried out
in formulating the boundary value problems (BVPs) for each
section of the beam. The arising eigenvalue problems could be
treated analytically in parts.
But, all models offer the same drawback: the ‘pivot’ is the
base of the vibrissa, this does not match the reality. Therefore,
we modify these models: first we shifted the pivot, and second
we added some viscous properties to the support. This results
in the following models, shown in Figs. 7 and 8 The BVPs
of the oscillating problems are formulated in the following:
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Figure 7. Undamped vibrissa beam model with modeled skin and FSC
support, [2].

•

undamped model in Fig. 7:′′′′
PDEs: v̈i (x, t) + k 4 vi (x, t)
Iz
k 4 := Eϱ A
, i = 1, 2, 3,

=

0,

with
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paradigm.
We set

Figure 8. Damped vibrissa beam model with modeled skin and FSC support,
[2].

v1′′ (0, t) = 0 ,
−E Iz v1′′′ (0, t)

•

damped model in Fig. 8: ′′′′
PDEs: v̈i (x, t) + k 4 vi (x, t)
Iz
k 4 := Eϱ A
, i = 1, 2, 3,
boundary conditions:

=

0,

with

v1′′ (0, t) = 0 ,
−E Iz v1′′′ (0, t) − c1 v1 (0, t) − k1 v˙1 (0, t) = 0 ,
v1 (a1 , t) = v2 (a1 , t) ,
v1 (a1 , t) = 0 ,
v1′ (a1 , t) = v2′ (a1 , t) ,
v1′′ (a1 , t) = v2′′ (a1 , t) ,
v2 (a2 , t) = v3 (a2 , t) ,
v2′ (a2 , t) = v3′ (a2 , t) ,
v2′′ (a2(, t) = v3′′ (a2 , t) ,
)
E Iz v2′′′ (a2 , t) − v3′′′ (a2 , t) − c2 v2 (a2 , t)
−k2 v˙2 (a2 , t) = 0 ,
v3′′ (L, t) = 0 ,
v3′′′ (L, t) = 0 ,
To investigate the dependence of the natural frequencies on
the system parameters, the eigenvalue problems (EVPs) are
derived analytically (linear equations with zero determinant)
and solved numerically for various cases. The following two
examples illustrate some results.
Example II.3. Let us remind the comparison of a steel beam
and a B2 vibrissa. Due to some techniques we are able to
handle discrete damping terms to analytically derive the EVP,
which then can be solved numerically. There are no problems
in case of small damping coefficients, due to the biological
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the geometric parameters a1 = 3 mm, a2 = 4 mm,
r = 0.1 mm, and L = 40 mm;

•

N
the support parameters for the FSC c1 = cFSC = 80 m
Ns
and k1 = dFSC = 0.5 m ;

•

N
and for the skin c2 = cskin = 5.7 m
and k2 = dskin =
Ns
0.2 m .

We get the results in Tables IV and V, where we present the
first five eigenvalues λj , the first five natural frequencies ωj
in rad/s, and the decay rate δj in 1/s for both undamped and
damped

boundary conditions:
− c1 v1 (0, t) = 0 ,
v1 (a1 , t) = v2 (a1 , t) ,
v1 (a1 , t) = 0 ,
v1′ (a1 , t) = v2′ (a1 , t) ,
v1′′ (a1 , t) = v2′′ (a1 , t) ,
v2 (a2 , t) = v3 (a2 , t) ,
v2′ (a2 , t) = v3′ (a2 , t) ,
v2′′ (a2(, t) = v3′′ (a2 , t) ,
)
E Iz v2′′′ (a2 , t) − v3′′′ (a2 , t) − c2 v2 (a2 , t) = 0 ,
v3′′ (L, t) = 0 ,
v3′′′ (L, t) = 0

•

•

steel beam: parameters E = 210 GPa and ϱ =
7850 mkg3 , and

•

B2 vibrissa: parameters: E = 2.3 GPa and ϱ =
238.732 mkg3 .
TABLE IV.

j
1
2
3
4
5

undamped
λj
ωj
3.946
2517.314
7.448
8965.159
10.800
18852.940
14.004
31698.644
16.934
46348.499

TABLE V.
j
1
2
3
4
5

C ALCULATION FOR

λj
2.017 − 0.271 I
4.941 − 0.085 I
8.297 − 0.005 I
11.650 + 0.068 I
15.023 + 0.150 I

C ALCULATION

undamped
λj
ωj
1.990
384.836
4.988
2416.865
8.354
6779.153
11.703
13306.010
15.058
22027.360

THE STEEL BEAM .

damped
ωj
645.851
3944.771
11126.480
21936.355
36477.396

FOR THE

δj
176.755
135.721
129.665
257.106
727.763

B2 VIBRISSA .

damped
λj
1.993 + 0.033 I
5.151 + 0.067 I
8.651 + 0.047 I
12.119 + 0.037 I
15.586 + 0.031 I

ωj
385.694
2577.281
7270.715
14267.203
23599.899

δj
12.594
66.675
78.835
87.093
95.129

Considering the steel beam, the (natural) frequencies
shrink if we focus on a damped system, as expected. But, we
observe (see Table V) an unlike behavior simulating the B2
vibrissa as the (natural) frequencies increase in the damped
system. This contradicts the classical assertions. The reason
for this is a little bit unclear, we shall have a closer look to
the modes of the beams.
Further, we hint to some problems in using discrete damping
elements in the next Subsection II-C.
Short summary:
⊖ Neglecting the conical shape of the vibrissa
⊕ Consideration of the support’s compliance
· at skin level
· at the level of the FSC
⊕ Finding: massive influence of the support on the
natural frequencies
⊕ Finding: influence of damping elements in the support
,→ massive for the 1st natural frequency
,→ but: unlike behavior of the natural frequencies
C. Beam with discrete damping elements
To clarify the unlike effects of the foregoing subsection,
we deal with a ‘simple’ problem to investigate the influence
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of discrete damping elements. We consider a cylindrical, onesided clamped beam which is viscoelastically supported at
the end, see Fig. 9. The well-known PDE from the linear

w1
aC=+

15.418

y
z

x

aC=24

E, IZ, r, A, L

d

c

aC=23

w1,d
Figure 9.

Clamped beam with viscoelastic end support.
aC

Euler-Bernoulli theory is (1), which forms with the boundary
conditions
v(0, t) ≡ 0
v ′ (0, t) ≡ 0
v ′′ (L, t) ≡ 0
′′′
E Iz v (L, t) − d v̇(L, t) − c v(L, t) ≡ 0 ,

3.516
aC=0
w1
0

′′′

E Iz X (L) − c X(L) = ± i d λ k X(L) .
2

2

All conditions lead to the coefficient matrix (10) of the
homogenous systems whose singularity yields the eigenvalue
equation:
det (A(λ)) = −E Iz λ3
− E Iz cos (λ L) cosh (λ L) λ3
± i d k 2 sin (λ L) cosh (λ L) λ2
− c sin (λ L) cosh (λ L)
∓ i d k 2 cos (λ L) sinh (λ L) λ2
+ c cos (λ L) sinh (λ L) = 0 . (11)
Remark II.4. At this stage, we could check this equation
in concluding well-known eigenvalue equations: setting {d =
0, c = 0}, or {d = 0, c > 0}, or {d = 0, c → +∞} results in
the equations presented in [10] or [32].

8

4
ad

0

a BVP.
The handling of the last boundary condition results in

√

Figure 10. First natural frequency of the beam model ω1,d in
dependence on αc and αd .

E Iz
ϱ A L4

in

On the other hand, for fixed αd and varying αc , we observe
the following:
•

αd ∈ [0, 3.5]: increasing αc leads to an increase of the
natural frequency;

•

αd > 3.5: an increase of αc results first in a decrease
and then in an increase of the natural frequency.

This may explain the behaviors of the natural frequencies in
Example II.3.
Similar effects can be observed in Figs. 11 and 12.
w2,d
w2

aC=+
49.988
aC=154

Introducing the dimensionless parameters
c
αc := EIz

aC

aC=153

L3

αd := √

Ld
,
ϱ A E Iz

we determine the first three natural frequencies in varying αc
and αd . We get the following Figs. 10 to 12.
For fixed αc and varying αd , there are parameter ranges of
αc where we get an expected and unexpected behavior of the
first natural frequency, see Fig. 10:
•

αc ∈ [0, 17]: the natural frequency breaks down to
zero for increasing αd ;

•

αc ∈ [18, 23]: first, the natural frequency increases and
then breaks down to zero;

•

αc > 23: the natural frequency just increases.
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w2

15.418

aC=23
w1

aC=24

0

4

8

ad

√

Figure 11. Second natural frequency of the beam model ω2,d in
in dependence on αc and αd .

E Iz
ϱ A L4

It seems that some bifurcation is happening there. This has
to be checked in future.
Former investigations on similar beam models are done in
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A(λ) := 










..
..
..
1
.
0
.
1
.
0
..........................................................................
..
..
..
0
.
λ
.
0
.
λ







.......................................................................... 


.
.
.
EIz sin (λL) λ2 .. −EIz cos (λL) λ2 .. EIz sinh (λL) λ2 .. EIz cosh (λL) λ2 


..
..
..
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
±i dλ k cos (λL) . ±i dλ k sin (λL) . ±i dλ k cosh (λL) . ±i dλ k sinh (λL) 


..
..
..

−c cos (λL) . −c sin (λL) . −c cosh (λL) . −c sinh (λL)

.......................................................................... 

..
..
..
2
2
2
2
− cos (λL) λ
. − sin (λL) λ
.
cosh (λL) λ
.
sinh (λL) λ

w3,d

w3

130.222
aC

aC=473

w2

aC=153
w2

aC=154

0

6

12

ad

√

Figure 12. Third natural frequency of the beam model ω3,d in
dependence on αc and αd .

E Iz
ϱ A L4

(10)

The damping element significantly increased the complexity of
the differential equations and led to a surprising phenomenon:
there exist some natural frequencies which break down to zero
for a certain range of parameters. This fact is well-known in
1-DoF systems (i.e., strong damping, creeping behavior). The
study demonstrated that the oscillation behavior of an elastic
beam differs remarkably from the behavior of such a classical
system:

aC=474

aC=+

49.988



•

The natural frequencies may increase with growing
boundary damping.

•

For specific damping parameter values, the natural
frequencies grow for decreasing boundary stiffness.

Some similar effects on and the behavior of the natural
frequencies can be observed in analyzing the model presented
in Fig. 13. For a fixed parameter set of the system, except the

in

y
L
a

[11], with focus on eigenvalues, and with focus on vibration
amplitudes. But, no one derived the above curves of the
behavior of natural frequencies.

x
E,A,Iz,r

III.

d

C ONCLUSION

The goal of this contribution was to present the theoretical
context needed to examine the mechanical and in particular
the dynamical characteristics of the biological vibrissa.
Moreover, these theoretical aspects were to be interpreted
with respect to the biological vibrissa, as well as for a
technical implementation of it. Inspired by this biological
sensory system, several types of mechanical models were
developed based on findings in the literature.
The second focus was on the modeling of the vibrissa
as a continuous system : bending vibrations of beams. There,
the main focus of the studies lay on the examination of the
influence of the tactile hair compliance and the viscoelastic
support on the oscillation characteristics of the vibrissa. The
conical form was neglected until now.
The influence of the viscoelastic support of the vibrissa has
been examined using various abstract models in which the
vibrissa was modeled as a thin, cylindrical, flexible beam.
The viscoelastic properties of the FSC and the skin were
implemented by using spring and damping elements.
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Figure 13.

One-sided clamped beam with viscoelastic support.

distance a of the viscoelastic support to the clamping, we get
the following results of the first three natural frequency of the
beam, see Fig. 14 to 16, which offer already the same unlike
behavior as the example above.

But, theories gained from the simplified linear EulerBernoulli theory are only valid for small deflections and deformations. If one considers a vibrissa beam in passive mode,
then it may be questionable if this theory is really qualified for
the investigations, see large bending deformations. Inspecting
these vibrissa configurations, one could clearly observe that the
vibrissa in passive mode suffers large deformations. Hence, the
linear Euler-Bernoulli theory is not qualified to determine the
natural frequencies since it describes the bending behavior for
small deformations. We have to turn to a nonlinear theory:
Timoshenko theory or nonlinear Euler-Bernoulli theory. We
will arrive at more realistic models and description of these
models, which then are closer to the biological paradigm. An
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a=0.25
w1
a=0.25

approach is done in [28].
However, we are focussing on long, slender beams, whereby
shear forces may have less influence. So, we shall focus on the
nonlinear Euler-Bernoulli theory in future work. Additionally,
we shall include the conical shape and a precurvature of the
beam, neglected until now.
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Abstract—Nowadays, facility management is realized with
different information systems, which provide a comprehensive
view for the management. Building Information Modelling (BIM)
encompasses a computer model of a facility, which is utilized
throughout the life-cycle of the building. To enable a more
holistic view on facilities’ conditions (e.g., energy efficiency,
indoor environment, maintenance and repair) we present an
approach which enhances the BIM model with semantic indoor
measurement data. The enhanced semantic information provides
more contextual information about the building; history of
conditions, current conditions, and even predictions about the
future conditions. In addition, the system ties facility users into
the process of facility management by allowing them to view the
current indoor conditions and give feedback about the conditions
of the building. The resulting semantic facility data management
approach was tested in an experiment in which the system was
applied in a school building environment.
Keywords—facility management, semantic technologies, BIM,
user-awareness, indoor conditions, sensor measusrements

I.

INTRODUCTION

The field of facility management refers to the coordination
and maintenance of physical spaces and infrastructures such as
office buildings, schools, hotels and government institutions.
Efficient facility management requires understanding and
engaging different stakeholders including building users,
owners and operators. Additionally, although good facility
management is traditionally measured by a reduced operating
cost, more attention has been given to the impact of the overall
qualitative aspects of the work environment on users’
perceived satisfaction and ability to work [1].
The requirements of facility management have increased
tremendously during the recent years. Especially the growing
role of computerized support systems has led to more
complicated facility management operations. For example,
Building Information Modelling (BIM) has attained
widespread attention [2]. BIM represents the process of
development and use of a computer generated model to
simulate the planning, design, construction and operation of a
facility [3]. BIM models are computer generated data-rich and
object-oriented representations of facilities from which views
and data appropriate to various users’ needs can be extracted
and analysed to generate information that can be used to make
decisions [4]. For facility management’s perspective, the BIM
models are useful especially for renovations, space planning
and maintenance operations [3].
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The recent technological advances in pervasive computing
and wireless sensors have enabled also new types of facility
services. The examples of applications are span from security
and surveillance to monitoring of consumption of facility
resources (e.g., measuring, logging and comparing water and
electricity consumptions). Novel types of building
performance measurement methods such as sensor network
systems allow extensive heterogeneous information generated
within facilities providing valuable information about the
current state of a building. While extensive sensor data is
collected from different environments there are still significant
challenges in converting such data into useful information
needed by different facility stakeholders [5].
The utilization of semantic technologies facilitates the
management and interpretation of data collected from
facilities. For example, the use of resource describing
metadata enables more intelligent machine-to-machine
interactions, such as reasoning, deduction and semantic
searches [6][21]. Moreover, the abilities to merge
heterogeneous data and derive high-level context information
from low-level measurement data expand the scope of use of
semantic technologies in the domain of facility management.
While
the
quantity
of
data
represented
with
semantic techniques has increased enormously, powerful
database techniques for storing, managing and querying
semantic
data
have
been
developed
both
by
research community and industry [7][8][9].
Although there have been several approaches to utilize
semantic technologies in the field of facility management
[10][11][12], the potential of semantics is still yet to be fully
realized. For example, the benefits deriving from the
integration of static BIM data to dynamic facility monitoring
data are not extensively exploited or understood. Additionally,
more information about field tests and experiments in which
these emerging technologies are applied in practical real-world
settings taking into account the users’ satisfaction perspective
is sorely needed.
In this paper, a novel approach for semantic facility data
management is introduced. The approach integrates and
interprets facility information collected from heterogeneous
sources and represents it for different stakeholders, including
facility users, maintenance workers and owners. Furthermore,
the approach allows facility users to give feedback about the
conditions of a building.
The semantic data management approach was tested in an
experiment in which it was applied in the Tervaväylä School.
Tervaväylä is a state-funded special school and centre for
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development in special needs education and it is located in
Oulu, Finland.
Besides the semantic data management approach, the test
environment included a building automation system and a
wireless sensor network that provided sensor-based
measurement data, a server machine that hosted a semantic
database and a tablet computer that held a Graphical User
Interface (GUI) that allowed the users to examine the
visualized facility information and interact with the approach.
The results of the experiment show that with the semantic
facility data management approach it is possible to effectively
merge and interpret heterogeneous facility data and produce
interactive visualizations for different stakeholders.
Furthermore, field tests conducted as a part of the experiment
indicate that the possibility of examining sensor-based
condition (temperature, energy consumption, etc.) information
is perceived as a useful feature by the facility users. Moreover,
the user interface that allows users to navigate through the
school building and give feedback on the conditions of
different rooms were found to increase user satisfaction.
Additionally, the facility maintenance workers perceived the
system as a valuable information resource that offers potential
to support their daily activities, work processes and interaction
towards the facility users. The suggestions for improvements
that were derived from the experiment include fine-tuning the
GUI and the visualizations provided by the approach.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a
description of the test environment. In Section III the results of
the field tests are discussed in more detail. Section IV
concludes the paper.
II.

TEST ENVIRONMENT

In Fig. 1, the different components of the test environment are
presented.

Fig. 1. The test environment used in the experiment

A. Building automation system
The building automation system in Tervaväylä School was
accessed via RAUInfo [13], which is a service designed for the
owners and maintenance workers of properties and which
provides continuous monitoring data accessible via webservice interface. RAUInfo offers comprehensive monitoring
data on, for example, heating, cooling and water and energy
consumption of Tervaväylä School.
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B. Wireless sensor network
The facility data acquired from the building automation
system is augmented with additional measurement data
provided by sensors mounted to selected rooms in Tervaväylä
School. The sensors were installed to spaces that were
uncovered by the building automation system but are actively
used by the facility users. The additional sensors provide the
following measurement values: temperature, illuminance,
carbon dioxide level, moisture, and humidity.
C. BIM model of the school
The BIM model of the Tervaväylä School contains
information about physical and functional characteristics of the
facility. The BIM model represents the design of the building
including spaces, objects and other building components. The
integration of the BIM model into the overall system
architecture provides several benefits. For example, by using
the BIM model the different data providing sensors can be
located and discovered more easily.
D. Virtuoso RDF database
The semantically described facility data is stored to
Virtuoso [9], which is a database management system for RDF
[14] data. Virtuoso offers numerous data access and storage
mechanisms and interfaces. Virtuoso has been widely used
platform and is continually developed further and is thus
mature enough solution as the RDF database for the facility
data. In addition, Virtuoso supports the storage and querying of
very large datasets, which is essential in this context, since
building automation and additional sensors can provide a large
amount of information.
E. Semantic facility data management approach
The architecture of the semantic facility data management
approach contains three main layers: a data collection and
storing layer, a data processing layer, and a data representation
layer. The data collection and storing layer is responsible for
acquiring, semantically annotating and finally storing the
facility-related data into the semantic database. The data
processing layer enables interpreting semantically described
facility data into more meaningful context information. For
example, it realizes SPARQL [15] querying functionalities,
manages different user profiles and provides necessary
information for visualization views. The semantic data
processing capabilities provided by the data collection and
storing layer as well as the data processing layer are enhanced
by the extensive utilization of ontologies.
Ontologies are commonly used to formally represent a set
of concepts within a domain and the relationships between
pairs of concepts. Ontologies support modelling a domain and
performing reasoning about different entities. Ontologies also
specify a shared vocabulary and taxonomy which represent a
domain including its concepts and their properties and relations
[17]. In semantic facility data management approach,
ontologies are utilized for formally representing domain
specific concepts and their relationships, and metadata that
enables the system to better understand, and reason about the
structure and purpose of the data. Moreover, ontologies enable
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the integration of various data sources by resolving semantic
heterogeneity between them.
To support the functionality of the framework, three novel
ontology definitions were constructed: Building ontology,
Sensor ontology and Feedback ontology. The ontologies are
described in more detail in the following sub-chapters.
a) Building ontology
To enable the semantic modelling of data contained within
BIM models a new ontology was developed. The resulting
ontology for semantically storing BIM data is sketched in Fig.
2.

b) Sensor ontology
The system defines a sensor ontology to enable semantic
modelling of sensor-based measurement data. Additionally, the
sensor ontology facilitates the extraction of high-level context
information from various streams of continuous sensor data. In
Fig. 3, the designed sensor ontology is presented in more detail.
Class
subClassOf
Property

ID
hasID

Sensor

hasMeasurement

Measurement

hasValue
hasTimestamp

hasCurrentMeasurement

Measurement

hasUnit

Value
Timestamp
Unit

IlluminanceSensor
TemperatureSensor
HumiditySensor
CO2Sensor

Fig. 3. Sensor ontology

The ontology contains the different types of sensors and
their measurements. Every measurement has a timestamp, unit,
and value, which are used, e.g., in visualizing the
measurements. Each sensor is attached to a specific location in
a room in the Building ontology. The location of the sensor can
be used in analysing the indoor environment of the target
building and to make reasoning about possible events, e.g.,
heating failure, that would need maintenance

Fig. 2. Building ontology

As presented in Fig. 2, the Building ontology contains four
main classes – Storey, Space, Object and Feedback. The next
level of the ontology contains subclasses that represent
different types of objects, for example, devices. Moreover,
each sub class holds its own object type specific properties that
provide more specific characteristics about the entities they
represent. The Sensor and Feedback classes represent linkages
to the other ontologies which are described in more detail later
in this section.
Currently, there exist some [18][19][20] approaches that
define their own ontologies for semantically describing BIM
models. However, for this study it was decided to design a new
BIM ontology that adopts some elements from the existing
approaches but is especially adapted and optimised for
visualisation and monitoring purposes. This more lightweight
and flexible ontology is unencumbered by the burden of
semantically describing all the concepts and content contained
by BIM models. On the other hand, the defined ontology
structure offers enough expressiveness for providing
comprehensive visualizations and performing sophisticated
diagnosis and analysis operations. Additionally, the BIM
ontology is general enough to be easily expandable for future
needs.
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c) Feedback ontology
The feedback provided by facility users is modelled and
stored using an ontology description. In Fig. 4 the feedback
ontology is presented in more detail.

Fig. 4. Feedback ontology

The feedback ontology includes values for the specified
feedback attributes: lighting, temperature, air, energy, and free
text. The free text field can be used to give plain text feedback
about the space. The other fields are numerical values ranging
from 0 to 100. For example, in the temperature field a value of
0 corresponds to very cold and a value of 100 corresponds to
very hot. The end-user uses a slider with visual cues and a text
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describing the situation. The feedback is tied to a specific
location target (e.g., room) in the building. The feedbacks are
given a timestamp so that they can be easily compared to the
measured indoor conditions from the building automation and
additional sensors.
d) Graphical User Interface
The role of the data representation layer is to implement
the GUI, which is responsible for creating visualization views
and managing interaction between the end-users and the
system. The GUI is implemented with HTML5 [16] utilizing
graphical libraries optimized for mobile devices. The
application is a full web-based application run with a web
browser; no native programming language was used. Thus, the
application can be used in multiple platforms and devices
ranging from computers to tablets and mobile phones. In this
experiment, a Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1 and a laptop were
used.
The objective of the GUI is to enhance user awareness by
providing means to explore building-related data through
visualizations that represent different aspects of the building.
Different spaces of the building are represented from an
isometric perspective, which provides an overview of the
contextual environment and facilitates the discovery of spatial
relationships between objects. Moreover, the isometric
visualization contains a summary of the measurement
information that is provided by the different sensors that are
monitoring the conditions of spaces in real-time. The Isometric
visualization of a space is shown in Fig. 5.

the facility maintenance workers can view the received
feedbacks from the facility users to specific locations in the
building.

Fig. 6. A historical condition data representation

III.

FIELD TESTS

The field tests were conducted in order to achieve the
following objectives:
To validate the functionality of the semantic facility
data management approach in real-world settings.
To examine the usage rate of the semantic facility
data management approach among the users.
To study the effects of the semantic facility data
management approach on facility user satisfaction.
To provide information about how the facility users
perceive the existing conditions of the school.
A. Experiment execution
During the field test periods the tablet running the GUI of
the system was located in the school employees’ break room,
where it was available for the personnel to use. The number of
people involved in the experiment was approximately 55. In
total, three separate test periods were performed and between
each period the semantic facility data management approach
was improved according to the received user feedback. The
times of the test periods are shown below.
Field test 1: 4/12/2012 – 4/1/2013

Fig. 5. A visualization of a space

From the isometric visualization the user is able to access a
feedback section in which the user can give either general
feedback or feedback concerning the existing indoor
conditions of a certain space. The approach enables giving
either verbal or scaled feedback. Scaled feedback is given by
using special sliding clutches in estimating the current status
(e.g., from too warm to cold) of four parameters that are
temperature, air quality, lighting and energy consumption.
The facility maintenance workers are able to see indoor
environment conditions (e.g., temperature, humidity, etc.) of
the selected room in line chart visualizations over a selected
period of time, e.g., a day or a week (see Fig. 6). Additionally,
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Field test 2: 1/2/2013 – 15/2/2013
Field test 3: 26/3/2013 – 12/4/2013
B. Experiment results
After the field tests the usage metrics were analysed.
Furthermore, an additional questionnaire was prepared in order
to measure the perceived ease-of-use and perceived usefulness
of the approach. The questionnaire used a five level grading
system, where five is the best and one the worst grade, three
being the average. Users were able to answer the questionnaire
anonymously.
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1) Results of usage metrics
The usage metrics indicate that the interest towards the
approach was at its peak during the first field test period, in
which the different features were used the most frequently.
During the second and the third field test periods the users
were probably more familiar with the approach and hence
used it only when they were interested in the conditions of a
certain room or wanted to give feedback about a specific
deficiency, for example. A condensed summary of the data
obtained from the usage metrics are shown in Table I.
TABLE I.
Main
page
opened
Info
page
opened
Feedback sent

SUMMARIZED USAGE METRICS DATA
Field test 1
164

Field test 2
12

Field test 3
11

102

40

21

18 (of which
7 written)

2 (0)

5 (3)

1) Results of the numerical feedback
According to the numerical feedback received the school
employees were mainly satisfied with the indoor environment.
However, temperature conditions in different spaces received
some negative feedback. When comparing the negative
feedback to other facility data managed with the approach it
was discovered that the outside weather had an effect on how
people perceived the indoor temperature. More precisely,
during a cold winter day the indoor temperatures were usually
perceived too low whereas a sunny day had an opposite impact.
Additionally, when analysing the visualizations of different
spaces it was discovered that the negative temperature
feedbacks were focused on rooms that contained large
windows, which apparently strengthen the effect of warm or
cold outside temperatures.
2) Results of the questionnaire
To summarize the questionnaire results, the visualizations
offered by the semantic facility data management approach
were considered as an important and useful information source
by the facility users. However, the usability of the approach
was found to require improvements. Moreover, it was
perceived as difficult to give written feedback with the tablet.
In addition, some data representation techniques used by the
visualizations were regarded as difficult to understand. The
background knowledge of the end-users on using tablets
probably has an effect on the overall satisfaction on the user
interface.
The possibility to give feedback anonymously was
considered a very positive feature. In more detail, the users felt
more convenient to give feedback with a tablet than, e.g., a
bigger info screen (if the user wanted to give textual feedback,
he/she could do so privately with the tablet). However,
according to the questionnaire results a small portion of the
employees were not interested in learning to use the tablet PC
or the GUI of the approach, which hindered their participation.
3) Feedback from the facility maintenance workers
Besides the field test periods, the approach was introduced
to the facility maintenance workers of the Tervaväylä School.
The facility maintenance workers were familiarized with the
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approach and they were given an opportunity to test it.
Afterwards, the facility maintenance workers answered a
questionnaire that measured the perceived ease-of-use and
perceived usefulness.
According to the questionnaire results, the tablet was
considered as a useful tool and the user interface of the
approach was perceived as clear and easy to use. The
possibility to receive feedback directly from the users of the
building was considered as an interesting feature. However, the
facility maintenance workers were a bit concerned whether
they have enough resources to react on every comment made
through the system. A suggestion made by the facility
maintenance workers was to use some kind of filter to extract
the most important notices of defects or service requests from
the received feedbacks.
In general, the facility maintenance workers appreciated the
idea of having a single interface that is used for observing the
information of the building. Currently, the information that
they need is scattered in three different systems. Also graphical
representations of sensor-based measurement data received
positive comments. However, according to the facility
maintenance workers the approach should offer more
flexibility in setting the time range for observing different
sensor data measurements. The final conclusion that
emerged from the questionnaire was that more advanced means
to give additional information through the approach should be
provided. For example, it would be useful to inform the facility
users about the water or heating system outages or the testing
of fire alarms.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, a novel approach for facility data management
was introduced. The approach utilized semantic technologies
to integrate heterogeneous facility data and interactive
visualizations to improve user awareness. The approach also
offered efficient and easy-to-use mechanisms for providing
feedback. Moreover, the approach aimed at aiding the work of
facility maintenance workers by offering a unified interface to
examine building data and to interact with the facility users.
Results of an experiment, in which the approach was used
in real-world settings, were also presented in the paper. The
results indicate that by providing real-time information about
indoor environment in a meaningful form and by offering
convenient ways to give feedback, the customer experience for
the facility users can be improved. Furthermore, with the
approach the facility maintenance workers are able to better
adjust the conditions according to the needs of the users and
be aware on users’ perceived satisfaction and ability to work.
Moreover, semantic techniques were found to be adequate in
terms of performance and scalability in real world facility data
management activities. Finally, it was discovered that the
existing indoor conditions in Tervaväylä School are in a
satisfactory level.
The future work includes improving the deficiencies found
during the experiment as well as further developing the
approach. The possible developing activities include, for
example, integrating the approach with existing energy
management systems, providing enhanced visualizations that
facilitate the visibility of maintenance services to the facility
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users and utilizing the collected information in the proactive
prevention of problems. Furthermore, in order to improve the
abilities of the approach to support the tasks of different
stakeholders (e.g., maintenance workers, facility owners) a
more throughout analysis of their needs and requirements
should be conducted.
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Abstract—This paper presents novel research on complexity of
rule sets induced from incomplete data sets with two interpretations of missing attribute values: lost values and attribute-concept
values. Experiments were conducted on 176 data sets, using three
kinds of probabilistic approximations (lower, middle and upper)
and the Modified Learning from Examples Module, version 2
(MLEM2) rule induction system. In our experiments, the size
of the rule set was always smaller for attribute-concept values
than for lost values (5% significance level). The total number
of conditions was smaller for attribute-concept values than for
lost values for 17 combinations of the type of data set and
approximation, out of 24 combinations total. In remaining 7 cases,
the difference in performance was statistically insignificant. Thus,
we may claim that attribute-concept values are better than lost
values in terms of rule complexity.

From our previous research it follows that the correctness
of the rule sets, evaluated by ten-fold cross validated error
rate, do not differ significantly with different combinations of
missing attribute and approximation type.

Keywords–Data mining; rough set theory; probabilistic approximations; MLEM2 rule induction algorithm; lost values; attributeconcept values.

Our secondary objective was to check which approximation
(lower, middle or upper) is the best from the point of view of
rule complexity.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Standard lower and upper approximations are fundamental
concepts of rough set theory. A probabilistic approximation,
associated with a probability α, is a generalization of the standard approximation. For α = 1, the probability approximation
is reduced to the lower approximation; for very small α, it is
reduced to the upper approximation. Research on theoretical
properties of probabilistic approximations started from [1] and
then was continued in many papers, see, e.g., [1]–[6].
Incomplete data sets may be analyzed using global approximations such as singleton, subset and concept [7][8]. Probabilistic approximations, for incomplete data sets and based on
an arbitrary binary relation, were introduced in [9], while first
experimental results using probabilistic approximations were
published in [10].
In this paper, incomplete data sets are characterized by
missing attribute values. We will use two interpretations of
a missing attribute value: lost values and attribute-concept
values.
For our experiments we used 176 incomplete data sets, with
two types of missing attribute values: lost values and attributeconcept values. Additionally, in our experiments we used three
types of approximations: lower, upper, and additionally the
most typical probabilistic approximation, for α = 0.5, called a
middle approximation.
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In our experiments, the size of rule set was always smaller
for attribute-concept values than for lost values. The total
number of conditions in rule sets was smaller for attributeconcept values for 17 combinations of the type of data set and
approximation (out of 24 combinations total). In remaining
seven combinations, the total number of conditions in rule sets
did not differ significantly. Thus, we may claim that attributeconcept values are better than lost values in terms of rule
complexity.

The smallest size of rule sets was accomplished, in five
(out of 24 combinations) for lower approximations and in two
combinations for upper approximations. The total number of
conditions in rule sets was achieved, again, for lower approximations in five combinations and for upper approximations in
other two combinations. For remaining 17 combinations the
difference between all three approximations was insignificant.
This paper starts with a discussion on incomplete data
in Section II where we define approximations, attribute-value
blocks and characteristic sets. In Section III, we present
probabilistic approximations for incomplete data. Section IV
contains the details of our experiments. Finally, conclusions
are presented in Section V.
II.

I NCOMPLETE DATA

We assume that the input data sets are presented in the
form of a decision table. An example of a decision table is
shown in Table I. Rows of the decision table represent cases,
while columns are labeled by variables. The set of all cases
will be denoted by U . In Table I, U = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8}. Independent variables are called attributes and a dependent
variable is called a decision and is denoted by d. The set of all
attributes will be denoted by A. In Table I, A = {Education,
Skills, Experience}. The value for a case x and an attribute a
will be denoted by a(x).
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TABLE I.

A DECISION TABLE
Attributes

a(x) = −, then the corresponding case x should be
included in blocks [(a, v)] for all specified values v ∈
V (x, a) of attribute a, and is defined by equation 4.

Decision

Case

Education

Skills

Experience

Productivity

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

higher
?
secondary
higher
elementary
secondary
−
elementary

high
high
−
?
high
−
low
?

−
low
high
high
low
high
high
−

high
high
high
high
low
low
low
low

V (x, a) =
{a(y) | a(y) is specified , y ∈ U, d(y) = d(x)}

For the data set from Table I, the attribute-concept
values are defined as: V (1, Experience) = {low, high},
V (3, Skills) = {high}, V (6, Skills) = {low, high},
V (7, Education)
=
{elementary, secondary} and
V (8, Experience) = {low, high}.

In this paper, we distinguish between two interpretations
of missing attribute values: lost values and attribute-concept
values. Lost values, denoted by “?”, mean that the original
attribute value is no longer accessible and that during rule
induction we will only use existing attribute values [11][12].
Attribute-concept values, denoted by “−”, mean that the original attribute value is unknown; however, because we know the
concept to which a case belongs, we know all possible attribute
values. Table I presents an incomplete data set affected by both
lost values and attribute-concept values.
One of the most important ideas of rough set theory [13] is
an indiscernibility relation, defined for complete data sets. Let
B be a nonempty subset of A. The indiscernibility relation
R(B) is a relation on U defined for x, y ∈ U as defined in
equation 1.
(x, y) ∈ R(B) if and only if ∀a ∈ B (a(x) = a(y))

(1)

The indiscernibility relation R(B) is an equivalence relation.
Equivalence classes of R(B) are called elementary sets of B
and are denoted by [x]B . A subset of U is called B-definable
if it is a union of elementary sets of B.
The set X of all cases defined by the same value of
the decision d is called a concept. For example, a concept
associated with the value low of the decision Productivity is
the set {1, 2, 3, 4}. The largest B-definable set contained
in X is called the B-lower approximation of X, denoted by
apprB (X), and defined in equation 2.
∪{[x]B | [x]B ⊆ X}

(2)

The smallest B-definable set containing X, denoted by
apprB (X) is called the B-upper approximation of X, and is
defined in equation 3.
∪{[x]B | [x]B ∩ X 6= ∅}

(3)

For a variable a and its value v, (a, v) is called a variablevalue pair. A block of (a, v), denoted by [(a, v)], is the set
{x ∈ U | a(x) = v} [14]. For incomplete decision tables the
definition of a block of an attribute-value pair is modified in
the following way.
•

If for an attribute a there exists a case x such that
a(x) = ?, i.e., the corresponding value is lost, then the
case x should not be included in any blocks [(a, v)]
for all values v of attribute a,

•

If for an attribute a there exists a case x such that the
corresponding value is an attribute-concept value, i.e.,
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(4)

For the data set from Table I the blocks of attribute-value
pairs are: [(Education, elementary)] = {5, 7, 8}, [(Education,
secondary)] = {3, 6, 7}, [(Education, higher)] = {1, 4}, [(Skills,
low)] = {6, 7}, [(Skills, high)] = {1, 2, 3, 5, 6}, [(Experience,
low)] = {1, 2, 5, 8}, and [(Experience, high)] = {1, 3, 4, 6, 7,
8}.
For a case x ∈ U and B ⊆ A, the characteristic set KB (x)
is defined as the intersection of the sets K(x, a), for all a ∈ B,
where the set K(x, a) is defined in the following way:
•

If a(x) is specified, then K(x, a) is the block
[(a, a(x))] of attribute a and its value a(x),

•

If a(x) =? then the set K(x, a) = U , where U is the
set of all cases,

•

If a(x) = −, then the corresponding set K(x, a) is
equal to the union of all blocks of attribute-value pairs
(a, v), where v ∈ V (x, a) if V (x, a) is nonempty. If
V (x, a) is empty, K(x, a) = U .

For Table I and B = A, KA (1) = {1}, KA (2) = {1, 2, 5},
KA (3) = {3, 6}, KA (4) = {1, 4}, KA (5) = {5}, KA (6) =
{3, 6, 7}, KA (7) = {6, 7}, and KA (8) = {5, 7, 8}.
Note that for incomplete data there are a few possible
ways to define approximations [7], we used concept approximations [9] since our previous experiments indicated that
such approximations are most efficient [9]. A B-concept lower
approximation of the concept X is defined in equation 5.
BX = ∪{KB (x) | x ∈ X, KB (x) ⊆ X}

(5)

The B-concept upper approximation of the concept X is
defined by the equation 6.
BX = ∪{KB (x) | x ∈ X, KB (x) ∩ X 6= ∅}
= ∪{KB (x) | x ∈ X}

(6)

For Table I, A-concept lower and A-concept upper approximations of the concept {1, 2, 3, 4} are A{1, 2, 3, 4} = {1, 4}
and A{1, 2, 3, 4} = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, respectively.
III.

P ROBABILISTIC APPROXIMATIONS

For completely specified data sets a probabilistic approximation is defined by equation 7, where α is a parameter,
0 < α ≤ 1, see [1][4][9][15]–[17]. Additionally, for simplicity,
the elementary sets [x]A are denoted by [x]. For discussion on
how this definition is related to the value precision asymmetric
rough sets see [9][10].
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For incomplete data sets, a B-concept probabilistic approximation is defined by equation 8 [9].
apprα (X) = ∪{[x] | x ∈ U, P (X | [x]) ≥ α}

(7)
∪{KB (x) | x ∈ X, P r(X|KB (x)) ≥ α}

Note that if α = 1, the probabilistic approximation becomes the standard lower approximation and if α is small,
close to 0, in our experiments it was 0.001, the same definition
describes the standard upper approximation.
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(8)

For simplicity, we will denote KA (x) by K(x) and the
A-concept probabilistic approximation will be called a probabilistic approximation.
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seven data sets with attribute-concept values, for the total of
15 data sets (the additional data set was complete, with no
missing attribute values). By the same token, for the breast
cancer, echocardiogram, hepatitis, image segmentation, iris,
lymphography and wine recognition data sets we created 19,
17, 25, 29, 15, 29, and 27 data sets. The total number of the
data sets was 176.
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Results of our experiments are presented in Figures 1–16.
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The special probabilistic approximations with the parameter α = 0.5 will be called a middle approximation.

For all eight types of data sets and all three types of
approximations, the rule set size was always smaller for
attribute-concept values than for lost values. For the total
number of conditions in the rule sets results were more
complicated. The total number of conditions in the rule sets
was smaller for attribute-concept values than for lost values
for 17 combinations of the type of data set and approximation,
out of 24 possible combinations. For echocardiogram and iris
data sets, for all three types of approximations and for the
lymphography data set and lower approximations, the total
number of conditions in rule sets for both interpretations of
missing attribute values, did not differ significantly.
We compared all three types of approximations as well,
assuming the same interpretation of missing attribute values, in
terms of the size of rule sets and the total number of conditions
in rule sets, using the Friedman Rank Sums test, again, with
5% of significance level.

For every data set a set of templates was created. Templates
were formed by replacing incrementally (with 5% increment)
existing specified attribute values by lost values. Thus, we
started each series of experiments with no lost values, then
we added 5% of lost values, then we added additional 5%
of lost values, etc., until at least one entire row of the data
sets was full of lost values. Then three attempts were made to
change configuration of new lost values and either a new data
set with extra 5% of lost values was created or the process
was terminated. Additionally, the same formed templates were
edited for further experiments by replacing question marks,
representing lost values by“−”s representing attribute-concept
values.

The size of the rule set was smaller for lower approximations than for upper approximations for three combinations
of the type of data set and type of missing attribute values
(for the hepatitis data set and attribute-concept values and
for the image segmentation data set and both lost values and
attribute-concept values). The size of the rule set was smaller
for lower approximations than for middle approximations
in two combinations of the type of data set and type of
missing attribute value (for the image segmentation data set
and both lost values and attribute-concept values). Thus, for
five combinations (out of 24) lower approximations were better
than other approximations. On the other hand, the size of the
rule set was smaller for upper approximations than for lower
approximations for one combination (for the lymphography
data set and attribute-concept values). Additionally, the size
of the rule set was smaller for upper approximations than for
middle approximations also for one combination (for the breast
cancer data set and the attribute-concept values). Thus, for two
combinations (out of 24) upper approximations were better
than other approximations. For remaining 17 combinations the
difference between all three approximations was insignificant.

For any data set there was some maximum for the percentage of missing attribute values. For example, for the
bankruptcy data set, it was 35%. Hence, for the bankruptcy
data set, we created seven data sets with lost values and

The total number of conditions in rule sets was smaller
for lower approximations than for upper approximations in
four combinations of the type of data set and type of missing
attribute value (for the hepatitis data set and attribute-concept

IV.

E XPERIMENTS

Our experiments are based on eight data sets that are
available on the University of California at Irvine Machine
Learning Repository.
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values and for the image segmentation data set and both lost
values and attribute-concept values and for the iris data set
and lost values). The total number of conditions in rule sets
was smaller for lower approximations than for middle approximations in one combination (for the image segmentation data
set and lost values). Thus, for five combinations (out of 24)
lower approximations were better than other approximations.
The total number of conditions in rule sets was smaller for
middle approximations than for lower approximations for one
combination (for the lymphography data set and the attributeconcept values). Additionally, the total number of conditions
in rules sets was smaller for upper approximations than for
lower approximations also for one combination (for the lymphography data set and the attribute-concept values). Thus, for
two combinations (out of 24) other approximations were better
than lower approximations. For remaining 17 combinations the
difference between all three approximations was insignificant.
In our experiments, we used the MLEM2 rule induction
algorithm of the Learning from Examples using Rough Sets
(LERS) data mining system [10][18][19].
V.

C ONCLUSIONS

As follows from our experiments, the size of rule set was
always smaller for attribute-concept values than for lost values.
The total number of conditions in rule sets was smaller for
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attribute-concept values for 17 combinations of the type of
data set and approximation (out of 24 combinations total). In
remaining seven combinations, the total number of conditions
in rule sets did not differ significantly. Thus, we may claim
attribute-concept values are better than lost values in terms of
rule complexity.
The smallest size of rule sets was accomplished, in five
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(out of 24 combinations for lower approximations and in
two combinations for upper approximations. The total number
of conditions in rule sets was achieved, again, for lower
approximations in five combinations and for upper or middle
approximations in other two combinations. For remaining 17
combinations the difference between all three approximations
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Abstract— Currently, an enormous quantity of heterogeneous
and distributed information is stored in the current digital
libraries. Access to these collections poses a serious challenge,
however, because present search techniques based on manually
annotated metadata and linear replay of material selected by
the user do not scale effectively or efficiently to large
collections. The Artificial Intelligence and Semantic Web
provide a common framework that allows knowledge to be
shared and reused. In this paper, we propose a comprehensive
approach for discovering information objects in large digital
collections based on analysis of recorded semantic metadata in
those objects and the application of expert system technologies.
We suggest a conceptual architecture for a semantic and
intelligent search engine. We concentrate on the critical issue
of metadata/ontology-based search. More specifically the
objective is investigated from a search perspective possible
intelligent infrastructures form constructing decentralized
digital libraries where no global schema exists. We have used
Case Based-Reasoning methodology to develop a prototype for
supporting efficient retrieval knowledge from digital library of
Seville University. OntoSDL is a collaborative effort that
proposes a new form of interaction between people and Digital
Libraries, where the latter are adapted to individuals and their
surroundings.
Keywords-Ontology; Semantic Web; Retrieval; Case-based
Reasoning; Digital Library; Knowledge Management.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A Digital Library (DL) enables users to interact
effectively with information distributed across a network.
These network information systems support search and
display of items from organized collections. In the historical
evolution of digital libraries the mechanisms for retrieval of
scientific literature have been particularly important.
Traditional search engines treated the information as an
ordinary database that manages the contents and positions.
The result generated by the current search engines is a list of
Web addresses that contain or treat the pattern. The useful
information buried under the useless information cannot be
discovered. It is disconcerting for the end user. Thus,
sometimes it takes a long time to search for needed
information.
Although search engines have developed increasingly
effective, information overload obstructs precise searches.
Despite large investments and efforts have been made, there
are still a lot of unsolved problems. There are a lot of
researches on applying these new technologies into current
DL information retrieval systems, but no research addresses
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the semantic and Artificial Intelligence (AI) issues from the
whole life cycle and architecture point of view [1]. Our work
differs from related projects in that we build ontology-based
contextual profiles and we introduce an approaches used
metadata-based in ontology search and expert systems [2].
We study improving the efficiency of search methods to
search a distributed data space like a DL. The objective has
focused on creating technologically complex environments
in Education, Learning and Teaching in the DL domain. We
presented an intelligent approach to develop an efficient
semantic search engine. It incorporates semantic Web and AI
technologies to enable not only precise location of DL
resources but also the automatic or semi-automatic learning
[3]. We focus our discussion on case indexing and retrieval
strategies to provide an intelligent application in searching
area. For this reason we are improving representation by
incorporating more metadata in the information
representation. Our objective here is thus to contribute to a
better knowledge retrieval in the digital libraries field. Our
approach for realizing content based both search and
retrieval information implies the application of the CaseBased Reasoning (CBR) technology [4].
The contributions are divided into next sections. In the
first section, short descriptions of important aspects in DL
domain, the research problems and current work in it are
reported. Then, we summarize its main components and
describe how can interact AI and Semantic Web to improve
the search engine. Third section focuses on the ontology
design process and provides a general overview about our
prototype architecture. Next, we study the CBR framework
jColibri and its features for implementing the reasoning
process over ontologies [5]. Obviously, our system is a
prototype but, nevertheless, it gives a good picture of the ongoing activities in this new and important area. Finally, we
present conclusions of our ongoing work on the adaptation of
the framework and we outline future works.
II.

MOTIVATIION AND REQUIREMENTS

In the historical evolution of digital libraries, the
mechanisms for retrieval of scientific literature have been
particularly important. These network information systems
support search and display of items from organized
collections. Reuse the knowledge is an important area in DL.
The Semantic Web provides a common framework that
allows knowledge to be shared and reused across community
libraries and semantic searchers [6].
This begets new challenges to docent community and
motivates researchers to look for intelligent information
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retrieval approach and ontologies that search and/or filter
information automatically based on some higher level of
understanding are required. We make an effort in this
direction by investigating techniques that attempt to utilize
ontologies to improve effectiveness in information retrieval.
Thus, ontologies are seen as key enablers for the Semantic
Web. The use of AI and ontologies as a knowledge
representation formalism offers many advantages in
information retrieval [8]. In our work, we analyzed the
relationship between both factors ontologies and AI. We
have proposed a method to efficiently search for the target
information on a DL network with multiple independent
information sources [7].
Seville Digital Library (SDL) is dedicated to the
production, maintenance, delivery, and preservation of a
wide range of high-quality networked resources for scholars
and students at University and elsewhere. The hypothesis is
that with a CBR expert system and by incorporating limited
semantic knowledge, it is possible to improve the
effectiveness of an information retrieval system. In this
paper, we study architecture of the search layer in this
particular dominium, a web-based catalogue for the
University of Seville. SDL provides tools that support the
construction of online information services for research,
teaching, and learning. SDL include services to effectively
share their materials and provide greater access to digital
content. Our objective here is thus to contribute to a better
knowledge retrieval in the digital libraries field.
III.

THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In order to support semantic retrieval knowledge in a DL,
we develop a prototype named OntoSDL based on
ontologies and expert systems. The architecture of our
system is shown in Fig.1, which mainly includes three parts:
intelligent user interface, ontology knowledge base, and the
search engine. Their corresponding characteristics and
functions are studied in the following paragraphs.

Ontology knowledge base is the kernel part for semantic
retrieval information. The metadata descriptions of the
resources and library objects (cases) are abstracted from the
details of their physical representation and are stored in the
case base. Ontology stores information about resources and
services where concepts are types, or classes, individuals are
allowed values, or objects and relations are the attributes
describing the objects.
Inference engine contains a CBR component that
automatically searches for similar queries-answer pairs based
on the knowledge that the system extracted from the
questions text. Case base has a memory organization
interface that assumes that whole case-base can be read into
memory for the CBR to work with it. We used a CBR shell,
software that can be used to develop several applications that
require cased-based reasoning methodology. Also we have
implemented a new interface, which allows retrieving cases
enough to satisfy a SQL query. In this work, we analyzed the
CBR object-oriented framework development environments
JColibri. This framework work as open software
development environment and facilitate the reuse of their
design, as well as implementations.
The acceptability of a system depends to a great extent
on the quality of his user interface component. In our system,
the user interacts with the system to fill in the gaps to
retrieve the right cases. The interfaces provide for browsing,
searching and facilitating Web contents and services. It
consists of one user profile, consumer search agent
components and bring together a variety of necessary
information from different user’s resources. The user
interface helps to user to build a particular profile that
contains his interest search areas in the DL domain. The
objective of profile intelligence has focused on creating of
user profiles: Staff, Alumni, Administrator, and Visitor.
We have developed a graphical selection interface as
illustrated in Fig. 2.

Figure 1. System architecture of OntoSDL

OntoSDL system uses its internal knowledge bases and
inference mechanisms to process information about the
electronic resources in a DL. At this stage we consider to use
ontology as vocabulary for defining the case structure like
attribute-value pairs. Ontology will be considered as
knowledge structure that will identify the concepts, property
of concept, resources, and relationships among them to
enable share and reuse of knowledge that are needed to
acquire knowledge in a specific search domain.
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Figure 2. User profiles interface

In an intelligence profile setting, people are surrounded
by intelligent interfaces merged. Rather than building static
user profiles, contextual systems try to adapt to the user’s
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current search. OntoSDL monitors user's tasks, anticipates
search-based information needs, and proactively provide
users with relevant information. Thus creating a computingcapable environment with intelligent communication and
processing available to the user by means of a simple,
natural, and effortless human-system interaction. The user
enters query commands and the system asks questions during
the inference process. Besides, the user will be able to solve
new searches for which he has not been instructed, because
the user profiles what he has learnt.
IV.

CASE-BASED REASONING INTELLIGENT TECHNIQUE

CBR is widely discussed in the literature as a technology
for building information systems to support knowledge
management, where metadata descriptions for characterizing
knowledge items are used. CBR is a problem solving
paradigm that solves a new problem, in our case a new
search, by remembering a previous similar situation and by
reusing information and knowledge of that situation. A new
problem is solved by retrieving one or more previously
experienced cases, reusing the case, revising. In our CBR
application, problems are described by metadata concerning
desired characteristics of a library resource, and the result to
a specific search is a pointer to a resource described by
metadata. These characterizations are called cases and are
stored in a case base. CBR case data could be considered as a
portion of the knowledge (metadata) about an OntoSDL
object. Every case contains both a solution pointers and
problem description used for similarity assessment.
Description of the framework case, which is formally
described in terms of framework domain taxonomy they are
used for indexing cases. The possible solutions described by
means of framework instantiation actions and additional
information to justifies these steps. The following processes
may describe a CBR cycle, Fig. 3:

Figure 3. User profiles interface

§ Retrieval: main focus of methods in this category is to
find similarity between cases. Similarity function can be
parameterized through system configuration.
§ Reuse: a complete design where case-based and slotbased adaptation can be hooked is provided.
§ Revise the proposed solution if necessary. Since the
proposed result could be inadequate, this process can
correct the first proposed solution.
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§ Retain the new solution as a part of a new case. This
process enables CBR to learn and create a new solution
that should be added to the knowledge base.
A. CBR Structure
The development of a quite simple CBR application
already involves a number of steps, such as collecting case
and background knowledge, modeling a suitable case
representation, defining an accurate similarity measure,
implementing retrieval functionality, and implementing user
interfaces. Compared with other AI approaches, CBR allows
to reduce the effort required for knowledge acquisition and
representation significantly, which is certainly one of the
major reasons for the commercial success of CBR
applications. Nevertheless, implementing a CBR application
from scratch remains a time-consuming software engineering
process and requires a lot of specific experience beyond pure
programming skills.
Although CBR claims to reduce the effort required for
developing
knowledge-based
systems
substantially
compared with more traditional AI approaches. The
implementation of a CBR application from scratch is still a
time consuming task. We present a novel, freely available
tool for rapid prototyping of CBR applications. CBR objectoriented framework development environments JColibri
have been used in this study. By providing easy to use model
generation, data import, similarity modeling, explanation,
and testing functionality together with comfortable graphical
user interfaces, the tool enables even CBR novices to rapidly
create their first CBR applications. Nevertheless, at the same
time it ensures enough flexibility to enable expert users to
implement advanced CBR applications [9].
jColibri is and open source framework and their
interface layer provides several graphical tools that help
users in the configuration of a new CBR system. Our
motivation for choosing this framework is based on a
comparative analysis between it and other frameworks,
designed to facilitate the development of CBR applications.
jColibri enhances the other CBR shells: CATCBR,
CBR*Tools, IUCBRF, Orenge. Another decision criterion
for our choice is the easy ontologies integration. jColibri
affords the opportunity to incorporate ontology in the CBR
application to use it for case representation and contentbased reasoning methods to assess the similarity between
them.
B. Retrieval of similar cases process
The main purpose of establishing intelligent retrieval
ontology is to provide consistent and explicit metadata in the
process of knowledge retrieval. CBR systems typically apply
retrieval and matching algorithms to a case base of past
search-result pairs. CBR is based on the intuition that new
searches are often similar to previously encountered
searches, and therefore, that past results may be reused
directly or through adaptation in the current situation. Our
system provides multilayer retrieval methods:
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1. Intelligent profiles interface: Low-level selection of
query profile options, which mainly include the four kinds of
user. These users can specify certain initial items, i.e., the
characteristics and conditions for a search. For this a
statistical analysis has been done to determine the
importance values and establishing specified user
requirements. User searches are monitored by capturing
information from different user profiles. This statistical
analysis even can in fact lay the foundation for searches in a
particular user profile.
2. Ontology semantic search can query on classes,
subclasses or attributes of knowledge base, and matched
cases are called back.
3. The retrieval process identifies the features of the case
with the most similar query. Our inference engine contains
the CBR component that automatically searches for similar
queries-answer pairs based on the knowledge that the system
extracted from the questions text. The system uses similarity
metrics to find the best matching case. Similarity measures
used in CBR are of critical importance during the retrieval of
knowledge items for a new query. Similarity retrieval
expands the original query conditions, and generates
extended query conditions, which can be directly used in
knowledge retrieval. Unlike in early CBR approaches, the
recent view is that similarity is usually not just an arbitrary
distance measure, but function that approximately measures
utility.
We used a computational based retrieval where
numerical similarity functions are used to assess and order
the cases regarding the query. The retrieval strategy used in
our system is nearest-neighbor approach. This approach
involves the assessment of similarity between stored cases
and the new input case, based on matching a weighted sum
of features. A typical algorithm for calculating nearest
neighbor matching is next:
n

∑w

similarity (Case I , Case R ) =

(

× sim f i I , f i R

i

use ontology together with CBR in the acquisition of the
knowledge in the specific DL domain. The primary
information managed in the OntoSDL domain is metadata
about library resources, such as books, digital services and
resources, etc. We integrated three essential sources to the
system: electronic resources, catalogue, and personal Data
Base.
The W3C defines standards that can be used to design an
ontology [11]. We wrote the description of these classes and
the properties in RDF semantic markup language. RDF is
used to define the structure of the metadata describing DL
resources. OntoSDL project contains a collection of codes,
visualization tools, computing resources, and data sets
distributed across the grids, for which we have developed a
well-defined ontology using RDF language. Our ontology
can be regarded as triplet OntoSearch:={profile, collection,
source) where profiles represent the user kinds, collection
contains all the services and sources of the DL, and source
cover the different information root: catalogue, history fond,
intranet, Web, etc. We choose Protégé as our ontology
editor, which supports knowledge acquisition and knowledge
base development [12]. It is a powerful development and
knowledge-modeling tool with an open architecture. Protégé
uses OWL and RDF as ontology language to establish
semantic relations.
In order to realize ontology-based intelligent retrieval,
we need to build case base of knowledge with inheritance
structure. The ontology and its sub-classes are established
according to the taxonomies profile, as shown in Fig. 4.
OntoLog

Resource

)

i =1

n

Citizen

Communication"

i =1

Where wi is the importance weighting of a feature (or
I
slot), sim is the similarity function of features, and fi and
R
fi are the values for feature i in the input and retrieved
cases respectively.
The use of structured representations of cases requires
approaches for similarity assessment that allow to compares
two differently structured objects, in particular, objects
belonging to different object classes. An important
advantage of similarity-cased retrieval is that if there is no
case that exactly matches the user’s requirements, this can
show the cases that are most similar to his query.
ONTOLOGY DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

We need a vocabulary of concepts, resources, and
services for the knowledge system described. This scenario
requires definitions about the relationships between objects
of discourse and their attributes [10]. We have proposed to
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Figure 4. Class hierarchy for the OntoSDL ontology

This shows the high level classification of classes to
group together OntoSDL resources as well as things that are
related with these resources. As shown the Fig. 4, profile
ontology
includes
several
attributes
like
Electronic_Resources,
Digital_Collections,
Catalogue,
Science_Resources, etc. After ontology is established, we
need to add enough initial instances and item instances to
knowledge base. For this purpose we followed these steps:
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first we choose a certain item, and create a blank instance for
item; second the domain expert, in this case the librarian fills
blank units of instance according the domain knowledge. To
finish, the library of cases (the “case base”) is generated
from a file store where each case is represented with RDF
syntax.
1100 cases were collected for user profiles and their
different resources and services. This is sufficient for our
proof-of-concept demonstration, but would not be
sufficiently efficient to access large resource sets. Each case
contains a set of attributes concerning both metadata and
knowledge. However, our prototype is currently being
extended to enable efficient retrieval directly from a
database, which will enable its use for large-scale sets of
resources.
VI.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Experiments have been carried out in order to test the
efficiency of AI and ontologies in retrieval information in a
DL. These are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of
run-time ontology mapping. The main goal has been to
check if the mechanism of query formulation, assisted by an
agent, gives a suitable tool for augmenting the number of
significant documents, extracted from the DL to be stored in
the CBR. The user begins the search devising the starting
query. Suppose the user is looking for some resource about
“Computer Science electronic resource” in the library digital
domain of Seville, Fig. 5.

semantic indexing in search. It is a fact that deep inside
Google is based on breakthrough semantic search techniques
that are transforming Google’s search results [13].
For our experiments we considered 50 users with
different profiles. Therefore, we could establish a context
for the users, they were asked to at least start their essay
before issuing any queries to OntoSDL. They were also
asked to look through all the results returned by OntoSDL
before clicking on any result. We compared the top 10
search results of each keyword phrase per search engine.
Our application recorded which results on which they
clicked, which we used as a form of implicit user relevance
in our analysis. We must consider that retrieved documents
relevance is subjective. That is different people can assign
distinct values of relevance to a same document. In our
study, we have agreed different values to measure the
quality of retrieved documents, excellent, good, acceptable
and poor.
In each experiment, we report the average rank of the
user-clicked result for our baseline system, Google and for
our search engine OntoSDL. Next, we calculated the rank
for each retrieval document by combining the various values
and comparing the total number of extracted documents and
documents consulted by the user (Table 1).
ANALYSIS OF RETRIEVED DOCUMENTS RELEVANCE

TABLE I.

FOR SELECT QUERIES

OntoSDL
Google

Excellent

Good

Acceptable

Poor

7,50%
2,60%

41,50%
27,90%

40,60%
43,40%

10,40%
26,10%

After the data was collected, we had a log of queries
averaging 5 queries per user. Of these queries, some of them
had to be removed, either because there were multiple
results clicked, no results clicked, or there was no
information available for that particular query. The
remaining queries were analyzed and evaluated. These
results are presented in Fig. 6.
100
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Figure 5. Search engine results page
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40

The user inputs the keywords in the user profile interface.
The required resources should contain some knowledge
about “Computer Science” and related issues. After
searching, some resources are returned as results. The results
include a list of web pages with titles, a link to the page, and
a short description showing where the keywords have
matched content within the page.
We have compared our prototype with some semantic
search engines like Hakia, Lexxe, SenseBot, etc. However,
we have focused in Google because is the world’s dominant
search engine and Google has made significant inroads in
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Figure 6. Search engine results page

In our study DL domain we can observe the best final
ranking was obtained for our prototype OntoSDL and an
interesting improvement over the performance of Google.
Test of significance is the analysis of the number of
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searches that have been resolved satisfactory by OntoSDL.
As noted in Table 1 our system performs satisfactorily with
about a 91.6% rate of success in real cases.
Another important aspect of the design and
implementation of an intelligent system is determination of
the degree of speed in the answer that the system provides.
During the experimentation, heuristics and measures that are
commonly adopted in information retrieval have been used.
While the users were performing these searches, an
application was continually running in the background on
the server, and capturing the content of queries typed and
the results of the searches. Statistical analysis has been done
to determine the importance values in the results. We can
establish that speed in our system improves the proceeding
time and the average of the traditional search engine. The
results for OntoSDL are 9.15% better than proceeding time
and 11.9% better than executing time searches/sec in the
traditional search engines.

and the ontology into the retrieval process, the effectiveness
of the information retrieval is enhanced. Future work will
concern the exploitation of information coming from others
libraries and services and further refine the suggested
queries, to extend the system to provide another type of
support, as well as to refine and evaluate the system through
user testing. It is also necessary the development of an
authoring tool for user authentication, efficient ontology
parsing and real-life applications.
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Abstract—The paper presents a technology of crowdsourcing organization that is considered to provide optimal solutions
of complicated intelligent problems from large group of experts.
This approach is developed as an extension of the Evolutionary
Solutions Coordination method; it supposes dividing entire expert group into small ones and automatically defining best experts on each iteration to form the most competent groups on
further iterations. Finally, the group of the most competent experts gives full and the most rational solution. The paper also
presents an experiment on the Eysenck’s tests solving. It demonstrates significant superiority of self-managed crowdsourcing
over individual solution approach.
Keywords—crowdsourcing;
collective
intelligence;
coordination; generation; estimation; election; social.

I. INTRODUCTION
Growth of the Internet and evolution of web technologies
gave birth to a new kind of collective interaction of the web
users – crowdsourcing, which means creating needed solutions, ideas and other intellectual products with contribution
of large number of people, usually Internet users. This term
was first used by the journalist Jeff Howe [1]. In Russia, this
technology is developed by a young company Witology performed a set of considerable projects for Russian economy
[2]. Unfortunately, according to experience of crowdsourcing
practice, the technology is rather spendy, it requires usage of
expensive software, large calculation resources and numerous
project coordinators, so called facilitators [3], it makes the
technology almost unreachable for small companies and certain Internet users, who also may represent interesting social
projects.
The technology of Self-managed Crowdsourcing presented in this paper does not have these disadvantages. It utilizes a
special algorithm that is able to coordinate collective solution
search automatically, without human intervention [4].
The first section of the paper deals with theoretical basics
of the presented algorithm. It explains the logic of three-cycle
scheme step by step. In the next section the theory of selfmanaged crowdsourcing is presented. After that some experimental results will be provided. The experiment considers a
group of students that solve IQ tests using the provided theory. The last section gives a conclusion upon the described
experiment.
II. THREE-CYCLE SCHEME OF CROWDSOURCING
Papers on crowdsourcing state that group solution can significantly overcome individual results if there is good algo-
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rithmic platform of collective work organization [5]. Method
of Evolutionary Solutions Coordination described by Protasov
et al. in [6] can be used as a kind of crowdsourcing approach
on large experts number. Therefore, there is a need to develop
such a collaboration technology that leads the number of coordination steps to minimum.
According to the procedure of Evolutionary Solutions Coordination, in order to minimize coordination steps number,
the following organization of self-managed crowdsourcing
can be considered. On the first cycle, each expert fills slots of
the projects with his own proposals. On the second cycle, basing on predefined regular graph [7] of connections experts
receive others’ solutions and fill up empty slots of their own
solutions with received variants that seem correct in their
view [8]. On the third cycle, for each slot of the project, the
value chosen by greater than a half of experts is considered as
the group’s choice. The group’s solution is formed of such
slots’ values.
Of course, on the first cycle, it is desirable to provide
equiprobable slots filling. Regular graph is applicable for this
task because there is only iteration of solutions coordination
and random genetic-like expert pairs selection is not necessary. It is also noticeable that each cycle is performed by all
experts concurrently and the operation time does not depend
on their quantity.
The obtained results are also significant for the artificial
intelligence construction of large number of uniform modules,
e. g., neurons cluster or primitive computers forming homogeneous environment.
The scheme of three-cycle coordination is illustrated on
Fig. 1.
III. THE TECHNOLOGY OF SELF-MANAGED CROWDSOURCING
Let us consider the Evolutional Coordination Method application based on social web-platform – an Internet site constructed specially for organizing crowdsourcing technology.
The number of experts is not defined previously. Collective
work can be described as follows. The experts registered on
the site form small groups, e. g., 10 people each group. Each
expert is provided with a predefined project task and an instruction which contains his groupmate list for sending initial
ideas and time interval allotted for ideas generation. After
finishing the first stage and receiving other users’ solutions for
expertise, the experts perform an estimation of the received
solutions. All slots’ values which seem correct for them are
copied to their own solutions. After the received variants estimation and slots filling, all solutions are saved on the site.
Then, the special program, Project Moderator, picks out best
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Figure 1. Three-cycle coordination scheme

experts (ones with greatest estimation ability in a group) from
all groups and allocates them into new groups. These groups
are given the best variants of previous expert generation and
estimation cycle is repeated. Further, the best experts are selected again from these groups; the process proceeds until the
best final group is selected among experts, and they obtain the
last and the most fully defined solution.
Such scheme of crowdsourcing organization induces selfmanaged processes of the best experts distinguishing and obtaining the best solution with small number of iterations. Existing crowdsourcing schemes widely utilize such technology
with inviting large groups of human moderators. This makes
projects very expensive. But, the technology described in this
paper supposes to entrust the coordination work to a program.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING OF SELF-MANAGED
CROWDSOURCING TECHNOLOGY

In order to test the self-manged crowdsourcing technology, some experiments in Internet were carried out. 7 groups of
students consisting of 3 to 7 people participated in the experiments. Eysenck intellect testing with predefined test examples was selected as a test task [9]. It included 50 questions
where the answers were single keywords. The experiment was
hold according to the crowdsourcing technology described
above. Students registered beforehand on the site of the project and were united into groups of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 5 and 7 people
(see the Table 2). According to the Eysenck methodology
each group was given 30 minutes to complete the test, the
time intervals allocated for the first and second cycles were
defined depending on a group size: 18 minutes for 7 and 24
minutes for 3 people for the first cycle – the time varies because more experts need more time for coordination stage.
The table contains competence data of all experts: slots
number filled on first and second cycles, competence in generation and estimation, forecast of correct answers number
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(N), IQ level calculated by the Eysenck’s formula
and the Intellectual Potential (IP), where IP is defined
by the formula
(1)

where M, for certain expert, is the number of experts with
the same competence (both generative and estimative) that
provides full solution with probability 0.999.
Analyzing the table, it’s easy to descry that IP distribution
has considerably greater dispersion then that of IQ level. In
this example it vary from 1.5 to 144.7 while IQs of corresponding experts equal 104 and 165. Since IP shows more
correctly the certain expert’s contribution to overall work, it
can be deduced that estimation of experts only by IQ gives
undeserved advantage to less smart ones. Table 1 illustrates
full results of expert groups work. It contains a number of
slots filled on the second cycle, portion of filled slots after
first and second cycles and IQ level for each group.
TABLE 1. EXPERT GROUPS RESULTS

19

Relative
slots filling
on 1st cycle
0,06

Relative
slots filling
on 2st cycle
0,38

2

24

0,18

0,48

150

3

28

0,06

0,56

160

4

25

0,02

0,5

152

5

14

0,02

0,28

125

6

21

0,06

0,42

142

7

23

0

0,46

148

3rd cycle

50

0,52

1

215

Group
N

Slots filled
on 2st cycle

1

IQ
138

104
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TABLE 2. EXPERTS RATINGS

Group N
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Expert N
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Slots filled
on 1st cycle
3
18
19
6
6
14
14
11
8
1
3
13
6
1
14
5
4
11
4
6
11
11
2
11
7
5
7
9
11
10
3
4
10
19
6
6
12

Slots filled
on 2st cycle
26
19
21
23
0
20
22
37
28
16
27
28
25
29
30
6
0
38
12
11
0
13
11
21
20
19
25
19
14
24
4
0
13
41
28
11
14

Generation
competence
0,075
0,45
0,475
0,156
0,156
0,365
0,365
0,3
0,218
0,02
0,082
0,355
0,171
0,02
0,4
0,143
0,115
0,314
0,12
0,18
0,33
0,33
0,06
0,33
0,21
0,136
0,191
0,245
0,3
0,273
0,094
0,126
0,316
0,6
0,189
0,189
0,379

According to the technology of Self-managed
Crowdsourcing, on final cycle the group of experts with the
best competence in solutions estimation was selected from the
whole set of experts. They interchanged their solutions and
complemented each other. After the coordination cycle, for
the final solution, the slots presented in most experts’ solutions were distinguished to form the final solution. The results
are presented in the last row of the Table 1. On the last cycle
of the experiment selected group of the best experts obtained
full solution – all questions of the test were answered.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Finally, the first cycle of the Self-managed Crowdsourcing includes the creation of population of correctly filled
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Estimation
competence
0,74
0,0625
0,133
0,654
0,01
0,333
0,555
1
0,69
0,432
0,706
0,625
0,543
0,7
0,222
0,028
0,01
0,11
0,348
0,238
0,01
0,125
0,36
0,625
0,65
0,634
0,9
0,556
0,187
0,823
0,025
0,01
0,091
0,917
0,594
0,135
0,064

Correct answers
forecast (N)
3,75
22,5
23,75
7,82
7,82
18,3
18,3
15
10,9
1
4,09
17,7
8,57
1
20
7,14
5,71
15,7
6
9
16,5
16,5
3
16,5
10,5
6,82
9,54
12,3
15
13,6
4,74
6,31
15,8
30
9,47
9,47
18,9

IQ

IP

99
146
149
110
110
136
136
128
117
93
100
134
111
93
140
108
104
129
105
113
131
131
98
131
116
107
114
121
128
124
102
106
130
165
114
114
137

11,3
30,2
53,2
23,8
1,9
54,4
63,1
55,1
35,1
2,9
12,3
62,5
25,1
3,2
52,7
3,9
1,5
26,1
14,9
19,9
4,3
30,1
7,5
56,8
33,1
20,3
31,8
38,2
32,9
47,4
2,4
1,6
23,3
144,7
28,8
15,8
23,6

slots. After second cycle, many experts experience considerable growth of correctly filled slots, but most experts correct
answers portion is still low and the group has not yet filled all
the slots of the projects. Only small group of leaders has estimative ability greater than 0.5, they actually have overcome
the Condorcet’s border [10]. These very leaders formed the
final group that obtained full solution on the last cycle. Taking into account that Eysenck’s tests are constructed with
consideration of impossibility to solve them fully in given
time it can be concluded that expert groups under Selfmanaged Crowdsourcing technology have done an impossible.
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Abstract— The Kohonen Self-Organizing Map (KSOM) is one of
the well-known unsupervised learning algorithms, which has
been applied in various areas. This algorithm can cluster and
classify an enormous amount of data into several clusters
according to the similarity of the data features. However, it has
many drawbacks, such as difficulty of clustering the data, which
have similar features. These may lead to the inefficient result;
the data is scatteredly mapped even though it is accurately
clustered into several clusters according to the features.
Therefore, this paper proposed a Pheromone-based Kohonen
Self-Organizing Map (PKSOM) algorithm to refine the
scatteredness of the data in the clusters, thus to improve the
cluster density. Some modifications have been made to the
original Kohonen Self-Organizing Map (KSOM), adapted from
the Ant Clustering Algorithm procedures. This PKSOM has
been tested on three different datasets; Iris flowers, Glass and
Wood datasets. Based on the result, the proposed method has
improved the classification impressively by increasing the
density of the data in clusters. Hence, it has also refined the
scatteredness of classes, where each dataset is well clustered
where data that have similar features are located closely to each
other in the same cluster. However, there are a few overlapped
clusters that still occur.
Keywords–Kohonen Self-Organizing Map (KSOM); Pheromone;
Ant Clustering Algorithm (ACA); Clustering; Cluster density.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Kohonen Self-Organization Map (KSOM) is an
unsupervised learning technique that is expended by
topological self-organizing maps stemming from techniques
that were first proposed for competitive learning [1]. This
algorithm is used to process the high dimensional data, and it
is also designed to cluster the data into clusters of data that
exhibit some similarities. Each cluster with similar features is
projected onto the same node on the map. Otherwise, the
dissimilarity increases with the distance that separates two
projections on the map. Thus, the cluster space is identified to
the map, so that the projection enables simultaneous
visualization of the cluster and the observation space [2].
Being one of the most popular unsupervised learning
technique, KSOM has been used in different areas, in
clustering, that might help to solve a complex problem.
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Giraudel et al. [3] discussed a comparison between the
application of KSOM and other conventional ordination
methods for ecological community. As mentioned earlier,
KSOM has been used in different areas for many purposes.
Anthony has used the KSOM to develop a new color
quantization algorithm for mapping the 24-bit color images to
eight-bit color [4]. They proved that their proposed algorithm
could produce better output compared to the Oct-Tree and
Median-Cut algorithms with very limited samples. While
Emamian et al. [5] have proposed the application of KSOM to
recognize the transient crack-related signals in the presence of
strong time-varying noise and other interferences. The
application can cluster the acoustic emission signals for fault
monitoring and as a result, it is showed that the KSOM did
perform well with a small probability of error.
The KSOM has also been widely used as a visualization
tool for dimensionality reduction. Its unique topology
preserving property can be used to visualize the relative
mutual relationships among the data. It has been applied to
organize and visualize vast amount of textual information, for
example, the SOM that organizes massive document
collection; WEBSOM [6]. The main benefit of KSOM is the
topology preservation of an input space, which makes similar
object appear closely on the map. Most of these applications,
however, are based on 2D grids and map. Weijian et al. [7]
investigated a hybrid neural network framework by
combining the supervised learning algorithm with
unsupervised algorithm on integrated representation platform
of multiple two dimensional KSOM with the assistance of
associative memory for clustering and classification of
Remotely Sensed (RS) imagery. The formation of the clusters
and the transformation from clusters to decision regions are
implemented by unsupervised and supervised self-organizing
learning on several Kohonen 2D Self-Organizing Maps
(M2dSOM), individually. Xu et al. [8] used the two important
operations in KSOM: vector quantization and topological
preserving mapping, while introducing an online SelfOrganizing Topological Tree (SOTT), with faster learning, is
proposed. Their proposed learning rule is novel and delivers
the efficiency and the topological preservation compared to
other structures of KSOM. The computational complexity of
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SOTT is better and its computation time is much shorter than
the entire search process done by KSOM. Forkan et al. [9]
proposed a new method for surface based on hybrid
techniques using KSOM and Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO). The KSOM learns the sample data through mapping
grid. Consequently, the learned and well-represented data has
become the input for surface fitting procedure. The authors
have proposed PSO to probe the optimum fitting points on
surfaces and this algorithm has been applied on different
types of curve to observe its ability in reconstructing the
object while preserving the original shapes.
However, the KSOM has several weaknesses, such as the
difficulty of clustering and classifying the data, which have
similar features, and this may lead to an inefficient result.
Therefore, to improve the clustering result, a few researchers
have proposed an optimized Kohonen by hybridizing KSOM
with other techniques such as K-mean [19], simulated
annealing [20], rough set theory and genetic algorithm [21],
and Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [22][23].
There are numerous researches have been conducted using
the combination of KSOM with ACO for clustering. For
example, Mora et al. [22] proposed an ant-based method that
takes benefit of the cooperative self-organizing ACO named
as KohonAnts. It is designed as a clustering algorithm that is
capable of grouping a set of the input samples into clusters
with similar features same as KSOM behavior. The data is
grouped without considering the class of the input pattern
during the process. While Yang et al. [23] also applied ACO
in their Ant-based of Self-Organizing feature Maps algorithm
(ABSOM). This algorithm utilized the pheromone mechanism
of ant colony system to memorize the history of the best
matching unit and also adopted the state of transition rules of
exploitation and exploration in ACO to determine the best
matching unit. Chen et al. [27] proposed a new clustering
method named AMC algorithm that can be accelerated by the
use of a global memory bank, increase the radius of
perception and also a density-based method that permits each
ant to look for objects. This algorithm has reduced the times
of region inquiry, hence, saved the clustering time.
Even though most of these hybrid algorithms are capable
of grouping the data samples accurately into required classes,
unfortunately the data samples are scatteredly mapped on the
topology map. Moreover, it is hard to identify the separation
boundary among the classes. Therefore, this paper has
proposed a Pheromone-Based Self-Organizing Map
(PKSOM) algorithm to refine and improve the scatteredness
of the data in the clusters by modifying the KSOM algorithm
using the pheromone concept from the Ant Clustering
Algorithm (ACA). The ACA is chosen because of its strength,
where it is robust, flexible, self-organize, good convergence
and parallel [24]. It is a probabilistic technique for solving
computation problem, which can be reduced to finding a good
path through graph [25]. Besides, it can cluster the data
samples into numbers of clusters and the total number of
cluster is generated automatically [26].
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This paper has been organized as follows. After presenting
all concepts used in our method, in section Data Clustering,
then we will discuss the proposed methods thoroughly,
followed by a discussion on experimental works and analysis
of results. Finally, we will conclude out description in the last
section with a discussion of the obtained results and future
works.
II.

DATA CLUSTERING

A. Kohonen Self-Organizing Map (KSOM)
Developed by Teuvo Kohonen in year 1982, Kohonen
Self-Organizing Map (KSOM) is an example of unsupervised
training method for neural networks that implements the
vector quantization [6]. Differing from the traditional vector
quantization where KSOM task is to define how the mapping,
m is ordered and how the input x is distributed on the map. In
KSOM, there are a few factors that might influence the
clustering results such as learning parameters, topology map
and map sizes. The major steps in KSOM are in the distance
calculation and the weights update. A KSOM unit computes
the Euclidean Distance between an input x and its weight
vector w. In the Kohonen one-dimensional network, the
neighborhood of radius 1 of a unit at the kth position consists of
the units at the positions k − 1and k + 1. The KSOM network
and its algorithm are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
Size-Y

Size-X

………….….
X1

X2

X3
X3
Input Vector

X157

Figure 1. The KSOM network.

The performance of KSOM algorithm is measured using
two measurements that commonly used in evaluating and
measuring the self-organization algorithm: topological error
and quantization error [10]. The topological error is used to
measure the proportion of all data vectors for which first and
second-best matching unit or winning unit are not adjacent
vectors. If the value of topological error is lower then the
KSOM preserves the topology is better. The quantization error
is used to measure the average distance between each data
vector and its best matching unit or winning unit. If the value
of quantization error is small then it shows that the input
vector is closer to its prototype.
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1: procedure LUMER & FAEITA
2: Randomly scatter data items on toroidal grid
3: Randomly place agents on the toroidal grid
4: for t=1 to max iterations do
5:
j=random agent
6:
move agent j randomly by step size grid cells
7:
l= is agent j’s grid position occupied by data
item?
8:
e= is agent j’s grid position occupied by a data
item?
9:
if(l=TRUE) AND (e=FALSE) then
10: i=data item carried by agent j
11: drop=(random()<=pdrop(i)
12: if drop = TRUE then
13: let agent j drop data item i at its current post
14: end if
15: end if
16: if (l=FALSE) and (e=TRUE) then
17: i=data item at agent j’s grid position
18: pick=random()<=Ppick(i)
19: if pick=TRUE then
20: let agent j pick up data item i
21: end if
22: end if
23: end for
24: end procedure

Figure 3. The Ant Clustering Algorithm (ACA) algorithm

III.
Update learning rate at specified time

Figure 2. The KSOM Algorithm

B. Ant Clustering Algorithm (ACA)
The Ant Clustering Algorithm (ACA) [16] is an ant
colony optimization algorithm that is designed for clustering
purposes. It is a self-organizing algorithm where, the positive
and negative feedback can display sudden modification that
affect the pattern at the global level and the interaction is
based on the cues and signals. Artificial ants are needed and
the movements of these ants are based on the probabilities to
pick up and drop down the object that are inversely
proportional to the number of objects that are has experiences
within a short period. Therefore, the ant will be more likely to
deposit the object near larger clusters of objects. This
algorithm applied the similarity idea where the degree of pair
of data objects can reveal their probability of grouping into
the same cluster. Fig. 3 shows the algorithm for ACA by
Lumer et al. [11].
The ant can measure the similarity of the objects
perceived within a local region and also identify the objects at
the central site that is equally likely to group with the other
objects. This algorithm used two types of pheromone for its
searching strategy: cluster pheromone and object pheromone.
Normally the cluster pheromone is used to lead or guide the
ant to search for compact clusters while the object pheromone
is to guide the ant to search for an object to be picked up and
dropped. Both picking and dropping decisions require the
evaluation of f(i), which provides information on the
similarity and density of the data items in the ant’s local
neighborhood.

PHEROMONE-BASED KOHONEN SELF-ORGANIZING
MAP (PKSOM)

The proposed algorithm; Pheromone-Based Kohonen SelfOrganizing Map (PKSOM) is a modified KSOM using a
pheromone concept adapted from the ACA algorithm. As
mentioned before, there are two main steps in KSOM that
determine the self-organizing process: (1) distance calculation
and (2) weight update. Some modification has been made to
these two steps using the pheromone concept. The full
PKSOM algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.
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map, radius and learning rate
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Stopping condition > Tmax

Print location items
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Calculate distance between input and
output,
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!!
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!!!
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Figure 4. The PKSOM Algorithm
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A. Distance Calculation
In KSOM, the distance calculation uses Euclidean
Distance (ED); a distance between two points on a plane. The
calculation is shown in (1) [1].
!

(𝑤𝑖𝑗 − 𝑥𝑖)!

𝑑 𝑗 =   

(1)

!!!

The wij is representing the weight connection between input
and output node, while xi is the value of input X. This
equation compares two objects across a range of variables and
determines how dissimilar the objects are. In KSOM, the
minimum value of ED is selected to be a winning unit. The
minimum value also shows the two objects are very similar to
each other. 	
  
For modification, the ED is replaced using Pheromone
Density Measure (PDM) in ACA, as shown in (2). The
pheromone density function is a way to measure the average of
the similarity of objects oi and other objects present in the
neighbor δ, instead of looking at the distance, individually
[11].
!
1
𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗)
𝑓 𝑖 =    !
1−
(2)
𝛿
𝛼    
!!!

Here, the d(i,j) is to define the distance or dissimilarity
between objects in the space of objects’ attributes. While the 𝛼
is a discriminant factor that defines the scale of dissimilarity
and it is important for it to determine when two items should
be or should not be located next to each other. The value
selection for 𝛼 is also crucial where this might affect the
formation of clusters. If the 𝛼 value is too large, there might
not be enough discrimination between different items that may
lead to the formation of clusters composed of item, which
should not belong to the same cluster. On the other hand, if the
value is too small, the distances between items in the space are
amplified to the point where the items, which are relatively
close in attribute space cannot be clustered together because
the discrimination is too high.
B. Weights Update
Despite the pheromone density calculation, the other
modified step is the weights’ update. In original KSOM
algorithm, the weight changes are calculated using Gaussian
function [2], as shown in (3). The Gaussian function is used as
a decreasing function of the grid distance between objects.
Due to the collective learning scheme in KSOM, the input
signals, which are near to each other, will be mapped on
neighboring neurons. Thus, the topology inherently present in
the input signals will be preserved in the mapping. The rk and
rc represent the two objects to be calculated, while the δ is
representing the neighborhood radius.
∆𝑤 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝   −

(𝑟𝑘 − 𝑟𝑐)
2𝛿 !

!

  

(3)

In order to ensure this algorithm works well with
pheromone density calculation, the Gaussian function is
replaced with the probability to pick up (4) and probability to
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drop (5) the object in ACA. Deneubourg et al. [17] have
proposed these probabilities based on the corpse clustering and
the larvae sorting in ants; where the isolated item should be
picked up and dropped at some other location where more
items of that type are present. The decisions to drop and pick
the object are random and influenced by the data items in the
neighborhood. The probability of dropping an item might
increase if the surrounded neighborhood data is similar. In
contrast, the probability of picking an item might increase if
the surrounded neighborhood is dissimilar.
!
𝑘1
𝑃𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑘 =   
  
(4)
𝑘1 + 𝑓(𝑖)
𝑃𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 =

2(𝑓 𝑖   𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛  𝑓 𝑖 < 𝑘2
1  𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛  𝑓 𝑖 ≥ 𝑘2    

(5)

For both equations, the f(i) is the PDM, while the k1 and k2
are threshold constants. The selected value for both k is 1 and
this is according to Lumer et al. [11], where they have defined
a distance or dissimilarity between objects in the space of
object attributes:
• If two objects are similar or identical, then the d(oi,oj)
=0
• If two objects are not similar or identical, then the
d(oi,oj) = 1
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL WORKS AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

A. Experimentals Works
The proposed algorithm has been tested using three
different datasets; (1) Iris, (2) Glass and (3) Wood datasets (as
shown in Table 1). The Iris dataset consists of 150 samples,
which represent 3 species; sentosa, virginica and versicolor.
While for Glass’s data, the dataset has 216 samples and can
be categorized into 2 categories; window and non-window
glass. Moreover, the dataset for Wood that owned 5040
samples of data comprises 52 tropical Wood species and this
dataset can also be categorized according to the most
dominant features; the pore size. There are three sizes of
pores; small, medium-sized and large and the list of tropical
wood species based on pores sizes is shown in Table 2.
TABLE 1: THE DATASET USED TO EVALUATE THE ALGORITHM
Datasets
Iris
Glass
Wood

No of Samples
150
215
5040

Attributes
4
9
157

Category
3
2
3

TABLE 2. TROPICAL WOOD SPECIES BASED ON PORES SIZES
Pore Sizes
Small
MediumSized
Large

Wood Species
mataulat
balau, bintangor, bitis, chengal, gerutu, giam
jelutong, kapur, kasai, kekatong, keledang, keranji, kulim,
machang, medang, melunak, perupok, redbalau
bintangor, durian, gerutu2, kapur, kasai, keledang, keruing,
machang, merantibakau, redbalau, rubberwood, sesendok
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The training processes are done repetitively and each
dataset used different parameters; such as learning rate and
number of epochs. These values have been personalized to
each dataset and parameters values are obtained from the
KSOM training process for performance comparison purposes.
Table 3 shows the full parameters used for these three
datasets. The selection of topological map for all datasets is
based on Alhoniemi et al. [18], calculated using:
𝑚𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 = 5(  𝑛𝑜  𝑜𝑓  𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒  

!.!"#$%

for large pores. However, the PKSOM has clustered the
Wood dataset into three desired clusters, accurately. This is
shown in Fig. 7.
A

A
A

A
B

A

(6)

B

B
B

A

B
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(81 nodes)
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3
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Virginica)
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(81 nodes)
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(529 nodes)
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TABLE 3. FULL PARAMETERS USED FOR ALL DATASETS
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Figure 6. Clustering Results using (a) KSOM and (b) PKSOM for Glass Dataset

B. Results
As a result, it is obviously seen that the PKSOM has
improved and refined the scatteredness of clustering data by
increasing the density of the data in clusters. Most of the data
are well clustered and closed to each in the same cluster even
though there is a few dislocated data occurred and performed
the overlapped clusters. Fig. 5 shows the results for Iris
dataset using both algorithms. KSOM has clustered the Iris
dataset into three big clusters (consists of a few clusters for
every species) according to the species. However, the
PKSOM has also clustered the dataset into three different
clusters with high density of data in each cluster.
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Fig. 6 shows the clustering results performed by KSOM
and PKSOM for Glass dataset, where the KSOM has
separated the dataset into two categories: the window glass
(on the upper part of the map) and non-window glass (on the
lower part of the map). Conversely, the PKSOM has clearly
separated the dataset into two different classes with a
minimum number of cluster nodes and high density of data in
each node. While for Wood dataset, KSOM has clustered the
whole dataset into five big clusters: one cluster for small
pores, two clusters for medium-sized pores and two clusters
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Figure 5. Clustering Results using (a) KSOM and (b) PKSOM for Iris
Dataset
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Figure 7. Clustering Results using (a) KSOM and (b) PKSOM for Wood Dataset
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TABLE 4: FULL RESULT FOR ALL DATASET

Dataset

Iris
Glass
Wood

Map Size
9x9
(81 cluster nodes)
9x9
(81 cluster nodes)
23 x 23
(529 cluster nodes)

Cluster Usage
(Cluster Node
With data)

Average Cluster
Density of single
node

KSOM

PKSOM

KSOM

PKSOM

64

4

+2

+38

69

4

+3

54

399

71

+13

+71

for KohonAnts, ABSOM and PKSOM. Both methods:
KohonAnts and ABSOM have produced good classification
result but the clustered data is scatteredly mapped into a two
dimensional map. However, it is clearly seen that PKSOM
has clustered the Iris dataset into three clusters, same as
KohonAnts and ABSOM but with a minimum number of
cluster usage. This is proved that PKSOM has refined the
scatteredness of the data, thus improved the separable
boundary between clusters.

Conclusively, as shown in Table 4, the KSOM has
clustered Iris dataset into 64 clusters, Glass dataset into 69
clusters and wood dataset into 399 clusters. The percentage of
cluster usage (the cluster node that consists of data) for Iris
dataset is 79.01%, Glass dataset is 85.19% and for wood
dataset is 75.43%. While for proposed algorithm, PKSOM,
the percentage of cluster usage for every dataset are 4.94%
(Iris dataset), 4.94% (Glass dataset) and 23.92% (wood
dataset), as shown in Fig. 8.
Even though the KSOM’s average of cluster usage is
higher than the PKSOM, but the average cluster density of
each cluster is lower compared to PKSOM (shown in Fig. 9).
The PKSOM has the produced high average cluster density
for every dataset; for Iris, the average cluster density is 38,
Glass dataset average cluster density is 54 and for wood
dataset is 70.99. However, the average cluster densities for
every dataset produced by KSOM are very low; 2.34 (Iris
dataset), 3.13 (Glass dataset) and 12.63 (Wood dataset).

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. The Difference of Cluster Usage between KSOM and PKSOM

(c)
Figure 10. Clustering Results using (a) KohonAnts, (b) ABSOM and
(c) PKSOM for Iris Dataset

V.
Figure 9. The Average Cluster Density of single node

For performance evaluation, we have compared the
PKSOM result with previous methods; KohonAnts [22] and
ABSOM [23] based on Iris results. Fig. 10 shows the results
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In conclusion, it is obviously seen and proven that the
PKSOM has improved and refined the scatteredness of
clustering data by increasing the density of the data in clusters.
Most of the data for all datasets are well clustered and closed
to each other in the same cluster. However, there are a few
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dislocated data that performed the overlapped clusters. These
overlapped clusters consist of at least two different species or
category in every overlapped cluster. According to the result,
also, we can conclude that PKSOM also can deal with high
dimensional dataset, such as wood dataset. Furthermore, we
will perform further test using different high dimensional and
sparse dataset to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed
method. In addition, we will make some refinement to the
algorithm in order to solve overlapped clusters problem and
increase the classification accuracy.
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Abstract— Robots and autonomous vehicles that operate in
complex dynamical environments have attracted considerable
attention in recent years. Avoiding obstacles and finding a
passable route to the destination is one of the important and
basic functions of mobile robots. In this paper, we take our cue
from the obstacle-avoidance mechanism in animals, and
discuss how to enable robots to find a passable route using only
two-dimensional images from a single usual camera without
any distance information. We simulate the dynamic changes in
visual information and obtain the necessary conditions for a
mobile robot to determine impending collisions with an
obstacle in its path.

to-contact for an object in their path based solely on
available visual information and without any distance
information. Information about the time-to-contact is
perceived directly and no complex computation is
presumably required.
In this paper, we focus on this mechanism in animals and
discuss how to enable robots to find a passable route to their
destination using two-dimensional images from a single
camera without any distance information. We simulate the
dynamic changes in visual information and establish the
necessary conditions to accurately determine impending
collisions with an obstacle.

Keywords- Autonomous vehicles; Estimation of collision;
visual information single camera.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, robots and autonomous vehicles that
operate in complex dynamical environments such as daily
life have attracted considerable attention. Autonomous
navigation of automobiles or personal robots is among these
fertile areas of research. Conventional robots were designed
for well-known, simple environments, such as a factory.
Thus, conventional methodology does not work effectively
in designing robots that operate in unknown dynamic
environments.
Considerable research has been conducted to solve this
problem and develop effective autonomous robots. DARPA
ground challenge [1] and Google car [2] are one of them. In
these conventional studies, the most common approach to
such a problem is to create three-dimensional models of the
environment in question. In this approach, robots have
sensors, such as a laser range-finder, to measure distances to
obstacles and create a precise three-dimensional model of the
environment [3]-[7]. A passable route is obtained by
calculations that use information from the three-dimensional
model. While this approach is effective, the mechanism to
obtain the passable route is very different from that of
animals. Even lower-level animals and insects can act
quickly to avoid obstacles, in spite of their small brains.
They have no distance sensor and their brain is too small to
find a passable route to their destination as quickly as they
do. How these animals are nonetheless able to do so is still
an open question. However, research in ecological
psychology has revealed that animals can evaluate the time-
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II.

MODEL AND DEFINITION

We define the global coordinate system and the view
coordinate system as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively.
Table 1 elaborates on the meaning of the symbols used in
these figures. The robot (camera) moves on the y-axis at a
constant velocity and the direction of the camera is fixed, as
shown in Fig 1(b). There is a static obstacle in the robot’s
path, and the position of the obstacle in the global coordinate
system is converted to that in the view coordinate system by
(1) and ( 2).
obstacle
obstacle

W
camera

f

camera

X

o

View coordinate
system

o

(a) Side view

(b) Top view

Figure 1. Global coordinate system.

o

Figure 2. View coordinate system.
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TABLE I. DEFINITION

obstacle

f

Focal length

W

Width of the body
Position of the obstacle in the view
coordinate system
Position of the obstacle in the global
coordinate system
Position of the camera in the global
coordinate system

(

)

(
(

)

Velocity
v= 3 [km/h]

camera

o

Figure 5. Case A-2: Robot does not contact the obstacle.

X
Y

X
o

o

t

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the results of our simulation. These
graphs show the change in position of the obstacle relative to
the robot’s visual coordinate system as it moves forward.
From these results, it is obvious that if both sides of the
obstacle appear to expand outwards from the robot’s visual
perspective, the robot will hit the obstacle. On the other hand,
if both sides of the obstacle appear to move in one direction
from the perspective of the robot’s visual coordinate system,
the robot can evade the obstacle.
2

t

Figure 3. Temporal response of the edges of object.

1
0.5

X

Fig. 3 illustrate the temporal response of the edges of the
object in the view coordinate system. In this study, we focus
on this temporal change, and discuss how to determine
collision to the obstacle.

1.5

0
-0.5

III.

SIMULATION

sigth

-1

A. Case of ignoring body size
In this subsection, we assume that the body of the robot
is a point and has no width. We conduct simulations for two
cases, as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Fig. 4 shows the case
where the robot comes into contact with the obstacle and Fig.
5 represents one where the robot successfully evades it. In
both cases, the robot moves in a straight line at the same
constant velocity. By comparing these results, we can learn
how to estimate future crashes using the visual information
at hand.
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Figure 6. Result of Case A-1
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Figure 7. Result of Case A-2

Figure 4. Case A-1: Robot contacts the obstacle.
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B. Case of considering body size
In this subsection, we assume that the body of the robot
has a certain non-negligible width. We conduct simulations
with the robot at different distances from the obstacle, as
shown in Fig. 8 and Table 2. In all cases, the robot moves in
a straight line at the same constant velocity.
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Figure 11. Result of Case B-3
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Figure 8. Case B: Robot has a certain width
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Figs. 9 to 13 show the simulation results. In all cases,
both sides of the obstacle appear to move in the same
direction from the robot’s visual perspective. Thus,
according to the condition stated in Section III.A, the robot
should pass the obstacle by. However, in this simulation, the
width of the robot’s body is 2m, because of which it hits the
obstacle in cases B-3, B-4 and B-5. From these results, we
can conclude that the condition in Section III.A is not

Figure 10. Result of Case B-2
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sufficient for the robot to avoid the obstacle when it is
sufficiently large in size.
To take the size of the robot’s body into consideration,
we focus on the temporal changes in values of XL and XR, the
horizontal coordinates that demarcate the width of the
obstacle, with the robot’s motion. Fig. 14 shows the temporal
change in the value of XL. We see that this change depends
on the distance between the robot and the obstacle. Therefore,
we can calculate if a collision will occur from the change in
the horizontal coordinates of the obstacle relative to the
robot’s motion, if the width of the robot’s body and its
velocity are known.
10

IV.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discuss a method for a mobile robot to
detect impending collision with an obstacle in its path and to
find a passable route using only two-dimensional images
from a single usual camera without any distance information.
We simulated the dynamic changes in visual information and
determined the necessary conditions to determine future
collisions with an obstacle.
Our future research will be geared towards estimating the
relative velocity of a mobile robot with respect to obstacles
using visual information, and applying it to determine
impending collisions.

9
8
7

Temporal change of XL

its distance from the obstacle. Thus, to determine if a
collision will occur, the velocity of the robot relative to the
obstacle is also required.
Animate living beings do not have velocity sensors. They
estimate relative velocity using visual information. Thus, the
determination that a collision will occur or that a passable
route that avoids obstacles is available can only be made
through visual information.
Our future research in this area will focus on the
calculation of relative velocity using available visual
information.
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Figure 14. Temporal change of XL for different settings of xL

C. Case of different velocities
In this subsection, we consider the influence of the
velocity of the robot on obstacle avoidance. The simulation
setting is the same as in Section III.B, except for the velocity
of the robot.
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Abstract—In ecological psychology, it is considered that
animals and insects use visual instead of distance
information. In this paper, we take the mechanism of
animals into consideration and address the method used to
estimate the velocity of a robot by employing only one
camera. Simulations are conducted and their accuracy is
discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Intelligent safety systems for automobiles, such as
autonomous collision avoidance and navigation systems,
have recently attracted considerable attention, leading to
extensive research into developing effective autonomous
vehicles. The DARPA ground challenge and the Google
car are two examples [1]-[3]. The most common approach
in these conventional studies is to create three-dimensional
models of the environment. In this approach, the vehicles
have sensors, such as laser range-finders, to measure
distances to obstacles and create a precise threedimensional model of the environment [4]-[8]. However,
the creation of this environment model and the extraction
of useful information involve huge computational costs. In
contrast, although lower animals and insects do not have
such distance sensors and their brains are very small, they
behave adaptively even in unknown environments [9]-[11].
In ecological psychology, it is presumed that animals and
insects use visual information instead of distance
information.
This study considers the navigation mechanism of
animals and addresses the method used to estimate the
velocity of a robot using visual information. We focus on
the ecological niche framework and assume that the
average distance from obstacles is constant. Under this
assumption, we derive an equation to estimate velocity
from visual information. Simulations are conducted, and
the error rate arising from the error of average distance is
discussed.
This paper consists of the following parts. Section II
defines the global coordinate system and explains the
problem domain and the assumption in this paper. Section
III describes a preliminary experiment that was conducted
to discuss the validity of the assumption. Section IV
proposes a method to estimate the velocity, and in Section
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V, simulations are conducted and the error rate of the
proposed method is discussed. Section VI concludes this
paper.
II. PROBLEM DOMAIN
In this study, we address the method of estimating the
velocity of a robot by using only one camera; we employ
no other sensors. In general, it is impossible to estimate
velocity using a single camera. Hence, we make an
assumption based on ecology. In ecology, it is reported
that each animal occupies and exploits a unique niche. The
size and variation of obstacles in its environment are
aspects of this niche. Accordingly, we focus on the
average distance from obstacles. The average distance
depends on the niche and does not change rapidly.
Therefore, in this study, we assume that the average
distance from visible obstacles is known (i.e., it can be
learned) and constant. Under this assumption, we derive an
equation to estimate velocity from visual information. In
practice, the average distance shows small variations; thus,
we discuss the error rate of the estimated velocity arising
from the error of average distance. The details are as
follows.
We define the global and view coordinate systems as
shown in Figure. 1, and we define the estimated average of
distance as shown in Figure 2.
(
(

(
(0, ,0)

(

X
O

f

Y

Figure 1. Definition of coordinate systems.
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Figure 2. Definition of average distance.

The camera is located on the y-axis of the global
coordinate system and moved forward at a constant
velocity v. The lens is positioned at (0, yf, 0). There are
several static object, and the coordinates of their
characteristic points pi are denoted by (xi, yi, zi), where n is
the number of characteristic points. Di is the distance
between the lens and the i-th point, and it is expressed as
Di = yi – yf. Ri is the distance from the origin in the view
coordinate system, ri is the distance from the y-axis in the
global coordinate system, and f is the focal length of the
camera.As described above, we assume that each Di is
unknown. However, only the average distance from the
visible characteristic points is estimated, as shown in (1):

̂

̅

∑

Figure 4. Environment 1

(1)

where only pk+1 to pk+m are visible among all characteristic
points (p1 to pn), as shown in Figure. 2. ̅ is the actual
average distance from the visible characteristic points, and
̂ is the predefined constant, estimated value of ̅ .
III. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT
To discuss the validity of the assumption written in
Section II, we conducted preliminary experiment.
Figure. 3 shows setting of the experiment. We measured
distance and angle ever from
to
and from
to
,then we move forward 2 m and measured
again. From and
we calculated
and ̅ . Figure. 4
and Figure. 5 shows environments, and Table 1 and 2
shows experiment results
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̇

TABLE 1. RESULT OF ENVIRONMENT 1

Measurement position
(0,0)
(0,2)
(0,4)
(0,6)
(0,8)

̅

̇

̇

̇

(6)

From (5) and (6), we obtain (7):

2.73
2.99
2.87
2.96
2.88

(7)
̇

From (7), we can obtain the sum of the distances from the
visible characteristic points (pk+1 to pm), and thus, we
obtain (8):

TABLE 2. RESULT OF ENVIRONMENT 2

Measurement position
(0,0)
(0,2)
(0,4)
(0,6)
(0,8)

∑

̅
12.15
12.03
12.83
12.32
12.13

(8)
̇

From (1) and (8), we obtain (9):
̅
∑

Environment 1 is a passage way in a building and there
is walls on its both sides. Though there are some objects,
influence of these objects is filtered by the calculation of
average. Thus the average distance does not change
rapidly as shown in Table. 1. Environment 2 is a road
between a building and a green zone, and the similar
tendency is observed as shown in Table. 2. From these
results, we can confirm that ̅ is dependent on the
environment, however, ̅ does not change rapidly.
IV. VELOCITY ESTIMATION
Now, we estimate the velocity of the camera using the
visual information Ri. From the geometric relationship, Ri
is given by (2):

=

∑

(2)

(9)
̇

In this paper, we utilize a predefined estimated value ̂
instead of the actual average ̅ . Therefore, the estimated
velocity of the camera ̂ is given by (10):

̂

̂
∑

(10)
̇

We conduct simulations using this method in the next
section.
V. SIMULATION
We conduct simulations to discuss the accuracy of the
proposed estimation method. In the simulations, we set all
the characteristic points on horizontal planes (z = 0) to
simplify the environments. Figures. 6–9 show the
simulation environments. The small circles denote the
characteristic points and the triangle denotes the visible
area.
30

Differentiating both sides of (2), we obtain (3):

̇

̇

25

(3)

20

15

Dividing (2) by (3), we obtain (4):

10

̇

(4)
̇

5

0

From (4), we obtain (5):

-15

̇

̇

(5)

-10

-5

0

5

10

15

Figure 6. Environment 1 (regular pattern, 900 points).

Alternatively, as the objects are static, the velocity of the
camera can be expressed by (6) using the temporal change
of Di.
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Figure 10. Results of Environment 1
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Figure 8. Environment 3 (random pattern, 900 points).
Figure 11. Results of Environment 2
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Figure 12. Results of Environment 3

The characteristic points are set at a regular interval in
Environment 1 (Figure. 6) and 2 (Figure. 7), and are set
randomly in Environment 3 (Figure. 8) and 4 (Figure. 9).
The density of the characteristic points is the same in
Environment 1 and 3, and in Environment 2 and 4.
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Our future work is to develop a prototype system and
conduct experiments in real environments, and discuss
effectiveness of the proposed framework in practical use.
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we addressed a method for the velocity
estimation of a robot from visual information. We focused
on the property of the environment and assumed that the
average distance from the visible characteristic points was
constant and predefined. Under this assumption, we
proposed a method for velocity estimation. Simulations
were conducted and the results showed that the velocity
could be estimated with a small error, which depended on
the environment.
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